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KORAKOU

A PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT NEAR CORINTH

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
At a point called Korakou, not quite three kilometres west of New Corinth and about one

kilometre east of the harbor of Lechaeum, the lower Corinthian plateau, which here ends in a bluff,

forms a sharp angle within a stone's throw of the sea. A conspicuous mound rises on this angle

35 m. above the sea and m. 15 m. over the level of the plateau to the south. The mound (Figs. 1

and 2), roughly oval in shape, measures 260 m. in length from east to west by 115 m. in width at

m
l'ic;riiF, 1. I HK Aidrsii (jf Korakou from the .-outh.

the widest point. Excavations were made here by the American School for a fortnight in the

spring of 1915 and again for six weeks in the summer of 1916. A detailed accoimt of the results

of these excavations is presented in this report,' including a description of the objects found, as

well as a statement of the conclusions which it seemed to me might be drawn from them.^

A number of test pits dug in a line across the mound of Korakou showed that its core is composed

of soft conglomerate on which lies a deposit 4 to 5 m. deep. This deposit is formed by the gradual

'The manuscript of this report was presented as a dissertation to the Faculty of the (Graduate School of Yale

University in candidacy for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

' Mr. A. J. B. Wace, Director of the British School at Athens, was present a large part of the time during both cam-
paigns, and his invaluable assistance both in the field and afterward in the study of the potterj', as well as in reading

the manuscript of the present paper, is gratefully acknowledged. Mr. Ralph Scott, Fellow of the American School,

assisted me during the second campaign. I am further greatly indebted to Mr. W. B. Dinsmoor, Architect of the

American School, who measured the architectural remains and drew the plan, Pl.\te VIII ; to Dr. A. K. Orlandos, of the

Greek Ministry of Education, who made some additions to the plan, drew the separate plans of the several houses (Figs.

110, 112, 114, 119, 121, 123), and also provided the drawings for Figs. 7, 13, 33, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 82, 109; and to

the Greek archaeological authorities for their unfailing courtesj' and assistance—especially to Mr. K. Kourouniotis,

who put a competent vase-mender at my disposal and also secured two photographs of vases for me. I wish likewise

to thank Professor Edward Capps for his careful reading of the manuscript- and his many good .suggestions; and my
2 1



2 KORAKOU

accumulation of debris and ruins of successive prehistoric settlements and exhibits clear, undis-

turbed stratification. Numerous foundation walls of stone laid in clay, several la3-ers of decom-

posed crude brick, and eleven successive levels of habitation appeared. Three main strata are

readily distinguishable.

The first, to which belong six of the above-mentioned surface-levels, rests on rock and has an

average thickness of ca. 2 m. It is separated from the second by a well-marked layer of ash which,

from the evidence of the trial pits, seems to extend over the whole site. The last settlement of

the first stratum (period) thus apparently came to an abrupt end in a general conflagration. The

characteristic and exclusive potterj' of the first period is the ware hitherto called "urfirnis" (cf.

below p. 4).

The second stratum, directly overlying the first, varies in depth from 1 m. to 1.40 m. It includes

three of the levels of habitation referred to above. Its upper limit is not so sharply defined as

Figure 2. I in \\"\ \ii ^i U.iKxi.ur i un\i mi. West (from the S.\>rD Hilis of Lechaedm).

was the case with the first stratum ; there is no general layer of ash to indicate a sudden destruction.

Though the transition to the third period is, in fact, a gradual one, it maj' nevertheless be easily

discerned in the character of the objects, especially the pottery, obtained from the excavations.

The characteristic fabrics of the second stratum are Minyan and Mattpainted wares (cf.

below p. 15).

The third and uppermost stratum averages 1.20 m. in depth, but its thickness is far from uni-

form, ranging from 0.40 m. to 2.10 m. in different parts of the hill. It is deepest toward theeastern

end of the crest of the moimd, under and east of House L (cf. plan, Plate VIII), and in this region

the yield of potsherds was also extremely rich. They show, as will appear from the description

below, three successive styles which fall into essential agreement with three distinct layers sub-

dividing the stratum. In the centre and western part of the mound, wheie the stratum is not so

deep, a process of telescoping seems to have taken place. That is, the earlier deposit of the third

thanks are due also to Mr. U. B. Seager, Professor James M. Paton, and Professor P. V. C. Baur for similar help.

To Professor George H. Chase and Professor Harold N. Fowler I owe a debt of gratitude for valuable criticism on

many points and generous aid in preparing the manuscript for the printer, as well as in reading the proof. Finally

I desire to acknowledge my very great obligation to Dr. B. H. Hill, Director of the .\merican School, who gave me
the opportunity to excavate at Korakou and by his constant aid and encouragement and a painstaking revision of

the manuscript made this report possible. A summary of some of the conclusions reached in this report has already

appeared in li. S. A., XXII, pp. 175 S.



INTRODUCTION 3

stratum in this region appears to have been removcil by the inhabitants to whom the later de-

posit of that period is due. The chai'acteristic pottery of the third stratum is Mycenaean ware

decorated in lustrous paint (cf. below p. 35).

It will be seen that each of the three strata produces distinct and characteristic kinds of pottery.

All these different classes of wares
—

"urfirnis," Minyan, Mattpainted ware, and Mycenaean

—

have been found at other sites,—in the Argolid, in Attica, in Boeotia, in Phocis, and as far north

as Lianokladi in the vallej' of the Spercheius near Lamia. They are typically mainland fabrics.

Their exact relation to one another, however, has not hitherto been accurately ascertained.'

The importance of the site at Korakou lies in the fact that, supplying the evidence which was lack-

ing at Tiiyns and Mycenae, it now definitely establishes the sequence of these prehistoric wares.

On the southeastern Greek mainland, therefore, the prehistoric age—subsequent to the neolithic

—

may now be recognized as falling into three great periods. With the object of giving them a name

which will emphasize their essentially mainland character, in contrast to the contemporary

civilization of Crete and the Cyclades, it is proposed in this report to call these periods respectively

Early, Middle, and Late Helladic. Each of these may in turn be subdivided in accordance with

the evidence of the excavations as set forth below.

In the following report the discussion of the first or Early Helladic Period depends almost

entirel}^ on the evidence supplied by the deep pits which were sunk down to rock (pits C, E, G,

J, E.A., L, P, S). For the second or Middle Helladic Period the evidence comes in part from the

pits (J, E.A., L, M, N, P, R, S), in part from a larger space on the eastern slope of the hill, where

the foundations of a house containing Minyan pottery were uncovered. Finally, the account of

the third or Late Helladic Period is based for the earlier stages on the material produced by the

pits (J, E.A„ L, M, K, S, P, R), and for the later stages on a more general excavation of the whole

central area of the mound.

I Cf. B. S. A., XXII, pp. 17.-) ff.



CHAPTER II

THE POTTERY
In the course of the excavations particular attention was given to the pottery, of which a great

quantity (not far short of 100,000 sherds) was found. All sherds were gathered up and kept

separate in trays according to level. Everything was washed and nothing was thrown away

without first having been examined and judged to be valueless. A large amount of work was

devoted to the cleaning and classifying of the pottery after it had been removed to the museum.

With the help of the vase-menders, J. Katsarakis in the summer of 1915, P. Diniakopoulos in

1916, and G. Kontogeorgis in 1918, it was possible to put together and restore from fragments

more than 150 vases, which form a valuable and representative collection of the prehistoric pot-

tery of Corinth. These vases are now in the museum at Old Corinth.

FIRST STRATUM—EARLY HELLADIC PERIOD

During the whole of this period a hand-made pottery was in use; there is no indication that the

potter's wheel was known. In consequence the potter, recognizing his limitations—or perhaps

rather compelled by his limitations—has to a large extent avoided shapes that call for symmetry

and exactness. Round saucers or shallow bowls are, indeed, extremely common, but their perim-

eter rarely, if cvci', forms a perfect circle; it is often drawn out into an irregular ellipse. In com-

parison with the great mass of later (chiefly Mycenaean or Late Helladic) sherds produced liy the

excavations, the amount of Early Helladic ware, owing to the limited area of the pits, was natu-

rally not large. These finds were nevertheless significant and sufficiently numerous to give the

basis for classification into the following groups:

A. Hand-Polished Ware

I. Unslipped} The fabric, though sometimes thin, is not very good. The clay, usually

reddish, is somewhat coarse and contains numerous gritty particles, while the baking is far from

perfect. The surface of the vase is buiT, red, or black, or some shade varying between red and

black, and is very smoothly polished. Marks of the burnishing instrument are distinctly visible.

The material is very fragmentary and no whole vases were found. Shapes that could be recog-

nized are shallow, round bowls or saucers; deep, wide jars; and askoid pots. No vessel with a

raised base was found. In some cases the bottom of the vase was merely flattened out; in others

after the bottom was flattened its centre was pushed upward a little, forming thereby a slight hol-

low under the pot. In this latter form we may have an early stage in the development of the

raised base.

Some of this ware was decorated with incised patterns as shown in Figure 3 (Nos. 2, 3, and 5).

These patterns consist of stamped (loul)le sjiirals connected by tangents, arranged in belts around

' Cf. B. S. A., XXII, p. 176, group I (a).

4



THE POTTERY 5

the upper part of the vase, and separated by a band of parallel lines or hatched triangles from the

lower part of the vase, which is undecorated. Sometimes the incisions are fairly broad and deep

and may have been filled in with white; in other cases they are narrow and shallow, and apparently

contained no pigment. So far as could be recognized, the shape resembles that of certain Early

Cycladic jars.^ A small jar with similar decoration was found in 1896 in a rock-cut tomb at

Old Corinth.2

The best of this ware appeared just above native rock at the bottom of pits G and L. Red was

at first more frequent than black, and the red-faced ware is in general superior in fabric to the

black. This pottery as a whole has a primitive appearance; note particularl\- tlie simplicity of

KicuRE 3. SuERUS OF Early Helladic \\'are (2, 3 AND 5 OF Clas.s a I; 1 of Class A II; 7 of Class B II; 6 of

Group D; 4 of Group E).

shape and the lack of a raised base. The higldy polished .surface may well be an inheritance or a

survival of the burnished technitiue characteristic of the neolithic period. Pottery of the same

character has been found in considerable (juantities in the Cydades, especially at Phylakopi in

Melos.'

II. Slipped Ware.'^ Vases of this grouj) are finely made and well baked. The surface is

covered with a smooth, polished slip, reddish brown, butf
,
yellowish buff, or gray in tone. Marks of

the polishing implement may generally be seen. The slip is thin and hard but often peels off readily

(cf. Fig. 3, No. 1). The shapes include small saucers and shallow bowls, sauce-boats, askoi, and

jugs with a wide mouth. One jug of this class had a line of wedge-shaped incisions round the base

of the neck (cf. Fig. 3, No. 1). The sauce-boat shown in Figure 4 is typical in its shape save for

the vertical handle, the ordinary handle of this kind of vase being horizontal. In some of the

earlier specimens of this ware the base is formed as in group I, by flattening out the bottom of the

base. In later examples, however, there is a raised base. Apart from the application of a sli]).

' Cf. 'E<*.'Apx-, 1898, PI. 9, 34 or 22, or perhaps 1 or 2.

^A.J.A., I, 1897, p. 321, 11,2.

' Cf . Phylakopi, §§ 2-4.

«Cf. B. S. A., XXII, p. 177, group I (b).
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P^FURE 4. Sauce-boat, Early Helladic Period,

Class A II.

the raised base and the new shape (i.e., the sauce-

boat) are indications that this group marks an

advance on group I.

B. Glazed Ware '

This ware is characterized by its partial or

complete coating of glaze-paint. It was first

found by Furtwangler at Orchomenos and named

bj- him " urfirnis " ware. It may be divided into

the following two classes:

I. Partly Coated} The clay is generally buff

or yellowish green in color and is sometimes

rather gritty. The vases are not always carefully

made, the shape being often distorted in baking.

There is no slip and no poUsh, but thin, glaze-

like paint is applied in a careless band of varying

width along the rim, either inside or outside or

both. The fine marks of the brush may be easily

seen, a characteristic detail of this whole group

of pottery (group B). The color of the glaze is

generally reddish brown, though in a few cases it

approaches more nearly brick red. The commonest shape of this class is a round saucer or bowl,

sometimes shallow, sometimes deep, and often, but not always, with an incurving rim. A typical

example is shown in Figure 5, No. 2. In a few cases the brush-hne does not follow the rim, but

two lines of paint are applied at right angles to each other, extending from rim to rim antl

forming a large cross on the interior or exterior of the saucer (cf. Fig. 5, No. 3). Other shapes

include the askos and the

sauce-boat.

II. Completely Coated.^

This is the commonest class

of Early Helladic ware, "ur-

firnis" par excellence. The

fabric is like that of class

B I . In this case, however,

the entire vase is coated with

more or less lustrous thin

glaze-paint in which the

marks of the brush are

generally conspicuous. The

'Cf. B. S. A., XXII, p. 177,

group II.

»Cf. B. S. A., XXII, p
group II (a).

^Cf. B. S. A.

group II (b).

XXII, p.

177,

177,

Figure .5. .Sherds of E.ujly Helladic Wake, Class B I, Partly Coated.
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colors are brick red and reddish brown shading to black. Both are occasionally fount! on tiie

same vase, and the variation may in many cases l)e cjuite unpremeditated. Several examples,

however, in which the two colors occur in alternate, though irregular, bands (cf. Plate I, No. 1)

imply that the mottled effect is intentional and recall the mottled ware discovered by Seager at

Vasiliki.' The following shapes of vases belonging to this class were recognizable at Korakou:

1. Flat round saucers without handles, similar to those of class I. These saucers may be shal-

low or fairly deep, and the rim may be sharplv recurved inward or show merely a slight curve (cf.

Fig. 13). Many of these saucers have no raised

base; the later specimens, however, are usually

provided with one. Sometimes these vessels

are oval instead of round, forming a middle step

between the saucer type and the sauce-boat type.

2. Sauce-boats. This shape, which is very

common and characteristic of the Early Helladic

Period, is probably a development of the oval

bowl through the addition of a spout rising from

one side and a handle set on the other opposite

it, the height of the sides being slightly increased.

The spout varies considerably in elevation and

almost always ends in a lip curving sharply out-

ward. The handle is usually horizontal, but

vertical examples likewise occur. These vases are frequently .of very good fabric. A small

sauce-boat of this type is shown in Figure 6. The larger specimen given in Plate I, No. 1, is not

from Korakou but from the neighboring site of Gonia. It is reproduced here as the best available

example of the "mottled" ware described above.

3. Beaked jugs or ewers. No whole specimen of

this shape was found at Korakou, but some sherds

ai)pear to belong to vessels of approximately the same

form as certain jugs from the rock-cut tombs exca-

vated at Old Corinth in 1896.^

4. Askoi. The askos is one of the favorite shapes

of the Early Helladic Period. The pits at Korakou

yielded recognizable fragments, including a number of

Figure (i. Sacce-boat, Eaklv Helladic Period,

Cl.\ss B II.

Figure 7. Askos Handle, Early Helladic

Period, Class B II.

1 Cf. Transactions, Dept. of Archacnhgy, Univ. of Penn., Vol. I, 100.5, Part III, Pis. 34 and 35. I am indebted to

Miss G. M. A. Richter and to Professor Charles F. Binns for a satisfactory explanation of the method by which this

variation in coloring might have been obtained. Professor Binns states that the variety of coloring in the mottled ware

is not due to variation of heat, but is simply a matter of oxidation or reduction. An abundance of o.xygen in the kiln

produces the red color; the presence of carljon or the absence of oxygen (or both) produces the black color. In the

case of mottled ware, where the effect is intentional, it could have been produced by putting a carbonaceous pigment

like tar on the parts which were to be black, since the carbon would be absorbed and the iron reduced,

thereby forming black. Mr. Seager, in the article referred to above, suggests that the mottled effect on the Vasiliki

ware was obtained by differences in the intensity of firing, the vases being jjcrhaps put into a bed of coals which were

heaped over them. The black patches would then be the effect in each ease of a live coal lying actually against the

surface of the vase. Professor Binns thinks this explanation doubtful, however, since the patterns are too distinctive

to have been produced by the accidental piling together of glowing coals.

M. J. ^., I, 1897, pp. 319 f.
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characteristically long, flat, curved handles (cf. Fiji. 7). but no wlioU' examples; several were found

at the neighlioring sites of Yiriza and Gonia.

5. Water-jars. These are much like the later hytlriae, though rather scjuat and more nearly

spherical in shape, as may be seen in the typical example of Figure 8. There are two small, hori-

zontal, loop handles on opposite sides of the shoulder. The neck, unfortunately missing, has been

restored in plaster. The black paint which once covered the vessel has almost all flaked off.

Another well-made water-jar from pit P is coated with reddish brown paint.

The glazed ware described above makes its appearance in the stratification a little later than

polished ware of group .\: but once introduceil it contiiuies in use throughout the whole of the

iV

Figure 8. Water-jar, Early Helladic Period, Clasjs B II. ('1'he Neck is Ke.stored.)

Early Helladic Period. It shows surprisingly little change during this long time. A certain

improvement in fabric may, indeed, he observed, but on the other hand the glaze-paint seems to

deteriorate in quality. In conseciuence, many of the later vases which were originally covered

with paint have largely lost their coating and now present a more primitive api)earance than earlier

vessels of the same class.

C. Patterned Ware'

I. Dark-on-Light

(a) Clay and fabric are similar to those of group B. The vase is covered with paint as in class

B 11, except for a reserved zone somewhere about the middle of the pot. Here on a prepared

' Cf. B. S. A., XXII, p. 177, group III.
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surface is painted a linear jjattern in fiiaze-paint similar to tliat covering the rest of the vase.

The colors used arc brick red, reddish brown, or black. The pattern is simple, consisting generally

of parallel lines often connected by cross lines. It may be observed that, inasmuch as the whole

vase is dark save for the decorated zone, the contrast of the latter with the rest of the vase gives

the decoration the effect of light-on-dai-k. This is seen in the |)artiaily restored tankard of this

type shown on Plate I, No. 2.

Figure 9 Shekds of P.\ttei!NEI) Wauf., Eahly Helladic 1'ekioi>, Gkoup C.

Shapes that have been recognized are askoi, two-haniUed tankards, and small bowls with one

handle.

(b) Clay and fabric same as preceding. The surface of tiie vase is prepared with a creamy

white, or buff, or yellowish green slip, which is usually lightly polisiied. On this are painted

linear patterns, almost- always in belts, in paint, similar to that of class (a). The patterns com-

monly used are Ijands of parallel lines, hatched triangles, lozenges, or zigzags (cf. Pl.\te 1,3; also

Fig. 9). The colors include lirick red, I'eddish blown, and iilack. Brick red is ajijiarently used

only on liuft'-colored clay and slip, while black and l)rownish black occur on the yellowish green

variety as well. This distinction is regularly jiresent in the Mycenaean wares of the Late Helladic

Period also ; whether it is intentional or merely due to the accidents of firing I do not know. Among

the recognizable shapes are:

1. Tankards. The usual shape is that shown in Figure 10. Provided with a flat base, rather

wide, the tankard has fairly straight sides narrowing gradually toward ( he ( op, while the rim splays
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outward again. Two thick ribbon handles are set vertically, fairly low down on opposite sides of

the body. The surface is covered with a slip, slightly polished. Round the vessel run three zones

of decoration, one level with the lower end of the handles, one about the middle of the vase, and

the third just below the rim. The patterns are purely linear, consisting of lielts of parallel lines,

from two to six in number. In cases where there are four or more the nuddlc lines are connected

in pairs by cross lines at intervals. The upper line of the pattern in the lowest and the highest of

the three zones is regulai'ly differentiated by slanting rays which project on the upper side. In

some eases, between borders of parallel lines there is a band of zigzags or hatched triangles or

Figure 10. Tank.^kds, Early Helladic rEUiou, Class C I (b).

lozenges (cf. Fig. 9, Nos. 4, 14, 19 and Plate I, No. 2). The inside of the rim is decorated

with a similar linear pattern. It has been suggested that these patterns may be derived from

basket work.^

Other tankards exactly like the preceding in shape, but of smaller size, have one handle only.

The decoration is the same as that just described.

2. Wide cups or bowls with one handle. These are generally fairly deep, have a flat base,

rounded body, and sharply splaying rim. In some cases the decoration consists of one or more

zones as described above. In other cases the whole exterior of the vessel is coated with paint,

while the pattern is hmited to a narrow l)and round the inside of the rim.

3. Sauce-boats. No whole example was found like that from Naxos in the National Museum

at Athens;'- but there are fragments of spouts with a pattern of hatched triangles along the rim.

4. Straight-sided cups and small jugs, as well as askoi, have been found at other sites in the

neighborhood, but could not be definitely recognized at Korakou.

II. Light-on-Dark. Clay and fabric are identical with those of class B II. These vases are

coated wilh rather dull black or brick red paint, flaking off easily, which serves as the ground

for patterns similar to those of the preceding group l)ut executed in thin lines in white or creamy

white paint. This white is not very durable and has in some cases almost entirely disappeared,

IB. .S'.^., XXII, p. 178.

2 No. 6107; cf. B. S. A., XXII, PI. VII, 2.
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leaving but faint traces. Not very many sherds

of this type were found at Korakon (Fig. 9, Nos.

15, 16, 20-22) and no shapes coukl be certainly

identified. The large two-handled jug shown in

Figure 11, which is pul)lishc(l here to illustrate

the type, is from Gonia. It is similar to the

tankards just descrilicd, hut consideral)ly larger.

A flat base from Korakou, on which two pairs

of parallel lines form a cross (white on brick

red), may be from a jug of tlu^ same shape

(Fig. 9, No. 22).

Light-on-dark ware similar to this has .been

found at other sites, cspeciallj' at Orchomenos

and at Hagia Marina in Phocis.'

Patterned ware of group C appears only in

the highest levels of the first stratum and only in small quantities. It seems to belong accord-

ingly to the end of the Early Helladic Period.

D. Unpainted Ware

Along with the polished and painted wares described in the preceding paragraphs there was found

a considerable quantity of pottery of the same fabric but without slip, or paint, or poUshing of the

surface. These vessels are also in general less carefully made. The buff or yellowish green clay^

which is usually somewhat coarse, is rather porous, and the vases arc consequently not adapted to

hold liquids for any length of time. Common shapes are:

1. Round saucers or bowls similar to those already described. These are fairly numerous and,

in spite of their primitive appearance and frequent distortion as the result of careless baking, are not

FlGURK 11. LAll(iB T.\NK.\KU, EaKLY HkLLAUK
Period,* Class C II.

y^^r^-*-

FiGUKB 12. Round Saucers, Early Helladic Period, Group D.

limited to the earlier part of the period. Typical examples are shown in Figure 12; and in Figure 13

may be seen a number of characteristic profiles of rims. Occasionally a potter's mark is impressed

on the base or on the outside of tlu; vessel, as is the case on the sherd seen in Figure 3, No. 6.

2. Beaked jugs. These are of the same general type as those found in the rock-cut tombs

excavated at Old Corinth in 1896.- No whole specimen is available from Korakou, but several

spouts were found.

' Cf. Rev. El. dr., XXV, 1012, pp. 271 ff.

^A.J.A.,l, 1897, pp. 319 £f.
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3. Askoi are, as in the preceding groups, represented chiefly by fragments of characteristic

handles.

E. Domestic Pots and Pithoi

Fragments of household cooking vessels were found in all levels of the Early Helladic Period.

Some of these with a highly polished surface are coarse specimens of the technique of group A,

Figure 13. Profiles of Ri.ms of Saucers, Early Helladic Period. (The In.side of the Vessel is in Each
C.\SE TO THE Left.)

while others, coated with a careless wash of glaze or entirely uiipainted, belong to the style of

groups B and D. All show a thick, hand-made fabric of gritt>', unsifted clay, and their blackened

exterior makes it clear that they were used for culinary purposes over an oi^en fire.

1. Deep bowls with splaying rim and two ribbon handles. In some cases the handle, start-

ing from the rim, forms a nmiuled loop down to the body. In other ca.ses the handle is set low on

the liody of the vase. The bottom is flattt'ned to form the base. Pots of this shape are usually

polished.

2. Larger liowls—also deep—with straight or incurving rim. Some have one (Fig. 14) or more

small ribbon handles; others have none; while occasionally two lugs set well down the side take the

Figure 14. Deep Bowl, E.\rly Hell.\dic Period, Group E. (Dome.stic Ware.)

place of handles.' The bottom is commonly flattened, raised bases being rare. \essi'ls of this

shape are almost always unpolished. .\ raised rope band fretiuently runs round the bowl just

below the rim.

' Cf. E4,. -Apx-, 1898, PI. 9, No. 17.
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3. Shallow bowls or basins, generally with a thickened rim, flat on top. These basins have

either round loop handles set horizontally or pinched-out horizcjntal libbon handles.

4. Pans. These are very curious circular vessels (Fig. 15) of rather large dimensions (diameter

ca. 0.40 m. to 0.50 m.). The bottom is slightly rounded and very thin. From this rise splaying

sides to a height of only a few centimetres (0.04 m. to 0.08 m.). The lim, however, is not level

l)ut slopes gradually downward until, when almost opposite its highest point, it makes an angle

and descends rapidly to the level of the bottom. At this point the fabric is considerably thick-

ened, suggesting that thei'e was here a sturdy projecting hanrllc somewhat like that on a modern

frjnng-pan. The fabric is coarse and the porous clay unjiaintcd and unixilished. The vessel

P^GxniE 1.5. Baking-pan, Early Helladic Period, Group E. (Domestic Ware.)

may be a primitive sort of baking-pan, for the bottom is blackened as though from use over a fire.

Similar ware has been found in Thessaly in levels corresponding apparently to the Early Helladic

Period at Korakou, namely the so-called rugose dishes at Tsani.'

5. Jars. Small storage jars are represented by a number of fragments. This shape has a flat

base and .spreading sides which end in a wide mouth with splaying rim. The fabric is coarse and

heavy. There are no handles. Paint is lacking and there is very little if any polish. Decoration

is limited to a raised rope band just below the rim, or is omitted altogether. A typical example

is shown in Figure 16.

0. Pithoi. No whole pithoi were recovered, but the sherds indicate that there was a consider-

able range in size as well as in shape. Some of the fragments Ixdong to vessels of very great di-

mensions. One such sherd from t\m upper part of a huge pithos shows a broad flat rim decorated

with several rows of wedge-shaped incisions or impressions ; wliile below the short neck appears

the beginning of the body broadening out in a wide curve. The upper part of the body, at least,

was encircled by numerous raised rope bands with impressions made by some blunt instrument

(Fig. 3, No. 4). No base was found. Smaller pithoi also had cuneiform incisions on the rim,

and raised rope bands ran about the body. In some cases the sjiace between certain pairs of

l>ands was coated with brown-black jjaint, tluis apparently presenting altt'rnatc belts of painted

and unpainted surface (Fig. 3, No. 7).

F. Other Wares

There remains to be mentioned the small vase shown in Figure 17, a fairly well made cup or gob-

let with two handles (both missing but restored in plaster). The clay is dark and gritty. The

shape has Cycladic and Trojan parallels; but the polished brown surface and the peculiar incised

decoration, which consists of a row of cuneiform impressions between two parallel lines running

' Cf. Wace and Thompson, Prehistoric Thessaly, \>. 144.
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round the lower part of the body, find their closest analogy in the prehistoric pottery of Olympia."

This vase is unique at Korakou and can hardly be a local fabric. I regard it as an importation

from the west. It was found in the highest layer of the first stratum and belongs therefore to

the end of the Early Helladic Period in date.

Although, as already mentioned, six floor-levels (or, to be more accurate, levels of habitation)

appear in the side of the pits in the stratum belonging to the Early Helladic Period, it was not

possible in the limited space excavated to bring them into connection with changes in the style of

the pottery. The pottery itself, however, according to its sequence in the stratum, falls roughly

into three chronological stages, and in accordance with these (and without laying too much stress

on the distinction) the period may be provisionally subdivided into three secondary divisions.

J,

\
Figure 17. Goblet with Incised Decora-

tion (Possibly Imported from OLTMriA),

Early Hell.\dic Period, Group F.

Figure 16. Small Storage Jar, Early Hell.adic

Period, Group E.

Typical of the earliest is the polished ware of group A with its sub-neolithic character, while glazed

ware is only just beginning to appear. This might be called Early Helladic I. Glazed ware of

group B is characteristic of the second stage, which may be named Early Helladic II. This stage

is much longer than the first and yields a much larger quantity of pottery. In the last stage, or

Early Helladic III, glazed ware continues to maintain its predominant position and includes the

bulk of the .sher<ls fiunid. but a new departure in the ceramic art is seen in the patterned ware of

group C. Though these latter sherds were comparatively few, they are extremely significant in

their bearing on the relations of the settlement at Korakou to other prehistoric establishments in

the Aegean area (cf. below p. 112). Unpainted ware of group D and domestic vessels of group E

occur in all stages of the period without perceptible change.

I Cf. Ath. MiU., XXXVI, 1911, pp. 164 ff.
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SECOND STRATUM—MIDDLE HELLADIC PERIOD

The pottery of the Middle Helladic Period falls into four main classes: Minyan ware, Matt-

painted ware, unpainted domestic ware, and Mainland ware corresponding to fabrics of the Third

Middle Minoan Period, each of which may be further subdivided.

A. Minyan Ware'
I. Grajj Minyan {or True or Northern Minyan). This fine pottery, named by Schliemann, who

first found it at Orchomenos and Mycenae, has since been discovered at numerous other sites.

It has been fully described by Forsdyke,^ but a brief summary of its characteristics may be given

here. It is a wheel-made pottery of high technical excellence. The clay is extremely fine and of

a characteristic color which varies in different vessels from a very light to a veiy dark gray. This

color is in most cases uniform quite through the biscuit, as well as on the surface, and is probably

due to the effect of some particular process of firing on the mineral elements in the clay. The sur-

face is smoothly polished and has a characteristic soapy feel. The fabric is usiially thin. The

shapes of the vases are graceful and have the unmistakable appearance of imitations of metal

prototypes. The great bulk of this Gray Minyan is undecorated, but a number of sherds were

I

FinURE IS. iMlXYAN lioWL, iSIlDDLE IIeLLADIC

Period, Cla.ss A I. Figure 19. Minyan Bowl, Middle Helladic

Period, Class A I.

found which have a simple incised design in curved or wavy lines. The incision is very shallow

and no white tilling was used. Shapes recognized at Korakou are the following:

1. Deep open bowls with two high-swung, ribbon handles and sides formed with a sharply

angular profile (Fig. 18). The rim is high and splays outward. In some cases the bottom of the

bowl is merely flattened (Fig. 19); in others there is a low raised base as in Figure 18.

2. Similar bowls with the same angular sides but with two small, flat loop handles set verti-

cally below the rim. Again there arc tlu> two types of base: flat and raised.

3. Similar bowls b\it considerably shallower. Tiiere are two louiid )>ow handles set vertically

directly on the rim.

4. Goblets, essentially of the same form as shape 2 above, but set on a high, ringed stem

(Fig. 20). Some stems have only one or two rings—the so-called southern typo;' while others

have as many as six or seven—the so-called northern type.* The stem is hollow.

. 'Cf. B. .5. ^., XXII, pp. isoff.

2 J. H. S., XXXIV, 1914, pp. 12&-156; cf. iiho Childe, ./. //. S., XXXV, 19iri,'pp. 19G-207; antl Dawkins and Droop,
B. S. A., XVII, 1910-1911, p. 16.

'Cf. Fiirtwangler and Loesehcke, Mykenische Wiseii, PI. XLIV, No. 2.

«Cf. Prehistoric Tliessuly, p. 187, Fig. 135, for a similar goblet from Lianokhidi.
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Figure 20. IVIintan Goblet, Middle Helladic Period, Class A I. (The lower part of the body has been

restored in plaster. The stem does not join and may, indeed, be from another vessel of the same shape.)

The sharp angle of the side, the flat handles, and the thin flat rim in all the preceding shapes are

decidedly metallic in their elTect. The gray color, too, may be due to an attempt to imitate

silver or lead.

5. Bowls similar to shape 1 with high handles; but the side of the vessel instead of being angu-

lar is curved. The rim. however, splays outward as in the preceding shapes (Fig. 21).

6. Bowls similar to shape 2 with small flat loop handles below the rim ; but differing in t hat the

side of the bowl is rounded, there being no angle at the shoulder (Fig. 22).

Figure 21. Mi with Rounded

Profile, Middle Helladic Period, Cl.\ss A I.

Figure 22. Mixyax Bowl with Rounded

Profile, Middle Helladic Period, Cl.^ss .\ I.

(Largely restored.)
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7. Small cups with one ribbon handle. The profile up to the rim is curved; the rim splays

outward.

II. "Argive Minyan."' This seems to be a local (possibly Peloponnesian) imitation of Gray

Minyan, sometimes turned on the wheel, but more often hand-made. The clay is usually not very

carefiillv sifted. The biscuit is Iniff or i-(>ildish-l)rown at t he core, burn(>d darker near the surface.

Figure 23. Sherds of "Argive Minyan" W.^re, Middle Helladic Period, Clas,s A II.

The surface of the vase both inside and out is covered with a heavy slip, grayish green, brown,

brownish black, or black, which is commonest, in color. It is highly polished and hard, lacking

the soapy feel.

Much of this "Argive Minyan" ware is decorated with simple incised curvilinear patterns and

with stamped concentric circles. The latter are deeper than the former and were filled with

white pigment; the linear patterns, on the other hand, are shallow and show no trace of filling.

No whole vase was recovered. The sherds (Fig. 23) seem to belong mostly to open bowls with a

sharp angle at the shoulder and with a splaying rim, of approximately the same shape as the Gray

Minyan bowls described above. The fabric is, however, much heavier than that of Gray Minyan.

The quantity of "Argive Minyan" was small in comparison with that of the Gray. A whole

(restored) vase of this type from Argos may be seen in B. C. H., XXX, 1906, p. 13.

' Cf. Prehistoric TItessaly, p. 223.
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Similar to this " Argive Minyan" is a highly polished moiiochrome fabric generally black or red

in color. It is not so clearly an imitation of Gray Minyan as the former. Two vessels of this

technique have been put together.

One (Fig. 24) is a deep bowl. The profile of the siilc is a curve up to the rim, which splays

outward at an angle. At the point of greatest diameter—aljout half way down—are two heavy

horizontal handles resembling enlarged lugs pierced with suspension holes. There is a small

raised base. The clay is fairly coarse, but the vase is well modelled. The siu'face is covered with

a smoothly polished black slip without decoration.

The other (Fig. 25) is a wide shallow bowl. Like most of the Minyan vases it has a sharp angle

at the shoulder and a splaying rim. At the shoulder is one thick horizontal handle of the same

shape as the handle of the preceding bowl. In clay and fabric the vessel is also similar to the bowl

Figure 24. Deep Bowl op Black Mono-
chrome Ware, Minni.E Helladio Period,

(!las.s a II.

Figure 25. Shallow Bowl of Red Mon-
ochrome Ware, Middle Helladic Period,

Cla.ss a II.

just described. The base is flat. A smoothly polished red or reddish brown slij) covers the bowl

both insiile and out. This vessel served as the cover of a small pithos of Mattpainted ware useil

for an infant burial (cf. below p. 100).

III. Yelloiv Minyan.^ A good deal was found of this excellent fabric produced from a finely

levigated buff or greenish yellow clay. Though many of these vases seem to be hand-made, a large

munber were apparently turned on the wheel. The sru-face has a fine slip of the same color as the

clay and is usually smoothly polished, sometimes to the ])()int of looking almost glazetl. The

shapes are closely modelled on those of Gray Minyan.

1. Characteristic is a deep bowl with the same metallic profile as that seen in Gray Minyan,

shape 1. There are two high-swung ribbon handles. The base is often flat, but raised bases also

occur.

2. Eqiially characteristic is a goblet on a high stem. The stem is sometimes ringed as in the

case of Gray Minyan goblets, and there are examiiles bot h of the northern style (with many rings)

and of the southern style (with only one or two rings), the latter more frequent than the former.

Far moi'e common, however, is a rather lower plain stem without rings. There are generally two

vertical ribbon handles, but many of the goblets have only one. These vases are smaller tlian the

Gray Minyan goblets.

3. In a fm-ther development of shape 2 the angle at the shoulder disappears and the goblet has

a curved profile up to the rim. The rim- splays outward. There are two—in some cases only

'Cf.B.S.4.,XXII,p. 181.
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one—flat ribbon handles representing a middle step between the high-swung handles and the flat

loop handles of Gray Minyan ware. This gracefiil goblet is an important shape as a connecting

link between Minj^an and Mycenaean ware; for it continues to be used well on into the Late

Helladic Period, where it appears with painted decoration in the Mycenaean style (for example see

Ephyraean Ware, p. 54 below).

4. Another shape of which a considerable number of fragments were found is a sort of ladle,

a shallow open cup with flattened base, rounded profile, and an extremely high ribbon handle

(Fig. 26).

B. Mattpainted Ware'

The following three classes may be distinguished

:

I. Coarse Ware. This ware is usually hand-made and the fabric is generally coarse. The

clay varies from pinkish buff to yellowish green in color and is not well levigated, being often very

gritty. Simple geometric patterns are paintetl in rather broad careless lines directly on the sur-

FlGUBE 26. Ladles, Yellow Mintan Ware, Middle Helladk' Period, Class A III.

face of the vase without the intervention of a true slip. In some cases the surface shows no refine-

ment whatever, but sometiilies it seems to be to a certain extent prepared. The paint is perfectly

matt, occurring in black, blackish brown, or brick red; a less common variety is purplish black,

and white seems also to have been used, though very rarely.

The patterns on the earliest vases of this class are almost exclusivelj- angular (Fig. 27), but on

later specimens curvilinear designs predominate. Belts of lines, hatched triangles, circles, and

concentric circles, which sometimes enclose a cross, are among the favorite patterns. There is a

marked liking for decoration in zones or panels.

1. Pithoi. There were many fragments of small pithoi similar to those found by Stais at

Acgina and by Vollgraf at Argos.- In Figure 28 is shown a pithos of this type which was used for

the Innial of two small infants. Though broken into many pieces, it was practically complete and

has now been put together. It illustrates the characteristic shape of small storage jars of the

period: small flat base, low belly on which are set two massive horizontal handles, and broad flat

rim. Four string-holes at regular intervals in the rim apparently served for fastening on a lid.

The decoration is also characteristic ; it covers the upper two-thirds of the vessel, this space being

' Cf. B.S. A., XXII, pp. 183 £f.

2 Cf. E.f- 'Apx., 1S9.5, PI. X, 1, 2, 3, 4; B. C. H., XXX, 1906, p. 21, Fig. 24. Similar pithoi were found by the
German excavators at Orchomenos, but are still unpublished.
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divided by double lines into eight vertical panels. These panels are occupied alternately by two

crossed circles, one above the other, and by zigzag lines. The panels are not, however, synnnet-

rically arranged.

2. Spouted bowls. Another common shape (Fig. 29) is a deep bowl with a spout. It has a

flat base and plain rim. No handle was preserved. So far as could be observed this type of Ijowl

is almost invariably decorated in a uniform style. A band of paint follows the rim. Based on

this band on each side between the spout and the handle are two or three large chevrons pointing

Figure 27. Sherds of Early Mattpainted Wake, Middle Helladic Period, Cl.vss B I.

downward. These chevrons are drawn with a broad exterior line, while within are one or more

fine lines parallel to the outer line. Around t lie liasc of the spoilt run two jiarallel lines of which

tlie outer sometimes has rays at intervals.

3. Basins. A fair number of sherds belonged to shallow basins of the type shown in Figure 30.

From a flat liase the sides of the basin spread widely outward to the shoidder, where there is an

angle or a short curve. Between this shouUier ant! the plain rim are two thick horizontal handles

opposite each other. The space between the shoulder and the rim, marked off by broad lines,

forms the decorated zone. The pattern is very simple, consisting merely of a series of St. Andrew's

crosses made of double lines.

•

' For a similar basiu from Argina see 'E<^. 'Apx-, 1S0.5, PI. X, No. 7. The same type oeoiirs also at Argos, fi. C. II.,

XXX, 1906, pj). 22-23, Figs. 29, 30, and was fouiiii l)y Witie at Apliithia, Alh. Mitt., XXI, 1890, PI. XV, 4-0.
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FiGUKE 30. Shallow Basin, jNIattpainted Ware, Middle Helladic Period, Class B I.

4. Beaked jugs. No whole specimen of this shape was recovered. Figure 31 shows part of a

beaked jug with the upper two-thirds divideii off into a zone decorated with cross-hatching and

parallel lines.

5. Water-jars. The upper part of a large water-jar was found (Fig. 32). The body is not

round in section but more or less oval. This shape, however, seems to be due to intent rather

than to the accidents of firing. There is a long neck ending in a fairly wide mouth. Between

the neck and the shoulder are two small flat vertical handles set opposite each other at the ends,

Figure 31. Beaked Jug, JNIattpainted W.\re, Middle Helladic Period, Class B I.

roughly, of the long axis of the jar, while lower down, about the middle of the body, are two larger

roiuid horizontal handles at the ends of the short axis. The upper half only is decorated with a

careless linear pattern in faint purplish "black paint. Around the neck three parallel dashes are

repeated five times; this seems to be a careless version of the reversed sigma, §, which, as will be

seen below, is a frequent motive on the ware of class II. This jar is very coarse in fabric, made

from unsifted clay, and exhibits much carelessness of finish. The surface, though extremely im-

even, is somewhat polished.
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Figure 32. ANateh-.Iak. Mattpaintkd Wark, Middle Hei.i.adk 1'i;riod, Class B I.

The coiimionest form of water-jar, however, is round in eross-section, inueii hke the same type of

vase in the Late Helladic Period. It has a high, comparatively narrow neck, often with concave

])rofile, which meets the body usually at a sharp

angle. The body widens out sharply to its great-

est diameter fairly high up and then gradually

diminishes to a rather small base. There are two

types: in one there is one large roiuid vertical

handle extending from tlu; shoulder to the rim

or just below it, while two short, but relatively

thick, horizontal handles, one on each side, are

set lower down one quarter way around the body

from the A^ertical handle; in the second type

there is no handle extending to the neck, but

two small vertical handles are .set high on the

shoulder on opposite sides of the jar, and lower

doW'U on the body are two horizontal loop handles

in the other axis of the vessel. The decoration

is practically identical with that of the small

pithoi described above, consisting of triangles,

circles and crossed circles, and zigzags, frecjuently

arranged in alternating panels. There is gener-

ally a line of paint around the rim, two or three ,, ...J XT „ „ H- . I.„ \1 „.,„.,,-„•' ' ' tiGURE is. Neck of Water-Jar, Mattpainted
around the bottom of the neck, and a hea\^' band Ware, Middle Helladic Period, Class B I.
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or two about the body at the level of the lower hamlles. The decoration is limited to the space

above this liaiul. Although more than twenty necks were- t'ountl (Fig. 33), it was not i)ossil)ie

to reconstruct completely a single water-jar.

II. Fine Ware. This ware is nnich finer than \\\c preceding, and the vases, often wheel-niatle,

are generally small. The clay is well n'fined, usually buff or yellowish green in color. There is

almost always a slip of the same tone as the clay. In some cases it is poor, being rather soft and

powdery; in other cases it is harder and has received a certain amount of polish.

The patterns (Figs. 34, 35, and 36; also Plate II, Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 7; Pl.\te III, Nos. 1 to 4),

in a perfectly matt black or jniriilish black, are for the most part ctu'vilinear, and ai)art from

Figure 34. Sherds of M.atti>.\inted \V.\he, Cups, Middle Hell.\dic Period, ('l.\ss 15 II.

spirals, concentric circles and half-circles, running quirks, wavy lines, etc., include also floral

designs, as well as representations of l)irds and animals. Minoan influence is very noticeabl(> in

these patterns. Quite un-Minoan, however, is the belt of reversed sigmas, §, which occurs re-

peatedly on these vases (Pl.\te III, No. 4, Fig. 34, No. 1).

I. Cups. A number of fragments of cups were found (Fig. 34). These cups occur mainly in

three shapes:

(a) Goblets on a short stem. This is approximately the same shape as those from Mycenae fig-

ured in Furtwiingler and Loeschcke, ^[l|kenil<clu' Vanen (PI. XXIV, Figs. 17() and 177). No whole

vase was found at Korakou, but a number of fragments were easily identifiable (Fig. 34, No. 13).
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(b) Deep cups with convex sides (as seen from the outside) and raised base. The base is broader

than that of the shape just described and there is no real stem. This is approximately the same

as a very common shape at Phjdakopi.' Sherds from cups of this type found at Korakou maj- be

seen in Figure 34, Nos. 2, 6, 11, and 14.

(c) Gups with concave sides (as seen from the outside) and a flat base (Fig. 34. Nos. 3, 7, 8, 9,

and 12). A cup of this type, restored, is shown in Pl.\te III, No. 4. It will be seen that this

is essentially the same shape as that of the gold cups from \'aphio, or perhaps more nearly the

Keftiu cup.-

On cups of shapes (a) and (b) the decoration is apparently always arranged in two panels. One

of these is usually left plain or has only the simplest pattern ; the other, which is always to the right

of the handle, has a more elaliorate ornament. The more ornamental panel is, therefore, on the

side of the cup which would be turned away from the person drinking, l)ut visible to spectators.

In the case of shape (c), though the panelled arrangement is frequent, there is often a pattern

running entirely nnuul the cu]). The latter shape suggests prototypes of metal. Some of the

sherds also show a metallic looking raised band aroiuid the middle of the cup; and a rivet-head

formed in clay is often present at the point where the handle joins the rim.

2. Beaked jugs. Among the other shapes recognized were beaked jugs resembling somewhat

the jugs found at Phylakopi {Phylakopi § 9, PI. XIV). No whole examples were recovered at

Korakou. The upper part of a jug with the handle and a portion of tlie neck was put together as

shown in Figure 35, No. 3. This pot is like the vases from Ph3'lakopi mentioned above also in the

fact that it had two raised breast-like projections just below the neck on the side opposite the han-

dle. Spouts of these jugs were usually decorated with parallel lines, sometimes supplemented by a

pair of dotted circles (Fig. 36, Nos. 4 and 6).

3. Open bowls both deep and shallow. These, judging by the number of fragments, were fairly

common. Some have the angular shoulder characteristic of Gray Minyan ware; others have the

rounded profile which is more usual in Yellow Minyan. In both cases the shape is essentially Min-

yan (Fig. 35, Nos. 1,2,4; Fig. 36, Nos. 3, 9, 13, 17; Plate II, Nos. 5 and 7; Plate III, Nos. land 2).

The most frequently used patterns are connected spirals—both true and false spirals—and con-

centric half-circles dotted at the centre. Both of these patterns are familiar from Minoan ware

of the Middle Minoan Period in Grete.' It is exactly these patterns that occur in the light-on-dark

style on the earliest sherds of Minoan technique—though certainly of Mainland fabric—that ap-

pear at Korakou (cf. Glass D I below, p. 32, and Plate II, Nos. 2, 4, 6, 8). In these Mattpainted

vases, accordingly, which exhibit southern or Minoan patterns applied in local (Mainland) tech-

nique to northern or Minyan shapes, we have clearly the forennmers of Mycenaean ware. Mino-

an influence may perhaps be surmised also in a few sherds which show floral patterns (Plate III,

No. 1). There are a number of badly shattered fragments with i)atterns which seem to represent

claws of what were probably fantastic animals (Fig. 35, No. 10), and tails of Ijirds (Fig. 36, No. 14).

These evidently preserve a more genuine Mainland tradition and may be considered as parallel

to the bird-vases of Phylakopi. Unfortunately the material at Korakou is too shattered to be of

much value.

» Phylakopi, § 9, pp. 114 ff., Pis. XVI-XVII.
2 Cf. B. S. A., XVI, Frontispiece.

' Chiefly M. M. Ill; ef. B. S. A., X, p. 15, Fig. 4, e and g.
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Figure 35. Sherds op Mattpainted Ware, Middle Helladic Period, Class B II.

^^-^

FiGUBB 36. Sherds of Mattpainted ^^^\RE, Middle Hell.\dic Period, Class B II.
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4. "Hole-mouth" jars. Deep jars with small mouth almost dosed. Only a few sherds were

found (Fig. 35, Nos. 8 and 14). The shape, which is not a very common one at Korakou (there

were, however, a number of fragments of the same shape in the contemporary Mycenaean tech-

nique; see below p. 34), seems to be closely analogous to the "hole-mouthed jars" of Crete.' A
vase of a derived shape in Gray Minyan ware was found in tlie sixth shaft grave at Mycenae,

the earliest of the shaft graves.^

5. Amphorae. The upper part of a large jar with nanow neck and mouth gives an example

of the so-called amphora shape in the Mattpaintcd style (Fig. 37). It is nuule on the wheel, of

refined clay, brick red in color, and the surface is polished. The design is put on in dull purple

FiuuRE 37. Amphoua, IM.\ttpainted Ware, Middle Helladic rKnicm, ('i.a,--s B II. .

paint. On the shoulder are two snuill vertical handles. Between these on each side are two some-

what fantastic curvilinear motives filled in with cross-hatching (one of the four, perhaps by over-

sight of the decorator, shows only simple hatching).'

Two types of vases, which are comparatively rare, deserve to be mentioned here; they may

form a connecting link between wares of classes I and II, cond)ining the patterns of the fornu-r

with the fabric of the latter.

6. Cups of fine fabric with a profile of two opposite curves. The clay, wliicli is pale, of a green-

ish tinge, is extremely well purified, ami the vases are carefully shaped witli extraordinarily thin

walls. There is a flat base, and the clip has one or two vertical ribbon handles which extend high

above the rim. The surface is coated with a fine claj^ slip, sometimes polishetl, sometimes powdery,

on which is painted in didl purplish black paint an angular linear pattern in fine sure lines. This

sureness aiul delicacy of treatment, in striking contrast with the rather careless execution of the

bulk of Mattpainted ware, suggests the possibility that these cups may be of foreign origin. It

may be remarked, however, that the clay appears to be local, while the general arrangement of

the decoration is practically the same as that found in the shallow basins of class I. No whole

example was obtained at Korakou. Figure 38, however, shows a cup partially restored from frag-

ments that came to light at Gonia. Ware similar to this was found l)y \'ollgraf at Argos.''

'Cf. B. ,S'. .4., IX, p. 306, Fig. 6.

2 Cf. Furtwiiiigler and Loeschcke, Mykenische Thongefdsse, PI. X, Xo. .50.

' In technique and finish this va.se seems closely related to the polychrome fabrics discussed under Class III below.
• B. C. H., XXX, 190(3, p. 28, Figs. 50-53.
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7. Well-made shallow bowls of a type found also at Argos.' Very few sherds were discovered

at Korakou. They show a fine fabric of well purified clay, covered with a smooth slip. Around

the upper part of the bowl runs a band of decoration in dull purple paint. The pattern, consisting

of a belt of lozenges arranged in pairs, point to point, is carefully executed. The lower part of the

vessel below the angle of the profile seems to carry a number of rays radiating from the base. In

shape these vases may be parallel to the later examples in the series of bowls from Phylakopi.^

A sample sherd is given in Figure 39.

III. Polychrome Matlpainted Ware.^ A t bird class of Mattpaintcd ware is sharply distinguished

from the two just described by the fact that its decoration is carried out in jjolychrome. As

FuiURE 38. Cup of Fine Fahiuc, Matt-
painted Ware, Middle Helladic Period,

Class B II.

Figure 39. Fragment of Shallow Howl, Matt-

painted Ware, Middle Helladic Period, Class B II.

compared with the other two styles, sherds of this type were relatively few. The best of them

belong to wheel-made vases of excellent fabric. The biscuit is brick red or reddish buff in color,

while the surface is covered with a smooth slip of the same tone. The jiatterns are chiefly linear

(Figs. 40 and 41), such as bands of lines in red with black edging; broad wavy lines in red with

irregular edging of white or purple (Fig. 40, No. 1); tri-

angles or lozenges outlined in black with red filling (Fig.

41, No. 3), etc. In many cases, however, the upper part

of the vase was apparently divided into panels, each

containing a bird or some fantastic animal of which the

outline is painted in black and the body is filled in with

red. In all cases the paint is perfectly matt, and its lack

of lustre is emphasized by contrast with the polished

slip. Shapes that could be recognized are the following:

1. Beaked jugs. Fragments of five or six beaks were

fouiul (Fig. 42). The jugs to which thej' belonged were

similar to the well-known jugs from the sixth shaft grave

' B. C. //., XXX, 1906, p. 2S, Figs. 47-49.

2 Cf. Phylakopi, § 15 and PI. 33.

'Cf.B.6'.4.,XXII,p. 185f.

Figure 42. Neck of Beaked .Jug, Matt-

painted Ware, Middle Helladic Period,

Class B III.
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\

Figure 40. Sherds of Polychrome Mattpainted Ware, MiniiLio Hei.i.adic Pekiod, Class B III.

Figure 41. Sherds of Polychrome Mattpainted Ware, Middle Helladic Period, Class B III.
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at Mycenae.^ There is also a similar jug from Phylakopi in the National Museum at Athens;^ and

a related (Cycladic) type is represented among the finds from the Teniple Repositories at Cnossus.'

2. Large jars with fairly narrow mouth, similar to a jar from the sixth shaft gi'ave at Mycenae.*

3. Deep bowls with wide opening and heavy flat rim (Fig. 40, No. 1).

4. Shallow bowls with angular shoulder, splaying rim, and vertical ribbon handles. A

fragment of a rim of this type is illustrated in Figure 43; the profile seems clearly taken from

Minyan ware.

In addition to this fine polj'chrome ware there is also a poorer fabric represented liy an

equal number of sherds. These are of varying

quality, ranging from good wheel-made specimens to

very coarse examples made by hand. The clay is

generally lighter than in the finer ware and is not so

well purified. The polished slip characteristic of the

fine ware is lacking, and the surface is not so smooth.

The patterns are linear, produced in two colors, black

and red, the outline being most frequently done in

black with red as the accessory for filling. A few

sherds are niucli Hko the lilack and red ware of Melos.* The matoi-ial at Korakou is too frag-

mentary to :dl(iw the restoration of any shapes. Shallow bowls with thick, flat rims seem common.

Figure 43. Rim of Sh.\llow Bowl, Poly-

chrome Mattpainted \Vare, Middle Hel-

LADic Period, Class B III.

Figure 44. Domestic Vessel Suggestive of Mintan Origin, Middle Helladic Period, Guour C.

C. Coarse Unpainted Domestic Ware

Along with the Minyan and Mattpainted fabrics described above there were many sherds be-

longing to coarse unpainted vessels used for domestic purposes. These for the most part do not

' Cf. Furtwiingler and Loeschcke, Mykenische Thongefdsse, Pl. VIII.

2 Cf. Phylakopi, p. 159.

» Cf. B. S. A., IX, p. 150, Fig. 26, g.

* Cf. Furtwiingler and Loeschcke, Myken.ischc Thongefiisse, PI. IX.

' Phylakopi, § 10, p. 118.
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differ materially from the household pots of the preceding or of the following; periods and their

dating, therefore, depends chiefly upon their place in the stratification. Primitive cooking over

an open fire does not tend to ju'oduce great variety and specialization in forms. In the following

shapes which were recognized fiom the second stratum at Korakou the clay is extremely coarse

and the biscuit usually shows a brick red color:

1. Cooking pots of simple types. Generally the vessel is a fairly deep bowl with wide,

splaying rim. Specimens of both high and low handles were found. The vessel shown in Figure

44, made of coarse grayish buff clay, by its profile suggests the influence of Minyan ware in its

origin. In some cases the pot api)arently stood on three short legs which allowed it to be set

down over the fire.

2. Strainers. Three small strainers were found, all of coarse thick fal)ric (Fig. 45). One

(Fig. 45, No. 1) has a flat base, curved side, and splaying rim, while a thick loop handle extending

FifumE 4:"). Strainf.us, Domestic Wake, Middlk Hici.i.adic l'i:rii()i>, CIrodp C.

vertically high above the rim is attached at one end to the rim and at the othei- to the shoulder of

the vessel. The base is perforated, and there is also one row of holes aroTind tlie side of the pot

just above the base.

The other two strainers are smaller but of eciually coarse fabric. They have a flat base, straight

sides, and a heavy loop handle, botli ends of which spring from the rim. The liase is perforated.

Strainers may be a misleading name for those pots. Large ones were perhajjs used as braziers for

small charcoal fires.

3. Jars. Small storage jars of ])ithos-shape were common (Fig. 46). They stand on a flat

base and their spreading sides curves inward again to form a short neck, fi-oni which rises a splaying

rim. There is no decoration save, perhaps, the three or four projecting knobs set at intervals

around the shoulder and taking the place of handles.

4. Pithoi. Large pithoi of the same coarsen fabric were in use. They liave a very small

—

sometimes pointed—base and were apparently intended to stand at least partially Inu-ied in the

earthen floor of the room in which they were kept. Raised lopv bands running about the Ixxly of

the pithos are the only form of decoration. Some of these pithoi are of huge size.
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D. Mainland Ware Corresponding to Fabrics of the Third Middle
MiNOAN Period

The pottery included in this section belongs technically with the ware of the Late Helladic

Period; in the stratified deposit, however, it is found together with the later Minyan and Matt-

painted wares and must accordingly be considered along with them in the discussion of the Middle

Helladic Period. Though not very numerous these sherds are important as representing the

earliest " Mj'cenaean " vases in use at Korakou. These vases introduced a new technique, namely

the employment of lustrous paint as the decorative medium. The new technique after its adop-

tion rapidly forged ahead of tlie old method of decoration in matt paint and, having been carried

to a high degree of perfection, eventually produced the finished Mycenaean wares of the Late

Figure 40. Small STouA(iK J.vh.s, Coailse \\akk, Middle Helladic Peiuud, Guoup C.

Helladic Period. The sherds in question represent a Mainland version corresponding to both the

light-on-dark and the dark-on-light styles of the Third Middle Minoan Period in Crete.

L Light-on-Dark. A number of typical sherds are shown in Figure 47, four of which are re-

peated on Plate IL These vases are wheel-made from carefully prepared buff or yellowish green

clay. The biscuit often shows pink at the core, shading to buff at the surface. The surface is

covered with a coat of smooth lustrous paint, red or brownish black in color, on which are painted

curvilinear, geometric patterns in dull white. The patterns are commonly ruiming spirals or

double spirals, crossed circles, concentric half-circles, and belts of lines. A comparison of Figure

47 witli Figures 35 and 36 will show the essential identity of these patterns with those on the ^Latt-

painted ware of class II ; and on Plate II certain typical patterns of this group are shown side by

side in the two different techniques. The origin of these patterns is undoubtedly to be sought in

Crete (cf. above p. 25). Among the sherds there are a few which stand out by the excellence

of their fabric and paint. They are not, however, identical with the M. M. II I fabrics of Crete and

are probably to be explained not as importations but as the best product of the best mainland

potters. Other sherds, of somewhat poorer fabric, made of yellowish green clay of the Corinthian

variety, are certainly of local nianufacture. Quite without parallel, so far as I know, are a few
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odd sherds which oji a pinkish red ground show linear patterns in white and black—black being

the accessory color, used for large round dots on the white lines (Plate III, No. 8).

•The following shapes could be recognizctl

:

1. Small round-bodied jugs with fairly high necks and only one handle (cf. Figs. 47, No. 3; 48,

No. 1).

2. Small ro^md-bodied jars with narrow opening, resembling the hole-mouthed jars of Crete

(Fig. 47, No. 2).

3. Round bowls with splaying rim. In some cases the side is rounded, in others angular

(Fig.47, Nos. 5, 8, 9).

4. Small cups with straight or concave sides, of the general type of the gold cups from the

lieehive tomb at Vaphio (the small sherd. Fig. 47, No. 14, belongs to this shape).

Figure 47. Sherds with Light Decoration on Dark Ground, Middle Helladic Period, Class D I.

II. Dnrk-on-Light} Clay and fabric arc like the preceding, while the surface is slipped. The

patterns, executed in black or black-brown against tlu; light ground of the sliji, are reinarkal)ly

different from the precetling. Double spirals of the form so typical in the light-on-dark stylo do

not occur, and concentric half-circles are also unrepresented on these sherds. Instead we have

l)an(ls of round dots, small circles, dashes—or conventional leaves—and conventionalized objects

perhaps meant for sea-shells (Plate III, Nos. 5 and (i). There is also the net pattern (Fig. 49,

Nos. 3, 8, and 9) which becomes familiar on Late Helladii' I vases and later; and some sherds have

'Figs. 48, No. 2; 49.
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a purely linear design not arranged in bands. One sherd, unfortunately rather small, seenrs to

liave a fragment of the running-quirk pattern ; and this, apart from two sherds decorated with an

ordinary spiral (Fig. 49, Nos. 1 and 2), is, among the material available up to the present time,

the only connecting link in patterns with the light-on-dark style. A small stemmed gol)let (Fig.

48, No. 2) is covered with poorly drawn double axes, and a similar, but very well drawn, design

recurs on another vase, possibly a hole-mouthed jar (Plate III, No. 7).

. Some of these sherds, namely those with l)ands of conventional sea-shells (Pl.\te III, Nos. 5

and 6) and with the net pattern (Fig. 49, Nos. 3, 8, and 9), are rcmarkal>lc for their shiny glaz(>d

surface, quite different from anything else foimd at Korakou. Ajiart from a lew similiir slicrds

Figure 4S. Part of High-necked Jut; with Light Decoration on Dark Ground, and Fragment of Stemmed
Goblet in Dakk-on- Light, Middle Helladic Period, ('la.ss D I and D H.

discovered at Tiryns, I know of examples from no other site. It may not l)e a local fabric in (>ither

place, and is certainly not like any known Cretan variety.

The shapes, so far as they could be recognized, include: '

1. Small jugs with squat body and fairly wide neck (Fig. 49, No. 3).

2. Small goblets on a stem (Fig. 48, No. 2).

3. Hole-mouthed jars (Fig. 49, Nos. 1 and 2).

4. Cups of the Vaphio or Keftiu shape (Pl.\te III, No. 6).

It will be seen that although the patterns are almost entirely different, the shapes are practically

identical with those of the light-on-dark style. The difference in pattern may, of coiu'se, be due

merely to chance; not a very large number of these sherds was found.

Gray Minyan ware predominates in the lower levels of the second stratiun and sc(>nis, t hcrcfore,

to have been in general use during appi'oximately the first half of the period. Along wit h if occius

Mattpainted ware of class I, and particidarly of the angular linear style. Minyan is th(> fine pot-

tery of this time, while the coarser vessels are produced in the Mattpainted style. Tliis jicriod

might be called Middle Helladic I.

In t he upper l(>vels of the stratum, corresponding to the second half of the jieriod. Gray Minyan

still occurs, but in diminishing quantities, while the amount of Yellow Minyan has grown to a

large projiortion of the whole. Mattpainted ware of class I contiinies to be reiircsent(>d by muuer-
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ous coarse pots, but the patterns are now almost entirely curvilinear. Mattpainted ware of class

II has likewise come into general use, and the vases of class III also belong here; while the " Myce-

naean" ware described above in group D has made its initial appearance. Thus in the second

half of the period the fine pottery is chiefly Yellow Minyan, Mattpainted ware of style II, and the

earliest Mycenaean ware; while the coarse pottery is Mattpainted ware of style I. Unpainted

domestic pots naturally occur at all times throughout the period. The name Middle Helladic II

may be used to designate this latter half of the second period.

THIRD STRATUM—L.\TE HELLADIC PERIOD

Mycenaean pottery is so familiar from the excavations at Mycenae and Tiryns and numerous

other sites on the Mainland that it might seem superfluous at this time to offer a detailed account

of the Mycenaean ware found at Korakou. Since the pioneer work of classification by Furt-

FiGURE 49. Sherds with Dark Decoration ox Light Ground, Middle Helladic Period, Class D II.

wangler and Loeschcke more than thirty years ago,' however, no re-examination of Mycenaean

pottery as a whole has hitherto ajipcared. .\n(l yet, during this same period, fresh material for

such an investigation has come to light in increasing quantities from almost all parts of the Greek

Mainland, and the great discoveries in Crete have changed the whole ba.sis of classification. The

Cretan system of classification elaborated by Sir Arthur Evajis iias Ijeen extt^ided by many

archaeologists to include the Helladic Mainland as well.

' Mykenische Thongefasse, 1879, .and Mykeidscltc Vasen, 18S6.
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But at practically all the Mainland sites which have up to the present been excavated, the series

was not found to be complete. Either no stratification was preserved at all, or a l^reak in the

stratification caused some stage in the process of development to be luu'epresented. Consequently

no attempt has yet been made, nor was it hitherto, indeed, an easy undertaking, to trace the evolu-

tion of Mycenaean pottery on the Mainland, revise its classification, and establish more closely its

relation to the wares of Crete. Now, however, since the stratified sequence at Korakou was un-

broken and the com-se of development of Mycenaean pottery here appears clear, it has seemed

worth while, instead of stating merely that "a great deal of Mycenaean pottery of the well known

Late Minoan I, Late Minoan II, and Late Minoan III types was found," to give as complete a

description and classification as possible of the potteiy that actually came to light.

It has already been stated that the third stratum in certain of the pits exhibits three well-

marked layers which yield three styles of Mainland Mycenaean pottery. It must bo borne in

Figure 50. Sherds with Patterns of Spirals, Late Helladic I.

mind that there is no sharp break in continuity from one of these stages to another. The whole

Late Helladic Period presents one continuous development. Each stage shades gradually and

spontaneously into the succeeding stage, and there are naturally many vases showing a transi-

tional character which it would lie difficidt to classify on one side or the other of a hard and fast

line. The three stages will be called Late Helladic I, II, and 111, and arc as follows:

LATE HELLADIC I

A. Painted Pottery

These vases are all wheel-made, in most cases, however, with a slight touch of carelessness in

the execution. The fabric is excellent. The clay is finely sifted and free from gritty particles. In

color it is almost always either yellowish green, of the kind typical in ( "orinthian vases of all periods,

or pinkish buff; and in Ixith cases the biscTiit often appears piidv at the core. The l)aking is well
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(loiic. The siirfare of the vase is fovciLMl with a smooth slip similar to the clay in color. The

paint is lustrous aiul of good (juality. In a considerable numtx-r of eases the paint has partly

Haked off; this occurs almost exclusively on vases made of yellowish green clay and is no doubt

due to something in the nature of that clay which does not allow the paint to adhere with absolute

permanency. Black paint, varying to brownish black, is always used on vases of yellowish green

clay, while on vases of buff clay a good red is almost as freciiient as black. This distinction,

already noticed in the discussion of ])atterned ware of the Early Helladic Period (cf. above p. 9),

is so regular as to suggest the conchision that it is d\ie rather to some technical limitation imposed

Figure .51. Sherds with Si'iraliform Patterns, Late Helladk- I.

l)y tlie yellowish green clay than to deliberate design. Whatever the cause, it is no iloubt- con-

nected with the other circumstance alluded to above, namely, that the black i)aint on yellowish

green vases easily flakes off. In some instances (in buff clay) the patterns appear in black on one

side of the vase, gradually changing to red on the other. This gradation of colors, though gener-

ally irrc^gularly carried out, may in some cases be intentional. On the earlier vases subsidiary

details are often added in white. The patterns are largely, but iiot exclusively, linear. In the

liiH'ar group the jnost frequent are the spiral, a belt of quirks, groups of straight or wavy parallel

lines, and festoons.

This is the great period of the spiral. The spiral is usually fairly well drawn in a rather fine

hue which, starting from a large central eye, makes five, six, or seven or more revolutions before it

terminates in the broad line forming the circumference (cf. Fig. 50, Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5). In
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later examples the drawing is less careful and the central eye is often lacking, but the nnniber of

revolutions remains about the same (ef. Figs. 50, No. 1; 51, No. 6). The spirals are arranged

in most cases in a belt filling a zone around the upper half of the vase. They are connected by

tangents or wavy lines, singly or in pairs, which usually rise from near the base of one spiral and

extend to the top of the next (Fig. 51). Quite typical of Late Helladic I vases are the two large

round dots placed one above and one below the tangent connecting each pair of spirals (Fig. 56,

No. 2). These dots and the central eyes are frequently pointed with white and a row of small white

dots is also often super-added to the tangents or wavj' lines connecting the spirals (Figs. 50,

No. 5; 51, No. 2).

Derived from the spiral is the pattern shown in Figure 51, No. 4. Here we have a series of

pear-shaped objects, filled in with cross-hatching, which are connected by enclosing lines into a

spiraliform system.

The running quirk pattern, which, as we have seen, occius on Mattpainted ware of class II,

and on dark-on-light as well as light-on-dark Mainland ware corresponding to ^liddle Mi-

noan III, continues to appear in Late Helladic I. In its simplest form it consists of a series of

unconnected, doubly curved lines or quiAs, each one overlapping the next, forming a belt around

the vase. In a more developed form the Cjuirks are elaltorated into simple tailed spirals, overlap-

ping but not connected (Fig. 57, No. 1). In a further stage, finally, the tail of each spiral joins a

• wavy line which encircles the vase and thus \inites all the spirals into a connected system.' The

quirk pattern regularly occurs in a belt around the upper part of the vase, which is separated

from the lower part by one or more plain bands of paint (Fig. 57, No. 1).

Groups of parallel lines are frequently the only ornament, running either in a vertical or a hori-

zontal direction. The latter is the more common variety. The great majority of the vases of

this period carry their main decoration in a zone aroiuid the upper part of the vessel, while the

lower part is marked off, and often occupied, by broad bands of paint, which vary in numlter from

one to five or six. In most cases these bands are rather careless free-hand productions; in only a

few instances do they seem to have been painted carefully while the vase was revolving on the

wheel. Cups of the Vajjhio or Keftiu shape have a typical jjattern of this tyi)e (Plate IV,

No. 3; Figs. 53, No. 1, 4, 5, and 6; 54). About the upper part of the cup run two or three parallel

horizontal lines. Above and below this group is a row of rather shapeless dashes, which in some of

the better executed examples have ro\ighly a crescent form and look as if they might be a conven-

tional rendering of lanceolate leaves. The whole pattern might then be a degenerate version

of the foliate sprays familiar on Minoan vases.

Parallel lines running vertically are arranged in a variety of ways. In some cases they are short

,

filling a zone around the upper part of the vase, while the lower portion has the usual horizontal

bands (Fig. 56, No. 1). In another type the lines are longer and usually wavy, and occur either

in groups of four, five, or six—in which case the groups are repeated at intervals around the body

of the vase (Fig. 57, No. 2)—or consecutively, filling the whole space available. Ornamentation

of this type is probably connected with the so-calleil ripple motive,^ which on the Mainland

reaches its finest development in the tortoise-shell cups of the Second Late Helladic Period (cf

.

below p. 47).

• Cf. Hall, The Decorative Art of Crete in the Bronze Age, Fig. 45, p. 30.

2 Cf. Mackenzie, J. II. S., XXIII, 1903, p. 160 and PI. IV, 1-5.



Figure 52. Sheuds ok Late Helladic I Ware.

FuiUUE 53. KltAOMENT.S OF CuPS OK THU VaI'HIO OK Kektiu Shape, Late Helladii' 1.
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Festoons sometimes occur in conjunction with parallel lines, a row of festoons being inserted

between pairs of lines. In other cases a network of festoons fills the upper part of the vase (Fig.

53, No. 2).

Naturalistic designs are considerably rarer than the linear patterns descrilx'd above. Floral

motives are the most frequent types of this class and include very naturaUstic n-y leaves (Fig. 53,

No. 10), grasses (Fig. 52, No. 2), and a variety of flowers; while sea motives are also represented.

Rather noteworthy is a sort of conventionalized double axe with ciu-ved blades. In the hollow

between the blades, above and below, are two vertical dashes. This pattern seems to have been

repeated several times around the vase, the space between the axes being occupied in one case by

the handle, and in the others by three vertical parallel lines (Fig. 52, Nos. 1 and 4).

The most important shapes of vases of this First Late Helladic Period at Korakou are the

following:

1. Cups. Cups of the Vaphio or Keftiu shape,' which began to appear in the Second Middle

Helladic Period among the Mattpainted wares of class II and in both styles of ^Mainland ware

Figure .54. Cups of the \ afhio or Keftiu .^hape, Late Helladic I.

corresponding to Middle Minoan III (light-on-dark and dark-on-Hght), have now become very

numerous. The shajjc is strongly suggestive of a metallic prototype. The sharp angl(> of the

flat base with the side of the cup resembles work in metal. Furthermore, the raised ridge encircling

the middle of the cup seems a siu\ival in claj' of the joint where two thin plates of metal over-

lapped. There is, moreover, in a large number of these cups, at the point where the lower end of

the handle joins the body of the vase, a raised knob reminiscent of a metal rivet. Actual originals

in metal of this shape are of course well known, including the two famous gold cups from Vaphio,^

though these are probably somewhat later in date.

The commonest form of decoration consists of the Knear pattern which, as mentioned above,

suggests a highly conventional, foliate spray (Figs. 53, Nos. 1, 4, 5, and 6; 54, Nos. 1 and 2). Run-

ning spirals also occiu- frequently (Fig. 53, Nos. 7, 8, and 9), while festoons (Fig. 53, No. 2) and

the ripple pattern (Fig. 53, No, 3) are somewhat less common. From the end of the First Late

' For the sake of convenience the cups described above are referred to as "cups of the Vaphio shape." It must

be admitted, however, that the shapes are not absolutely identical. In the gold cups the concavity of the side, which

is so pronounced in the clay specimens, is very slight, but this may be due in part at least to their decoration in relief.

Essentially the shape seems to me to be the same.

2 £(<). 'Apx-, 1SS9, PI. 9.
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Hdlaclic Period come the cu]) shown in Figme 55,

with a purely linear decoration, and the fragment

illustrated in Figure 53, No. 10, which carries a zone

of naturalistic ivy leaves. One fragment shows at

least two rows of rosettes. The l)ottoni of these

cups is often adorned either with a circle, a crossed

circle, or a spiral.

2. Shallow spreading teaciips of fine fal)ric occur.

Comparatively flat and wide, they stand on a low

raised base. The rim splays outward, forming a

sharp angle with the side. The flat loop handle has

a metallic-looking knol) at its base. The regular

decoration is a series of well-drawn spirals connected

by loops, or tangents, or both. The eyes of the

spirals are frequently dotted with white, and a row

of white dots may be added on the connecting loops

but a few representative sherds are shown in Figure 51, Nos. 2, 3, 7, and 8.

3. Deeper cups, or small bowls, with one handle are numerous. They have rounded sides and

an angular, splaying rim. The decoration is us\ially spiraliform or floral (Fig. 51, Nos. 4 and 6).

4. Stemmed golilets. Numeroxis sherds were found lielonging to small goblets on a low^ round

stem. It will be clearly seen that this graceful shape is taken over directly from Minyan ware.

Figure .5.5. Cup with Lixkar De(oh.\tiox,

Late Hell.^uic I.

There is no complete e.xam] )le availalJlelabk

Figure 50. (Stemmed Goblets, L.^TE Helladic I.

The four goblets which have been put together as shown in Figures 5(1 ant! 57 are in eftect vases

of Yellow Minyan decorated in Mycenaean style. Some exanii)les have the angular ]iiofile char-

acteristic of Gray Minyan; but a rounded ]irofile is far more common, and the latter l)ecomes one

of the favorite shapes of the First as well as the Second Late Helhulic Period. The decoration

includes almost all of the varieties mentioned above, although linear motives are much more

numerously represented than floral.

5. Jugs. A large number of fragments belong to small jugs with "cutaway" necks, that is,

the rear part of the neck is cut down at tlie ])oint M'here the handle is attached; or perhaps it would
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be more exact to say that the forward part of the neck is prolonged to form a vertical spout. The

body and the neck are made separately and afterwards joined together by hand. In consequence

of this, the faljric is considerably thickened about the base of the neck and presents a veiy rough

surface on the inside. As regards the decoration, the upper part of the body is usually embellished

with a belt of spirals, while the lower part remains \mpainted. The sherds illustrated in Figure

50, Xos. 1 and 5, and Figure 51, Xo. 1, are from jugs of this shape. The pattern of a double

axe with curved blades also occiu-s (Fig. 52, No. 4).

6. Hole-mouthed jars. This shape is an inheritance from the precetling pcrioil, where it is

found in Mattpainted fabrics, as well as in light-on-dark ^lycenaean ware. Here there are very

I

Figure .57. Stemmed Goblets, Late Hell.^dic I.

few sherds, barely enough in fact to establish the occuirence of the shape, which api)arcntly died

out in this jieriod; at least no example of a later date was found.

7. Stpiat bowls.' To the First Late Hclladic Period l)elong the earliest examples of thes(|uat

liowl, which becomes a much favored shajjc in the following period and, indeed, in Late Hellaiiic

III as well. Two types are here represented. One has a wide base, straight sides, and an angular

shoulder. The mouth is narrow and has a broad lii>, while on the sloping space between the

shoulder and the neck arc three small horizontal loop handles. The decoration is of various kinds.

Thus, in one example, the field above and below the shoulder is merely filled in with small dots

(Fig. 52, No. 5); in another, the sloping upper part carries a belt of connected loops, while the

lower part (now broken away) apparently was ornamented with nothing more than a group

of parallel horizontal bands. These vases are very nicely made, with fine regular wheel-marks

showing on the inside.

The second type, of which not many examples were foimd, is the ordinary squat bowl which

becomes verj- common in the succeeding period (.Late Helladic II). It has a curving side proceed-

ing from a broad base to a narrow neck. One of these vases is decorated wit h heart-shaped leaves

and five-petalled flowers.

8. Two examples of a low vase resembling the squat bowl, but with only one vertical handle

—described under number 9 of the Second Late Helladic Period—were recognized. One is

• This is the shaije usually called "alabastron" by excavators: see Sir Arthur Evans, The Tomb of the Double Axes

and Associated Group (Archaeologiu, LXV, 1914), p. 16 and PI. II.
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oniameiitod willi ivy leaves (Fig. 52, No. 3), the other luis a linear ilecdiatiuii consisting of wavy

bands.

9. In addition to the above, tiieie were a number of fragments of larger vases of which the

shapes could not easily be made out. One of these shapes, however, seems to be a deep bowl with

large side-spout.

B. Unp.\inted Ware

Along with the jjainted jjottery described above, a great (|uantity of uui)aint('d shci'ds of good

quality was found. A large proportion of these sherds belong to vases which arc i)raclical]y identi-

cal with Yellow Minyan (cf. p. 18 above). The fabric appears, however, to be growing finer and

FlUUKE 58. I'm'AINTI.I) liwi;l,l;l,

LADic 1, Class U.

LaTI. lIl.L- I'^liilHK .'I'J. SlIAIMl.n I iMlll.i;T, Hl.ACK M()N(>-

cHiioMii Wake, IjAte 11i:i,i,ai)ic I, (Juuvi' ('.

liiinncr, and the sliji still smootlier and ni()i(> like glaze. Tinning to the shapes, we hnd I hat 1 h(,'

stemmed goblet with roiuided profile has almost entirely siii)planted thai willi angular ])rofile. A
typical example is shown in Figure 58. Other shapes well representeii among these sherds are

the jug with cut-away neck; a dipper or ladle with one high ribbon liandle; a deep bowl with small

side-spout; and a handleless cup with flat bottom.

C. Monochrome Ware

Sherds of red and black monochrome ware, which had begun to appear, though in extremely

small quantities, toward the end of the Middle Helladic Period, iiu'rease rapidly in the early part

of the First Late Helladic stratum until they become very niuncrous. The fabric is the same as

that of Yellow Minyan. Instead, liowcver, of being finished with a fine slip, tlicse vases are com-

pletely covered with a smooth coat of black or red paint of good (piality. In many cases. uneven

firing has caused the red paint to tiu'n l)lack in patches, thus ])ro(hu'ing a mottled effect. Shapes

recognized were the following:
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1. Stemmed goblets. These have either rounded or angvilar profile of side. The larger ex-

amples have two ribbon handles (Fig. 59), the smaller only one (Fig. 60).

2. Deep bowls with two flat loo]) handles placed vcrtieally.

3. Large bowls of heavier fabric with a spout on one side between the two handles.

D. Gray Mixy.\x

Gray iMinyan occurs, but lias become extremely rare; only slightly mure than two per cent of

the total number of sherds found belong here.

E. Mattpaixted Ware

Mattpainted ware of class II is found, but is very rare. Sherds of class I, how^ever, are numerous.

They are, of course, of the curvilinear style and belong chiefly to coarse vessels such as water-

jars and spouted bowls. They form about fifteen per cent of the total number of fragments.

F. Domestic Pots

These include a variety of large, coarse vessels usually made of unrefined buff, yellowish green,

or brick red clay. Among the shapes may be noted high-necked water-jars, deep bowls, urns on

FiouKK 00. Ste.mmed Goblkts, Ued Mo.nochkome Waue ill, Hlack Monochuo.mk Wake i2), Late Hellauic I,

Guoui' C.

a heavy stem, small jars or crocks on a small raised base, shallow basins, and sundry cooking pots

with one or two handles. Many of these vessels have a potter's mark stamped or scratched in the

base, in a few cases on the handles. The marks consist of one, two, three, or more parallel dashes,

across (-f-orX), or one or more dots.

LATE HELLADIC II

This period marks the highest ilevelopment of ceramic art at Korakou. Here we reach the

culmination of a process tliat had been going on since the second stage of the Middle Helladic

Period, the process of fusion of "Minyan" with Mycenaean art; and the completion of that process

gives us the finest results ever achieved by our local potters of Korakou. Graceful shapes and

naturalistic designs are here seen at their best, particularly in "Ephyrean ware," described in

section B below. Before the period ends, however, it shows us the potter's art well started on its
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decline. Shortly after its highest stage of perfection was attained a gradual deterioration set in,

affecting both fabric and decoration; and, degenerating steadily, Mycenaean pottery finally ter-

minated in the poorly made vases with lifeless, conventionalized designs of the end of the Third

Late Helladic ( = Late Minoan III) Period.

A. Painted Pottery

The fabric is identical with that fovmd in the First Late Helladic stage and the paint is also of

the same good quality and of the same colors. The use of white, however, as an accessory color

^P* ^ifc
6 ->,.

FiGUBB 61. Sherds Illustrating Spirals, Late Helladic II, Class A.

is nowvery uncommon. In tlio decoration a still more noticeable change is evident in that natural-

istic designs have become very much nioi'c (•(imini>n, wliile linear patterns tak(\ a secondary place.

Among the linear patterns the spiral st ill holds its own. The Late Helladic II spiral, however,

is not so well made as that of the preceding period. The central eye is frequently lacking, and there

is a tendency to draw with a broader line wliich, making a smaller number of revolutions, produces

a coarser effect (Fig. 61). On the other hand there is sometimes a more artistic combination of

spirals, such, for example, as that in Figure 61, No. 2, where pairs of spirals are joined together

by a broad line with a projecting point, so as to form heart-shaped leaves; or as that in Plate V,

where a more complicated design is managed.
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At least one example of the niniiiiig quirk pattern ran be shown (Fig. 73, No. 1), and two or

three more were recorded.

Along with the traditional system of decoration in zones, from which the Corinthian artist was

only for a brief time emancipated, horizontal bands, singly or in groups, continue to occur with

great frequency, and when the spirit of naturalism has spent itself, to be succeeded by a general

decline, the old zonal principle still survives and asserts itself again. But whereas in their better

days horizontal bands served merely to mark ofT and emphasize the zone of main decoration, they

Figure ()2. Fr.\gments of Cups of the Vaphio Shape, Late Helladr II.

sometimes become, in the degenerate vases introducing the Third Late Helladic Period, them-

selves the main and, indeed, the only decoration.

The linear pattern on cups of the Vaphio shape characteristic in Late Helladic I is still employed

l>ut has become somewhat more conventional. In the earliest examples, it will bo remembered,

the dashes branch off directly from the horizontal lines and suggest that the design is derived from

a foliate spray. In the case of Late Helladic II cups, however, the dashes are imattached, stand-

ing free in the middle of the zone between the groups of parallel horizontal lines (Pl.\t1'; IV,

No. 2).

The ripple motive finds its best expression in this periotl.' So far as could be noted at Korakou

' The best examples of this rippled ware in Crete arc practically a full period earlier than the cujis of bate Ilelladic II

described above. The deep pits at Zakro yielded the finest Minoan specimens. \o adequate illustration of tliose lias

yet been published, but an idea of their ai)pcarance may be gained from J. U.S., XXII, 1902, PI. XII, Nos. 2 and 3.
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it seems to be limited to cups of the Vaphio shape with very metallic profile. Some of these

are extraordinarily well made of gray or terracotta clay, and have their surface painted so as

to imitate tortoise shell or grained wood. An example in color is given in Plate IV, Xo. 6;

another in Figure 62, No. 10.

Festoons in narrow zones defined by horizontal lines sometimes occur on cups of the Vaphio

shape (Fig. 62, No. 8).

A number of sherds show a scale or net pattern in which each section is generally emliellishcd

Figure 63. Sherds Illustrating Patterns, Late Helladic II.

with a stalk (Fig. 63, No. 11). This pattern, usually without the stalks, becomes a favorite

motive for filling in background in the Third Late Helladic Period.

The finest vases of this period are decorated with naturalistic designs of whicii the greater part

are either floral or taken from marine life. Among floral designs the most frequent representations

are tlic iris, the lily, the crocus, ivy leaves, daisies, and other i)lants not so easily identified. Sea-

weed, the octopus, and the nautilus are the chief elements in the marine designs. Rosettes, the

doul)le axe, and a butterfly pattern may also l)e mentioned. In some cases the entire sin-face of

the vase is stippled so as to pro(hice a speckled effect in reddish brown or brownish black, a result

which might be called the " thrush's egg " pattern. A conventional rock pattern or a field of dots

frequently serves as backgroimd.

The shapes are essentially the same as in the preceding period wit h, iiowever, some slight differ-

ences.
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1. Cups of the Vaphio shape. A characteristic example is shown in Plate IV, No. 2, where

the decoration is the ordinary Hncar jiattern. The sherds in Figure 62 give specimens of other

designs, spirals, festoons, tortoise shell, ivy leaves, a lily-like flower, etc. Except in the case of the

sherds with tortoise shell decollation, the suggestion of prototypes in metal is not so pronounced

as it was in cups of the First Late Helladic Period.

2. Small bowls. Wide shallow teacups such as those which occurred in the preceding period

arc no longer found. Instead there is a deeper cup, like a small bowl in shape, with one flat ribbon

handle. The sherd seen in Figure 63, No. 5, with the double axe pattern, belongs to a cup of this

kind.

3. Deep bowls. Deep bowls with two handles are of frequent occurrence. They are often of

considerable size, larger than in the First Late Helladic Period. Two good examples are sliown

I'KaiiK Ii4. FliACi.MKNT OK IjAHliK T\VO-H.\NDLKI) H(I\VI„ LaTIO HkLI.AUII ' II.

in Figures 64 and 6.5. The pattern of gracefully cvu'ving streamers is known from Crete,' from

Melos,^ and from other sites on the Mainland.'

4. Stemmed goblets. Stemmed goblets with one or two handles are mmierous. The finest

of these goblets belong to a special class which is described in detail in section B below; but ex-

ani])l("s of the ordinary variety lioth with one and with two handles may be given here (Figs. 66,

No. 1 ; 74, No. 2; 79, No. 1). The careless, conventionalized patterns indicate that these examples

fall into the later part of the period, when artistic feeling was on the decline.

;j. Jugs with cut-away neck. This type, occru'ring first in Late Hellatlic I, is now still more

/i. 5. yl., IX, p. 28r), Fig.5.

'iS.5. ^., XVII, PI. XI, 163.

»E. g. Vaphio; 'E<^. 'Apx-, 1SS9, I'l. 7, No. 19.
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prevalent. Figure 66, No. 2, gives an example on which, in a zone above a band of formalized

roek pattern, is painted a conventional running plant. Another similar jug, restored as shown in

Figure 67, is irreg»darly speckled in reddish or reddish brown paint over the entire surface between

the base and the neck. Two or three bold liii(>s in black trail off carelessly from near the base of

the handle. This jug produces a rather fine effect, to which the illustration does not do justice.

A large number of necks or fragments of necks were foiuid, as well as many pieces from the body
of jugs. These latter can easily be recognized by the thickening of the fabric and the rough finish

of the interior in the neighborhood of the neck.

6. Plain jtigs. These are similar to the vases just described Init have a high neck of which
the rear portion adjoining the handle has not been cut away. The shape is not rare, though most
of these jugs have i)een broken into small fragments. The example given in Figure 68, ver>' simply

FiGDRE (i.'j. FliAliMEXT OF TwO-H.\NDLEn OeEP BoWL, LaTE HeLLADIC II.

ornamented with three broad bands of paint, one each about the base, junction of body with neck,

and the rim, is typical. The handle is usually set off by a number of broad, diagonal dashes.

Many of these jugs are entirely undecorated, the surface being covered merely with a smooth slip.

7. Pitchers. The handsome ewer reproduced in color in Pl.\te V belongs here. It is of much
finer faliric than tiic two foregoing shapes, being very thin and.well baked. It is also conspicuous
for the great regularity of the lines on the interior surface, forme'd as the vessel revolved on the

wheel in the process of manufacture. A smooth even slip covers the exterior. The lower part of

the pitcher is encircled by a broad band with a narrower one above it. The main decoration

around t he botly of the vase consists of a design repeated three times but not synuuetrically spaced.

The design is made \ip of two spirals side by side, connected by a broad line, above and below
which is an object resembling a conventional lotus blossom. Three waving streamers, which
seem to represent the ends of a ribbon emerging from a knot below the handle, flutter downward
toward the base (Fig. 69).
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Figure 66. Stemmed Goblet and Jug with Cut-away Neck, Late Helladic II.

The junction of the body with the neck is marked by a raised ridge of sharp profile, below which

is painted a foliate border. The neck itself is decorated with'a vertical linear pattern composed

of much eloaigated festoons down the centre of which runs a broad stem. Opposite the handle a

spout projects at an angle of approximately 45°. A liand of jiaint follows the rim lioth inside and

out, and the exterior is further embellished by three transverse bands. From the top of t he neck a

ridged ribbon hnndle lionds down to the shoulder. The handle is painted in solid color. The

paint is a rich reddish brown which in

places darkens to brownish black. It is of

good (|Unlity, though some of it lias flaked

off, and was carefully applied.

The sharp, raised ridge between the neck

and the body, the decoration of the neck,

which suggests relief work, and the rivet-

like knob at the liase of the flat ridged

handle point strongly to a metal original as

the model from which our vase was mnde.

Vases of similar shape have been found in

.\1tica' and also at Thebes.-

8. Scpiat bowls. The s(iu:it bowl has

already l)een mentioned as making its first

appearance in Late Helladic I (cf. p. 42

above). Examples from l.ate Helladic II

are nnich more numerous, Init the first

ty])c with straight sides is represented l)y

only one example. This exhibits a late

' Markopoulo, 'E^. Wpx-, l>>'-^-'>, W- X, S.

= 'Apx. AtXr., 1917, p. 8.3, FJK. .59; p. 1.5.5, Fig. 116,

2; .and p. 19!), Fig. It.'S, 1.

Figure 67. .Jug vtith Cut-.\wat Xeck, Stipi'i.ed

Decoration, Late Hei.t.adic 1L
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style of decoration with carelessly drawn

connected spirals both above and below

the angle of the shoulder, and is not far

removed from the typical squat bowl of the

Third Late Helladic Period. i The second

type is now the normal sliape. The side

rises in a gradual inwaid curve which begins
'

almost directly at the wide liase and termi-

nates at the narrow neck. The neck, which

ends in a splaying rim, is very short and

contributes to give the vase its scjuat appear-

ance. There are three horizontal, round

loop handles symmetrically placed some-

what above the middle line of the side.

The finest of these bowls were unfortunately too badly shattered to be restored. Fragments of

at least three were found, which liave as their main decoration a life-like octf)pus with a back-

FiGUBE (is. Plain Jug, Jj.vte Helladic II.

FuaTui.: (iO. Kvvich, Showing Rihbon Ohnamunt Below Handle, Late Helladic 11.

ground of naturalistic seaweed and rock (two sample sherds in Fig. (i3, Xo,^. 7 and 12). Another
which is iilso of excellent fabric was put togetlicr from a great nundier of fragments as shown in

Figure 70, No. 2. This is diM-orated with a conventional lock pattern against a background filled

' Cf. Furtwiiuglcr and Locsclickc, Mijk. Vascii, PI, I.\, 55.
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ill \vith dots, while on the hottoiu is* a coniphfateil pattern of crossing Unes. All the foregoing

are extremely well made of a fine gray clay, with perfectly regular wheel-marks, and the paint is a

clear black of superior quality. Cretan influence is certainly strongly marked in these vases,

though the fabric is not identical with the wares of Cnossus or Eastern Crete. These vessels may

well be the work of Cretan potters estabHshed on the mainland.

A smaller bowl (Fig. 70, No. 1) has a different kind of design, consisting of a large conventional

heart-shaped leaf on a stalk, set in the middle of eacli space between the handles. Around the

leaf, indicating the background, are circular clusters of dots. Below the design is a wavy Ivind

reminiscent of rock pattern.

A very small squat bowl found in a late grave of the Second Late Helhulic Period has no decora-

tion save a Ixmd of the familiar rock pattern (Fig. 74, No. 1 ). The l)lack paint is much inferior to

that used on the preceding examples.

9. Squat jugs. Differing somewhat from the squat bowl are the two vases of Figure 71.

They are not quite so squat in shape and they have but one handle, which is flat and set vertically.

Figure 70. Sqtjat Bowls, Late Helladic II.

Rising from a rather small flat base, the side of the vessel spreails outwanl to the point of greatest

diameter, which is some distance above the base, before it curves inward again toward the narrow

neck. There is a high splaying rim.

The running design of ivy leaves above a border of rock pattern on the jug in Figure 71, No.

2, is done in brick red paint shading on one side of the vase to black. This jug is strikingly .sim-

ilar to the well known vase from the Maket tomb at Gurob in Egypt .^ The lily-like flower

repeated several times on the other vase is not so easy to identify. The curly line at the base of

the flower may perhaps be a conventional rendering of the roots. The color of the jiaint on this

second vase is orange red.

10. Among the shapes of which not many fragments were foiuid arc included small saucers

with floral decoration (Fig. 72); a diminutive mug ornamented with Itranches of leaves (Fig. 73,

No. 3); a little bird-shaped askos on which are drawn plants resembling budding crocuses (Fig. 73,

No. 2); and a small sjioutcd bowl with a basket handle, carrying a miming ciuirk pattern aroxmd

1 Petrie, Illahun, Kakun and Giirob, PI. XXVI, 44. For tlip date see H.ill, P. S. li. A., XXXI, ]). 141, .and Aegean

Archaeology, p. 102.
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Figure 71. Squat Juii«, Late HELLAnic II.

Figure 72. Saucers, L.^te Helladk- IT.

Figure 73. Three Small Vases fro.m a (Ikave or the Second Late Helladic Period.
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its shoulder (Fig. 73, No. 1).' Tlicre were also sovcral t'raifiiiciils of a deep l)()\vl with narrow neck

and a stmxly spout projecting on one side just below the lim. A zone around tlu' ui)per part of

this vase was decorated with a floral pattern. A large niunher of shei'ds also belonged to vessels

of which the shape could not be made out with certainty.

B. Ephyk.\e.\x Ware^

A niunber of sherds were foiuul—they form two and one-half pi'r cent of the total—which from

their distinctive character in faliric and decoration deserve to be considered in a separate group.

This new kind of Mycenaean pottery was first distinguished at Korakou (which may perhaps be

the Homeric Ephyra) and has for the sake of convenience been arbitrarily christened " Ephyracan

ware." An examination of the material in the National Museum at Athens has shown that this

FiGUKE 74. Two Small Vases from a Guave of the Seconu Late Helladic Period.

ware occiu's at Phylakopi, Mycenae, and the Argive Heraeum; and it was found also in a recent

excavation at Tiryns.

It seems—from the finds up to the present time, at least— to be limited to one shaiie, namely a

deep two-handled goblet on a low' stem. Goblets of the same form occurring in Ixilh the First

and Second Late Helladic Periods have already been discussed above (shape 4, p. 41 ; and shape 4,

p. 48), and it was pointed out that they are undoubtedl}' direct desccndents of a charac-

teristic Minyan shape. Ephyraean vases are thus essentially Minyan ware treated in Mycenaean

technique.

These vases are made on the wh(>el. of fine clay which is regularly some shade of \m(i or of

yellowish green. The biscuit frequently a])])ears respectively pink or gray at the core. The

entire surface, interior as well as exterior, is coated with a smooth glaze-like slip of the same tone

as the clay. This slip forms the gi'ound for the application of designs in good lustrous paint,

which in the case of vases made from butf clay is red, a rich reddish brown, or purple in color; in

the case of vases made from greenish yellow clay, brown, brownish black, or black. The black

paint seems to be subject to flaking ofi' nuudi more easily than the other colors.

' Tlio tliipc last nanipd diminutive va.scs were IVmml tojjetlier with two utlier.s i Fij;. 74) in a late grave of the Second

Late Helladic Period. (Cf. p. 102 below.

j

= Cf. «..V. .4.,XXlI,pp. lS->i.
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FiGUKE 75. Shkuds of Ephykauan Ware, Late Helladic 11.

FlGUKE 70. .ShkUD.s ok I'Jl'llYRAEAN WaRE WITH XaUTILUS 1)ESIG.\, LaTE HeLLADIC II.
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Though other motives oceiir, floral designs are the most frequent. The favorite flower is a Hly

of some sort, which usually consists of a pair of spiraliform petals with three or four stamens

springing up between them (Plates \T, Xo. 4 and VII, No. 1; also Fig. 77). In some cases per-

haps the iris maj- be meant. At the bottom of the stalk from which it rises, roots are convention-

ally represented, often being carried upward in graceful curves on each side of the flower, generally

in two or three strands (Fig. 75, No. 1, and Plate ATI, No. 1). Another flower (Plate VH, No.

2) bears a strong resemblance to a buckling crocus. Its centre is formed by a massive, swelling

bud, while on either side grow five narrow leaves. Roots are indicated by two short, wa\'A' lines

on each side at the bottom of the plant. A similar flower (Fig. 75. No. 3) is complicated by the

addition of a broad leaf extended into a spiral below the narrow leaves. The large rosettes in

Figure 75, Nos. 2, 4, 5, and 7 (the last also in color. Plate VI. No. 2) may possibly be intended to

FiocRE 77. S.M.\Li, Goblet of Ephybaean Ware, L.\te Hell.ujic II (l.\kgely he.stoh.\tion).

reprotluce daisies, although in this case there is no stalk to make the identity certain. All these

flowers are rendered naturahstically, with a sufficient touch of conventionality, however, to make

an exact identification of theii species impossible.

Another favorite design is the nautilus, of which the sherils in Plate \I, No. 1 and Figure 76

give examples.' In these cases it may be remarked that on the early sherds (Fig. 76, Nos. 2 and 4)

the spiraliform arms of the nautilus are tinned toward the right, while on the later fragments

the arms uniformly turn toward the left. If this difference is due merely to chance, the same

chance has deprived us of all sherds portraying the shell of the naiitilus.

Chronologically latest in the series is the sherd (Plate VI, No. 3) on which is painted a

group of three connected spirals with free ends extended in \va\n,- cnirves. This pattern may

be derived from the nautilus design.

The arrangement of the decoration is characteristically simi)le ami tasteful. The painter has

set himself free from the limitations of a zone and disposes his motives in the most effective way.

There are no horizontal bands to confine his fam'y. One large flower or rosette or nautilus is

' Forsimilur representation.^ of the nautilus, which i.-* :i well kmnvn Mycenaean motive, see Furtwangler and Loesch-

cke, Mykenische Fase«, p. 80; also 'Apx- AtXr., 1917, pp. 83, 1.55, and 199.
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placed midway between the IuukUcs on each side of the goblet. The stalk of the plant reaches

tlown almost to the stem of the goblet, while the fanciful roots curve upward and outward toward

the handles. Where this main design was not felt to be finite sufficient in proportion to the field,

a small rosette was added in the space between the flower and the handle (Fig. 75, No. 3). In a'

few cases, however, instead of one large flower, two or three smaller blossoms ornamented the

side of the goblet. An example of this method may he seen in Figure 77. Under each handle

there is a characteristic quirk or flourish. Often it con.sistsof three sliort, wavy lines springing

from a common point; but frequently these lines are dlNideil eacti into two branches, thus form-

ing three chevrons, one above the other (Fig. 75, Nos. 1 and

6). There is no further tlecoration. One of the striking

features of this ware is that th(> lini is (Hiit(> unpainted; and

the base likewise has no paint adiied to its glaze-like slip.

These goblets were in a badly shatteretl condition, antl in

spite of much effort it was not possible to put together more

than three, and they had in ])art to be restored in plaster (Fig

77; Plate VII, Nos. 1 and 2). Nevertheless, they serve to

give an adequate idea of the pleasing effect of Ephyraean

vases, an efTeet due to the harmonious combination of graceful

shape and a decoration wiiicli unites freedom of fancy witli

simplicity and moderation of execution.

C. Fine l^\p.'vi.\ri;i) W.\re

I'lGUKE 78. Unpainted Goblet with

One H.wule, L.\te Hell.\dic II.
Fine unpainted pottery of yellowisli huff or yellowish green

clay, which, as we have seen, was very common in the first

stage of the Late Helladic Period, continues to present itself in large (luantities in the second

stage. There is no apprecialile difference in the fabric. Some of these sherils, however, which

show an extraordinarily smooth, glaze-like slip, maybe from the undecorated parts of Ephyraean

goblets. This ware is, of course, the Late Helladic version of Yellow Minyan.

Figure 79. Two Vases from a Late Grave, Late Helladic II.
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FiuuRK 80. Plain Unpaintbd Jug, Late Helladic 11

FiGUUE 81. Shallow Cuf.s or Dishes, Unpainted Wake, L.ate Hell.\dic II.
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The coinuioii sluipcs air Uic slcimiu'd jiohlcl with one or two liamllcs (Fi}!;. 78), the jug with

cut-away neck (Fig. 79, No. 2), or a plain jug with stiaiglit nock (Fig. 80). .\iiother frequent

shape is a small haudleless cup, or ileep dish, with sliglitly convex sides (Fig. 81). It is gener-

ally not very carefvdiy made and the sHp is not very smoothly ])oiished. The bottom is almost

always marked hy the lines of the string'which severed the cu]) troui the wheel on which it was

thrown.' Fragments of a few ladles or cups with one high rihhoii handle were also noted.

D. Monochrome W.\ke

Hed and black monochi-onic ware is somewhat more common here than in the First Late

Helladic Period, anil the (juantity of red slightly exceeds that of black. Fabrics and sliapes are the

same as before. Tlie stenuned goblet is, however, deeper ami narrower t han t he Ephyraean goblet.

E. MINY.A.N Ware

Gray Minyan has almost disappeared in the Second Late Hellailic Period, supplying only a

tritfe more than one per cent of the total number of sherds found.

F. Mattpainted Ware

Coarse Mattpaintetl ware still ])ersists, b\it its proportion as comi)arc(l with the other fabrics

has fallen to eight per cent. Tliese sherds are practically all from large jars.

G. Domestic Vessels

Domestic pots are of the same shajies as those noticed in the First Late Helladic Period. No

whole vessel was obtained. Some of the cooking pots stood on I liree legs.

FuiUHE 82. PliOFlLKS OF HlMS (THF lOUKTO THE LEIT LaTE HeLLADIC II, TUK iuVH To THE lilialT L.VrE

Helladic III).

LATE HELLADIC III

A. Painted Pottery

The painted pottery of the Third Late Helladic stage at K()iako\i is liie familiar .Mycenaean or

Late Minoan III ware, well known from numerous other sites on the (ireek Mainland and in

Crete, as well as from Tel El Amarna in Egypt . Technically this ware is as a whole very good.

The fabric is fine, the vases are well formed and well baked, and the surface is in most cases coated

'Cf. Dawkiiis, J. H. S., XXIII, 1903, p. 249, Fifj. 2.'
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Figure 83. Deep Bowl, Late Hkllaur III.

V

I
I'

Figure 84. Large Deep Bowl, Late Helladic IIL
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with a good, even slip. It must be admitted, too, tliat there is still a certain gracefulness in some

of the shapes, such, for example, as that of the high-stemmed cylix. The decoration, however, has

suffered the full effects of the artistic decline which we saw beginning in the Second Late Helladic

Period. Freshness and freedom of naturalistic design, which were seen at their best in Ephyraean

ware, have now, after their Ijrief ascendancy, completely vanished. The old zonal system of

ornamentation has resumed its sway, and the decoration itself has for the most part degenerated

into hopelessly conventionalized geometrical patterns.

These patterns are frequently ari'anged in panels, one or two or more on each side of the vase,

separated from each other, or bordered, by groups of vertical lines. These lines are often fringed

with a net pattern, while within them is in many cases a vertical space filled with an u])right row

of zigzags, lozenges, circles, or other gt^oinetrical figures.' This panelled decoration is sometimes

known as the "metope style." It is chiefly associated with the typical crater or deep bowl

-y^^^

Figure So. Deep Bowls Illustrating Typical Decoration, Late Hell.^dic III.

(shape 1 below) on which the earliest Late Helladic III examples occur; and it is well adapted to

the surface to be decorated on vases of this form. But the panelled sj'stem of decoration was also

extended to vases of other shapes, such as the jar described under number 17 below,- the high-

stemmed cylix, and jugs like that from Thebes figiued by KeramopouUos in '\pxa.io\oyLMv Se\Tiou

III, 1917, p. 163, Fig. 121, 8.

The spiral, along wihh its derivatives, beconies again the leading decorative motive. Floral

and marine motives flo, indeed, still appear, but they are ustially rc^ndered in a lifeless manner^

highly formalized and debased. Standing out in cons])iciiniis cfnitrast wilh the ordinary- 1y])ic'al

styles are a few vases in the so-called "close" style, which often show a finer touch. These may

perhaps have been produced luuler for(>ign influence, possibly from l']gypt. Here the painter,

inspired by horror vacui, has set himself to fill all available space with comijlicated geometric pat-

terns, frequently built up of rosettes; and he has also a noticeable liking for strange and curious

aquatic birds in his main design. A greater contrast than exists between vases of this close style

' Well illustrated in Fiirtw;ingler and Lopsrhrke, Mjikeni.fche Vn.sen, Pis. XXXIll, X\X1\', XXXV, etc.

2 'Apx- -^e^r.. Ill, 1917, p. 192, Fig. 137, a double jar from 'Pliohes.
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and the simple, tasteful EphjTaean goblets of the Second Late Helladic Period could hardly be

imagined.

In this period the interior of the vase is almost always painted, usually brownish black in color.

This differs from the custom of the preceding periods, when the inside of the vases was, in all but

the rarest cases, left unpainted.

A change in shape is also noticeable. Stemmed goblets, jugs with cut-away necks, and cups of

the ^'aphio shape are no longer found. On the other hand, new types are seen in the cylix on a

high stem, the typical Late Helladic III bowl, and the stirrup vase. The form of the rim in Late

Helladic III vases is characteristic. The splaying, flat rim with metallic profile, which was almost

universal in the First and Second Late Helladic Periods, has entirely disappeared. Instead, in

Figure 86. Dkep Bowi, Uecouatki) in the Close ."^tyle. Late Helladic III.

its new .shape, the rim is no longer emphasized, being formed simply by a continuation of the side

of the vase in a slight oiitward ciu've. In Figure 82 are shown the profiles of a few typical ex-

amples. The four to the left are from Late Helladic II vases, the foiu- to the right from Late

Helladic III. Larger vases have a thicker rim with flattened top, but its projection beyond the

wall of the vessel is comparatively slight. The wide, flat, ribbon handle, likewise, which was so

often employed in t he previous periods, now rarely, if ever, presents itself, having been supplanted

largely by a small loop handle. Late Hplladic III pottery seems nnich farther removed from

originals in metal than was the case in Late Helladic II and earlier.

The following list includes the principal shapes found at Korakou:

1. Deep bowls or craters. A deeji bowl with two lound horizontal handles, of the type shown

in Figure 83, is one of the commonest and most characteristic vases of the Third Late Helladic

Period. Though usually not very large, it is in some cases of considerable size (Fig. 8-1; the War-
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rior vase from Mycenae is also of this shape). The upper half or two-thirds of the vase, within

a zone delimited by a band or bands, carries the decoration, which is most commonly a linear

pattern, such as the spiral or some motive derived from the spiral (Fig. 85).

The large vessel already mentioned (Fig. 84) has a more elaborate design, consisting of a net-

work pattern which is enlivened l)y the insertion of two concentric half-circles in each section.

This vase belongs to the earlier part of the Third Late Helladic Period. Broken up into small

fragments, it was used to pave a hearth in a house which dates from the end of the period.

The close style of decoration is represented by

the bowl shown in Figure 86. Here two carefully

drawn, though conventional, aquatic birds in sep-

arated panels face each other on each side of the

vessel between the handles. The background is

partly filled in with a net pattern.

2. Shallow bowls. A shallower type of liowl is

illustrated in Figure 87, and a large example of the

same type may be seen in Figure 88. The two flat

loop handles set horizontally, with their centre

pinched out to form an angle, are peculiar. The

decoration consists merely of a few bands of paint

inside, as well as on the exterior.

3. Shallow basins. A shallow basin of rather

thick fabric is shown in Figure 89. It has a heavy, overliangiiig rim, and there are two

horizontal, round looji IuukHcs, Three bniad bands of paint, which li.ave now almost entirely

flaked off, are the sole ornament

.

4. Spouted bowls. These are deep bowls resembling shape 1, but with heavy, vertical l)and

handles, and a large spout in the middle of one side. No complete decorated examples were found,

the specimen in Figiu-e 90 being of red monochrome ware.

5. Craters on a stem. The large crater shown in Figure 91 is similar to bowls of type 1 above

in shape, but has two vertical ribbon handles and stands on a low stem of solid proportions. The

handles are flattened on top, perhaps to foi-m a thinnl)-rest. The decoration, in a zone about

FiciURE 87. Small Shallow Howl with Pixched-

ouT Handles, Late Hklladic III.
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FicuRK 89. Shallow Basin, Latio Hkli.adic 111.

the upper part of the vase, consists of a oonventionahzed flower or plant witli a wavy streamer on

either side.'

6. Bowl-shaped cups. In Figure 92 is shown a small cup of the typical bowl-shape, with one

vertical flat loop handle. The decoration is limited to one band of paint along the rim.

7. Cups with angular profile. Cups with a profile of two opposite curves, the lowei' part being

convex, the ii|)i)ev concave, as seen from the outside, were not rare. Some of these cujis are handle-

FiGUHi? (to. Spouted Bowl, Red Monochrome Ware, L.\te Helladic III.

less; others have a vertical flat loop handle carried up high above the rim (Fig. 93). In some cases

the upper concave zone is covered with paint, while the lower part is left unpainted. Many of

these cups, however, are coated all over with red or brownisli black paint. There is no further

decoration.

8. Stemmed eylixes. The cjdix on a high stem is one of the most characteristic vases of the

Third Late Helladic Period. The examples offered in Figures 94 and 95 give a good idea of the

shape. In the ordinary type the stem is slender and tall, while the cup is rather shallow; a certain

'A similar crater from Sphcttos in Attica is shown in 'Kit>. '.\px-. IS!).'), PI. 10, 9. Cf. also Furtwanglor and

Loesohcke, Mykenische Vasen, PI. XXXI, No. 297.
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variation in the proportions seems, however, to be permitted. The handles are thin and small,

bending in a rather narrow, vertical loop from the rim down to the middle of the body. Many of

these cylixes are extremely well made, and their slender, graceful proportions produce a pleasing

effect.

The stem is very frequently ornamented Ijy a number of painted bands—a fact which increases

the po.ssibility, already suggested by general similarity in shape, that the Late Helladic III cylix

may bo derived from the Minyan goblet; for the painted band.'? are a graphic equivalent of the

Figure 91. Crater on Short Stem, Late Helladic III.

rings executed in relief on the stems of Minyan goblets. At the same time it must be admitted

that the non-appearance of these raised rings, as well as of the painted bands, on vases of the First

and Second Late Helladic Periods, and the infinitesimal amount of genuine Gray Minyan ware

still found in the Third Late Helladic Period present a

serious difficulty in the way of accepting this theory with-

out further evidence.

The upper part of the cylix is usually decorated merely

with parallel bands of paint. Another common form of

tlccoration, however, is a degenerate rendering of the murex

or triton-shell, repeated several times on each side of the

vase. In a few cases the entire cyVis. is done in mono-

chrome paint.

9. "Cantharus." A cylix of somewhat different shape,

reminding one of the classical cantharus, is shown in Figure

96. Here the stem is shorter, and the handles are carried

up in a loop high above the rim. This cylix is unpainted.'

' For a similar vase from Thehes, rf. 'Apx- -ieXr., 1917, p. 1.54, Fig. 11,5,

5; p. 182, Fig. 130, 2.

FuiURE 92. BowL-sn.u>ED Cup, Late

Helladic IIL
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Figure 93. Cups with Profile of Two Opposite Curves, Late Helladic III.

Figure 94. Group of Ctu.xes from House P, Late Helladic HL

Figure St."). Two C'ylixes from House H, Late Hellauh 111.
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10. Small jugs. The small jug of Figure 96, No. 2, is veiy nuich like jugs that were in use in

the preceding period. Its sole decoration consists of four bands of paint, one each around the

rim and the base of the neck and a pair about the middle of the body.

11. .Jugs with basket handles. A shape represented for the first time at Korakou in the

Third Late Hellaiiic Period is a jug with a basket handle and witli a spout projecting from

S^iif^

Figure 96. Cylix with High Handles and Small .Jug, Late Helladic III.

one side. Besides the example given in Figure 97, No. 1, another quite similar specimen was

put together. Both are of rather thick fabric, though fairly well made. In one the upper half

of the l)ody is coated with l>rownish black jjaint, the lower part being left impainted; in the

other three bands of paint about the body and one around the neck are the only decoration.

Figure 97. Jug with B.\sket H.^ndle and Asko.s, L.\te Helladic III.
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^

Figure 98. Jak with Foua Handles, Late Helladic 111.

^^VH^'JJUW i)J"ll<«B^W7W^

Figure 99. Stirrup Vase, Late HELL.ADir IIL
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12. Askoi. A small askos, restoicd fniiii iiuiiicroiis I'lagincnts, is sluiwii in Figure 97, No. 2.

It has a rounded, almost .spheiifal body. ( )ne handle, whieh is attached at the centre of the top,

forms a loop toward one side, while in line with the handle on the other side of the top is a small

spout. Five broail baiuls of paint encircle the body, and in the spaces between them and parallel

to them are several fine lines. Across tiie top, Ix'side the handle and the spout, runs a line of

connected lozenges.

13. Jars. A somewhat larger vessel is (he jar with four handk's illustrateil in Figiu'e 98.

They are all round loop handles, two set horizontally half way down the side, and the other

r-^ifl*C~>«.w"

Figure 100. Water-Jars, Late Helladic III.

two, which are much smaller, but also horizontal, placed high up on the shoulder symmetrically

between the first two. The decoration consists of the familiar broad bands of paint, in this

case arranged in three pairs. Around the shoulder, the space between the uppermost pairs is

embellished with a belt of connected doul^le festoons, which is interru|)ted l)y the upper handles.

14. Stirrup vases. The stirrup vase is also represented among the finds at Korakou, although

it was possible to restore only one example (Fig. 99). This has a linear decoration carried out in a

fine style and consisting of horizontal bands, belts of dots, dashes, and wavy lines, and triangles of

network pattern.

15. Water-jars. Among the larger vessels a common shape is the water-jar, much like the

later hydria. It has a large, full body and a high, narrow neck. One large vertical handle extends

from the shoulder to the neck, while two smaller ones are set horizontally below the shoulder, one
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on each side. Doubk- or triple bands of paint run roinul (he luiddlc and the shoulder of the jar,

and a single band round the base of the neck and another round the rim complete the decoration

(Fig. 100). Some of these hydriae which are jjarticularly well made are done in l)rownish black

monochrome.

16. The squat bowl has already been described above (p. 50). Not a great many sherds be-

longing to vases of this shape were found at Korakou. The Late Helladic III type appears to

have a flat base, straight sides, and an angular shoulder, above which the vessel slopes upward to

a narrow neck. The vase is higher in proportion to its width than the squat bowl of the Second

Late Helladic Period. The ordinary decoration consists of a belt of carelessly executed spirals

round the straight side as well as round the upper part above the shoulder.'

17. Two-handled jars. Several fragmentary examples of a larger vase of practically the same

form as the foregoing came to light. It is essentially a straight-sided, squat bowl of thick fabric,

Figure 101. T\vo-h.\ndled Jar, Late Helladic III.

with tlie sides rising to double the usual height (Fig. 101). Instead of tlnee. it has hut two hori-

zontal loop handles set just above the edge of the shoulder. The decoration consists of broad

bands enclosing horizontal or vertical groups of fine lines, with sometimes a row of festoons around

the shoulder and the base of the neck.

18. Bottle-shaped jugs. A few fragments were foiuul which seem to belong to small, round-

bodied jugs, with high, slender neck and one handle, somewhat resembling the vase figured in

Furtwangler and Loeschcke, Mykenische Yase7i, PI. XIII, 83.

Naturally there were many sherds' belonging to vases of which the shape coulil not definitely

be recognized. The above list does not profess to be a full catalogue of the shapes of the Third

Late Helladic Period. It is merely a record of those forms of vases which seem to have been most

in use at Korakou at the end of the Mycenaean period and which the chance of discovery has

brought to light.

' Cf . Furtwangler and Loeschcke, Mi/keuische Vasen, PI. IX, 55.
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FuiunK 102. Two Cylixes, 1 Painted, 2 Unpainted, Late IIellauic HI.

/

FiuuKE 10;j. Ueei' Bowx.s of Munochuome Wake, Late IIellauic IIL

FiGUKE 104. Domestic Pots, Late Helladic llL
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Figure 105. Small .Stokaue Jar, Late Hellauic III.

B. Unpainted Pottery

Approximately one-fo\utli of the sherds found belong to unpainted i)ottery of buff or yellowish

green elay. It is inferior both in fabric and baking to the corresponding ware of tlie preceding

period. The clay slip covering the siu'face is often powdery; in no case is it so fine or so smoothly

polished as on the similar ware of the Second Late Helladic Period. The commonest shape is the

high-stennn(Hi cylix described above (an example of the uniniinted kind is given in Figure 102);

the cu]3 witli angular profile is also well represented.

C. Monochrome Ware

About sixteen per cent of the sherds found belong in this group. The colors are red, reddish

brown, or brownish black, a true black being extremely rare. The commonest shapes are the deep

bowl with two handles (Fig. 103), and the cup described above (P. 64, No. 7; Fig. 93, No. 1).

There were also fragments of two or three black cylixes, as well as of several large water-jars.

D. AND E. MiNYAN AND MaTTPAINTED WaRES

These two fabrics have almost reached the vanishing point. In pit E. A., for example, among

804 sherds of the Third Late Helladic Period, only ten are Minyan (Gray Minyan) and eleven

of the Mattpainted style. These are very likely merely stray sherds, and it seems probal)le that

Gray Minyan and Mattpainted wares had quite ceased to be made and used in this period.
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Figure lOG. Lakge Pithos from House L, Late Helladic III.

F. Domestic Pots and Pithoi

A very large munlier of shertls belonging to coarse household vessels were foiiiid, and it was

possible to put together a number of these. They are generally made of unpuritied liriek red clay

and are frequently very thick and hea\'y. There is no painted decoration.

1. In Figure 104, 2 is shown an example of a low, wide pot with flat base and spreading sides.

The rim is only roughly nuide and t h(^ circvuuference is a poor attempt at a circle. There are two

irregular lugs instead of handles. The vessel is clearly hand-made.

2. A slightly better made pot is illustrated in Figure 104, No. 1. It resembles the preceding

in shape, but has a thick, incurving rim—evidently intendeil to prevent the contents from spilling

or boiling over—and there are no handles or lugs. A peculiar decoration is formed by raised

strips of clay, one running around the rim, one around the base, and others forming wavy zigzags

extending from the base to the rim. This pot, like the foregoing, is hand-made. Fragments of

several similar vessels were found.

3. Household jars on a small raised base, which were numei'ous in the preceding period, are
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Figure 107. Upper Part of Pithus iko.m Hoo.se L, Late Helladr- III.

no longer conunun, hut niuiul-liodictl cooking pots standing on three legs are not at all rare. In

spite of the fact that a large number of these legs came to light, no whole cxamijle of the shape

could be put together.

4. Storage jars. There were many fragments of storage jars or small pithoi of coarse fabric.

They have a flat base and spreading sides which entl in a wide opening. There is usually a raised

rope band just below the plain rim. No handles were found on these jars. A typical specimen

may be seen in Figure 105.

5. Pithoi. Pithoi are well exemplified bj- the greater part of two large specimens found in

House L. In both cases the bottom, which apparently narrowed to a small base, is missing. One

is preserved to a depth of 0.94 ni. and its greatest diameter is 0.85 m. (Fig. 106). It has a com-

paratively high narrow neck with a diameter of 0.45 m. There is a flat, splaying rim. Decoration

is limited to three raised bands about the body, which carry parallel impressions made bj- some

blunt instrument. The second pithos (Fig. 107) is of heavier fabric (the walls are 0.02 m. thick),

though smaller. Its preserved depth is 0.68 m., and its greatest diameter 0.71 m. There is a

high narrow neck, 0.38 m. in diameter, with a hea\y rim. A raised strijj of clay, incised with

parallel dashes, runs round the shoulder below the neck in a wavy line.



chaptp:r III

THE ARCHITECTURE

FIRST STRATUM—EARLY HELLADIC PERIOD

Apakt fruiu till' pottery, few oMut remains of the Early Helladic Periotl were recovei'ed. This

was d\ie to the limited area of the trial pits, which did not allow extensive exploration of the lowest

stratum. Several walls appeared, however, and there is no doubt that a house or two might have

been uncovered if the area of excavation could have been enlarg(vl.

The walls are fairly thick (0.40 m. to 0.75 m.), built of rough unhewn stones laid in clay.

In pit P a wall 0.60 m. high was found ; others in pits G, L, and S were lower. All these walls are,

of course, merely foimdation walls that projected slightly above the level of the ground and su|)-

ported the actual walls, which were built of unburnt bricks.

A few bricks were found, baked fairly hard by the fire which

destroyed the house to which they belonged. One of these

bricks measures 0.19 m. X 0.19 m. X 0.10 m. Most of the

bricks, however, since they were not fired, have dissolved

and can now be recognized only in the hard layers of reildish

or yellowish clay which occasionally appear.

The short sections of wall uncovered include two square

corners and the adjacent walls themselves appear to be

straight. A third corner, on the other hand, seems to be

rounded and may be part of an apse (Fig. 108).

Below the latest floor-level of the Early Helladic Periotl in

trench P was found a clay-lined pit which recalls the bolhroi

of the corresponding stratum at Orchomenos.' Similar

bolhroi, but larger than that at Korakou, have been found at

Gonia. The pit at Korakou, approximately circular in plan,

is 0.90 m. deep and 0.70 m. in diameter at the top. It grows

narrower toward the l)ottom, where it measures only 0.40 m.

across. It has a lining of greenish clay 0.03 m. thick on the

sides and 0.10 m. on the bottom. There is a distinct splaying

lip at the top. (Fig. 109, where the bothros is shown in sec-

tion.) The pit was found filled with debris and carbonized

matter. The purpose of such bothroi is not certain; perhaps they were used for cold storage as a

primitive sort of cellar; but it is also possible that they sometimes in some cases served as

ash-pits in connection with religious worship.- This latter suggestion seems not to apply to the

^ Bulle, Orchomenos, pp. 27 ff. ; Wane and Thonipson, Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 195.

- Prehistoric Thessaly, loc. cit.
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FiGUKE 109. Vektical Section

OF BOTHROS AT KoRAKO0, EaRLY
Helladic Period.

bothros at Korakou, however, for the clay Hning is not baked and shows no tracet^ of the heat to

which it must necessarily have been subjected had the pit been used to hold hot ashes.

At the eastern end of the hill, under a slight covering of earth, an irregularly elliptical cutting

in the rock was observed, which contained nothing but fragments of Early Helladic ware of class B.

The cutting, which measures 2.12 m. X 2.55 m., may possibly

TO H liave been made to serve as the foundation for a primitive hut.

SECOND STRATUM—MIDDLE HELLADIC PERIOD

Toward the eastern end of the site, where the hill slopes rapidly

downward and most of the upper stratum has been washed away,

the foundation walls of a house of the Middle Helladic Period

were uncovered. None of the superstructure is preserved and

the foundations themselves are not entirely intact, but enough

remains to give the complete ground-plan (House F, Fig. 110).

These foundations, averaging 0.30 in. in thickness and made of

small unshapcd stones laid in clay, project about 0.20 ni. above

the groimd-level contemporan- with the house. The top of the

foundation as preserved is practically level, and it seems never to have stood higher than it does

now. In other words, the foundations are merely the stone socle on which rested the actual walls

of the house built of dried crude bricks: these latter were thus protected by the stone socle from

dissolution through contact with moisture from the ground. Exactly the same method of con-

struction is still employed to a great extent in Greece, and houses built on the same principle which

governed builders of the second millennium b.c. may be seen today in. the immediate vicinity of

our site. The prehistoric bricks, like their modern counterparts, were quite unbaked, and in conse-

quence no whole specimens were recovered; all that remains of them is an irregular layer of clay

above the floor of the house.

The house, oriented north and south, is comparatively long in proportion to its width, measur-

ing 11.40 m.X4.40 m. The south front is rectangular, the north end has the form of an apse.

A general view, from the south, of the foundations as they now appear is given in Figure HI.

Two cross-Malls divide the interior of the building, one shutting off the apse from the central

portion, and the other making a small room 2.00 m. wide at the south end. This latter may have

been a vestibule, for there was an entrance in the middle of the south wall. The doorway here

appears to have been ca. 1.50 m. wide.

The central room is large, having a length of 6.20 m. In it was a hearth which had a pavement

of ashes and clay. The hearth did not occupy the centre of the room, but was situated between the

centre and the northwest corner. Nothing else was found in the room save a number of Minyan

potsherds. There are no traces of columns or pillars to support the roof. At some period in its

history the central room had a door leading out to the west; grooves for the door-posts may still

be seen in the foundations. The off-centre position of the hearth may perhaps be due to this open-

ing. Apparently, however, the doorway was subsequently blocked up, for the grooves seem to

have been filled in "with small stones and claj'. The floor of the room consisted simply of a hard

earthen pavement.
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Nothing was found in the apse, and I do not know what the particular use of this small room was.

The western part of the foundation in this region is not preserved, having been destroyed to make

way for a wall of the Third Late Helladic Period. The restoration of the apse in Figure 110 is,

nevertheless, certain.

The chief importance of the foundation just described lies in the fact that it gives in Southern

Greece (so far as I know) the first complete ground-plan of a house of the period to which Minyan

ft

^xT

w^

3 3 M.

FiaoRE 110. Plan op House R and HonsB F, Korakou, Middle Helladic Period.

ware belongs. Walls of this same period have, indeed, been found elsewhere, especially at Orcho-

menos, but in no case were they well enough preserved tp allow a certain reconstruction of the

plan. It is, therefore, interesting to note that in the Minyan or Middle Helladic Period the nieg-

aron type of house was in use at Korakou. Whether this type of house originated in the Middle
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Helladic Period or goes back to a still earlier date (Early Helladic) cannot be established from the

evidence available at presejit. Its later development, however, can easily be traced, and it be-

comes clear that in the Late Helladic (or ^Mycenaean) Period the megaron-house is adopted as the

regular form of constriiction. The only important change which will be observed there is that

the apse of the Minyan plan has been straightened out in the Mycenaean house to make a rec-

tangular end.

Not all the houses of the Aliddle Helladic Period, however, had an apsidal end. Just west of

Hou.se F described above, a small foimdation was laid bare, in which both ends are rectangidar.

This building (House B, Fig. 110), w-ith walls similar to those of House F, but even tliinner

(they measure only 0.27 m. in thickness), has a length of 4.40 m. and is 2.00 m. wide. (The

interior dimensions are approximately 3.90 m. X 1.50 m.) There is only one room. Nothing

was fountl in it save a few potsherds of ^linyan ware lying on the floor of beaten earth. The posi-

tion of the door is not certain, though it may have been in the east wall near the south corner, at

3^^

5^-#

Figure 111. Gexer.\l View ok IIdl^e F from the ."^outh.

a point where a small section of the wall is at present missing. A threshold block may perhaps

have been removed at this point." This house seems altogether too small for a dwelling ; its proxim-

ity and relation to House F suggest that it belonged to the latter, possibly as a storehouse or a

stable.

Passing along the front—thaHs the south end—of House F and House B is an area pavetl with

small pebbles, ranging from 1.60 m. to more than 2.00 m. wide and boiuided on the south by a wall

which nms east and west. This is undoubtedly a street, for it can be traced several metres farther

eastward as well as a short distance to the west. Its direction does not, however, correspond

exactly with the orientation of House F. The wall limiting the street on the soutli belongs, no

doubt, to another house. It appears, then, that the village of the Middle Helladic Period consisted

of small houses placed close together and separated by narrow streets.

East of House F part of the foundation of another building was laid bare at a lower level. The

western half of this foundation lies underneath House F and consequently could not be cleared.

The building is oriented north and south, and both ends are rectangular. Measuring approxi-

mately 6.70 m. in length, it is of the megaron type and contains two small rooms behind a narrow
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portico (Fig. 110). It is possible that the fewstones interpreted in the plan as indicating a dividing

wall are in reality mereh' chance stones fallen from the side wall ; in that case we should have, in-

stead of two small rooms, a single large room behind the portico. The floor of this earlier house

was, like that of House F, formed simply of hard earth. The pottery found here was chiefly

Minyan ware; a small jar of coarse, unpainted ware stood in the southeast corner of the portico,

partly sank into a hole in the floor.

In a pit about fifteen metres farther to the west (Plan, Plate VIII, just west of House H), at a

depth of 1.25 m., another apse was uncovered. It seems to form the west end of a hou.'ie which

faced the east. The wall is 0.50 m. thick. The northern part of the apse is not preserved, appar-

ently having been torn o\it in order to give place to later walls, but the width of the room was

approximately 4.00 m. No cross wall separates the apse from the rest of the lumsc to the east of

it up to the point reached by our digging (ca. 1.25 m. beyond the base of the apse). A well-made

floor of hard packed earth was found, on and above which lay numerous fragments of Minyan

pottery.

Thirty to forty metres still farther westward pit S was sunk through a small room in a house of

the Middle Helladic Period. Only the northern and southern walls of the room were found, being

ca. 2.13 m. apart and roughly parallel. The walls stand 0.10 m. above the level of the floor, which

is a hard earth pavement, and extend 0.30 m. deep below the floor. In the I'oom, i.e., between

the two walls, distant 0.43 m. from the south wall, is a raised hearth, roughly circular, which meas-

ures 0.55 m. in diameter. The hearth is made of small stones and liroken potsherds set in clay

above pebl)les, all covered with clay which on top is baked hard l)y fire. Of the sherds used in

building the hearth eight arc of Minyan and two of Mattpainted war(\ It may be noted that the

hearth is not in the centre of the room.

Numerous other walls of the Middle Helladic Period were uncovered, but none calls for particular

description here. In summing up the architecture of the Middle Helladic Perioil at Korakou it

may be said that the megaron type of house prevails, l)uilt of unbakeil brick laid on a light stone

foiuidation. Two houses are seen to have rectangular ends; two are apsidal. In two cases a

vestibule leads into the megaron. The floor consists of a layer of hard clayey earth. The hearth,

in the two instances found, is not in the centre of the room. No traces of columns to support the

roof were found. In the case of House F, at least, the roof niay well have been of the type which

Holland' calls a "hoop-roof."

THIRD STRATUM—LATE HELLADIC PERIOD

As already stated, a large area in the central part of the .site was cleared to a depth of ca. 0.50 m.

A very great number of foundation walls belonging to the Third Late Helladic Period were

revealed, running in all directions and forming a complex and ])uzzling maze. It is just such a

maze as one might expect on a closely inhabited site, where many small houses are constantly

being repaired, enlarged, and rel)uilt. The c(ini])lexity is increased by the fact that a large pro-

portion of these walls now stantl isolated, having no apparent connection with other walls. This

is due chiefly to the proximity of the remains to the present surface of the ground, many of them
being covered by no more than fifteen, or leii.oicvcn five centimetres of soil. Consequently, since

» A. J. A., XXIV, 1920, p. 326.
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the site has long been used as a cultivated field, most of the higher stones have been torn out by

the plough or removed by the cultivator himself because thej- formed obstacles to ploughing. In

addition a very considerable amount of stone was extracted within the memory of the present

owner of the field, and of his father, in order to supply building material during the construction

of the modern town of New Corinth. The greater part of the walls are, therefore, so hopelessly

demoUshed that it is no longer possible to recognize the plan of the houses to which thej^ once

belonged. In a nmnber of cases, however, W'here the state of preservation is better, the plan can

in the main be made out.

(1) House L (plan, Fig. 112)

During the excavation of the trial trenches it was observed that pit L at a depth of 0.30 m. cut

directly through a well-trodden floor-level and the edge of a hearth. Further search in the neigh-

borhood soon brought to light the walls of the house to which these belonged. The house is of the

megaron type, consisting of a fore-hall or portico, a vestibule, and a large room or megaron, behind

which there was probably an additional chamber. This latter is not very clear, for, owing to the

activity of zealous seekers after building stones, it is not possible to state with absolute certainty

where the rear wall of the house stood. Fortunately, however, the walls on the other sides are

comparatively well preserved.

These walls are built of rough, unshaped stones laid in claj' or mud. Thej' are not very high,

the total height measuring only 0.40 m. to 0.50 m., approximately one-half of which projects above

the floor-level of the house. The average width of the walls is 0.48 m. At corners and at junctions

with cross-walls much larger stones are used than elsewhere in the construction. It is for this

reason that the corners are visually demolished, since the larger stones were greatly preferred by

the modern Corinthian builders. The present top of the wall, which is practically level and fin-

ished off, is doubtless the original top, the wall having been, of course, only the socle supporting a

superstructin-e of crude brick. Practically nothing of this latter is preserved. A general view

of the foimdations as they now appear is shown in Figure 113.

Before describing the house in detail, it maj' be pointed out that two periods can lie distinguished,

though not separated by a long interval of time, nor marked by any serious architectural alteration.'

At the south end the house is 6.05 m. wide including the walls, and 5.09 m. measured inside;

farther north it narrows to 4.72 m. interior and 5.70 m. over all, as the two side walls are not exactly

parallel. Up to the north end of the megaron the building is ca. 10.20 m. long; but including the

rear chamber indicated bj- scantj- remains still surviving to the north it attains a total length of ca.

14.30 m.

The portico is 1.35 m. deep, bounded on either side by an anta-like projection of the side walls

of the house. The antae are built of very large stones, that on the east, in particular, being formed

of one block with dimensions of 0.675 m. X 1 -025 m. In the portico midway between the two antae

is a flat stone which undoubtedly served as the base of a wooden pillar supporting the roof.

The front wall, 0.42 m. thick, is made of small stones in its upper part, but the lower part, which

is apparently earlier in date, seems to be of somewhat more solid construction. A doorway,

1.05 m. wide, may be distinguished at a distance of 1.18 m. from the east wall. In the later period

' The floor-level of the later period i.s from 0.05 ni. to 0.10 ra. higher than that of the earlier; the hearth has been

extended a little farther to the north; and this neces.sitated the in.sertion of a new column-base beyond the hearth.

It is possible, too, that the inner wall of the vestibule belongs to the period of reconstruction.
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mentioned above, its threshold was paved with

small stones; in the earlier stage, however, the

threshold consisted of a large block of hard lime-

stone on which was cut a sill, as well as a pivot-

hole for the door. It will be seen that the door

is not in the centre of the wall but is pushed far

over toward one side. This was, no doubt, condi-

tioned bj' the practical consideration of avoiding

the pillar which stood in the axis of the shallow

portico, where it would have proved a serious

obstacle to free passage through a central door.

The small vestibule into which this door opens

is 1.36 m. deep on the east side and 1.20 m. on

the west. It was roughly paved with loose stones

in the central part and to the west; in the eastern

section no pavement was found. In the soutli-

west corner is a rectangular foiuidation measvn-

ing 0.95 m. X 0.57 m. raised slightly above the

pavement. Its purpose could not be made out.

The north wall of the vestibule is rather irreg-

ular, consisting of two sections unequal in thick-

ness and not constructed in the same line. (This

wall, as already remarked, belongs perhaps to

the later stage of the house.) The western part

has a thickness of 0.42 m. ; the eastern part is

only 0.30 m. wide and lies farther to the north.

Between these two walls is a space of 1.02 ni.

where the door-opening must have been. Within

this lies a small stone in which is cut a round

pivot-hole. The clear space to the west is onlv

ca. 0.64 m. wide; to the east, on the other hand

there is a space of approxi-

mately 0.98 m. It seems

likely, therefore, that, if the

pivot-stone is in its original

position, the wall on the

west originally extended to

2. 4
—t-

5M.

Figure 112. Plan of Housk L, Thikd Late Helladic Period.

the stone, while the door swung on the side to the east. Its position would then fall a])i)roxi-

mately in the axis of the megaron (actually only 0.05 m. west of the axis). In any case, however,

persons entering were obliged to cross the vestibule diagonally in order to reach the megaron.

Two reasons in explanation of this arrangement suggest themselves, without implying that there

were not others equally good. In the first place, it ensured more privacy in the megaron or living

room of the house, by making it impossible for a chance passer-by to look directly into the room,

7
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even though both doors should be open. In the second place, and this is a more practical consid-

eration, it prevented a direct draught from reaching the hearth.

The megaron is a large room with an average width of 4.84 m. and a length of ca. 6.59 m. Its

floor is composed of trodden earth. Opposite the entrance, in the axis of the room, stands a shaped

column-base of soft greenish stone, its centre being ca. 2.00 m. from the doorway. The lower part

of the stone, which measures 0.71 m. across, is only roughly circular in form. The upper part,

more carefully worked into a columnar shape, rises 0.10 m. above the lower part and has a diameter

of 0.4.5 m. This part projected above the floor and protected the wooden column, which it no

FinoRE 113. Geneu.vl \ ikw of IIou.se L from the .South, 1 iiihu L.vti; Ui:ll.\dic Period.

doubt supported, from injury through contact witti moisture on tlio earthen floor. The l)ase is

(juite similar, except in material, to the well-known cohinm-Viasos found at Mycenae, at Tiryns,

and on the Acrojjolis at Athens.

Farther northward (2.60 m. measmed froTU centre to centre) is a fl;il stone willi (UuKMisions of

0.46 m. X 0.38 ni. Tliis appears to have served as a second cohunii-hasc, but nl an earlier (hite

than the final occupation of the house; for the later hearth extends partly over it. The earlier

hearth, on the contrary, does not reach it. Belonging definitely to the later period of the house,

however, is another flat stone still fart.her to the north (0.70 m. centre to centre from the first) in

which may be recognized the corresponding column-base of the later jieriod. Roughly sciuare.
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measuring 0.36 m. X 0.37 in., it lie.s well lieyoml the hearth and was undoulitedly intended to

support a pillar.

The hearth occupies the centre of the room, between the two column-bases. The later hearth

is ca. 0.10 m. higher in level and slightly larger than the earlier; irregular in shape, it has a diameter _ - ,

ofc«. l.OOni. It is made of a bed of clay, in which was laid a pavement of coarse potsherds, pebbleS) '*-//' "^
^, j

etc., all covered now with a liberal amount of ashes. The surface was practically level. The S "t y r/. ,jf-4U*-^^

earlier hearth, on the contrary, seems built with a depression toward its centre. Around the hearth / d,i. p loc), #»^— ^^^«'_[/'" •^•.*-' '

were found numerous fragments of a very large pithos (Fig. 10(3), and many potsherds, from which L
^

" y' ^^^\

it was possible to put together seven whole vases.

The north wall of the megaron is not well preserved. Both ends are missing, and the side walls

are also demolished at the point where the cross wall should meet them, no doubt because the

corners were built of large stones which offered too good material to be overlooked by the modern

peasants. The central part of the wall which still siu'vives is 3.90 m. long. There appears to be a

threshold in it (1.52 m. from the east line of the room and l.tiO m. long) indicating that a door

opened to the north.

Of the rear chamber relatively very little now remains. The east wall is, indeed, preserved

almost intact. It does not continue exactly the line followed by the east wall of the megaron;

but a glance at the plan of other houses at Korakou will show that perfectly straight lines were

the exception rather than the rule in ordinary dwellings of the Third Late Helladic Period. At

the noi'th end of this wall there are traces of a corner and of the beginning of a wall running west-

ward. Opposite this corner and approximately in line with the west side wall of the house two

stones of fair size seem to lie in situ at a point where the corresponding northwest corner might be

expected. Of a west wall, however, there is no trace. Reconstructing the chamber from these

scanty remains we obtain a room approximately 3.60 m. deep and en. 4.8.5 m. wide. Near the

middle of the chamber are two fiat stones, but it is not certain that they served a structural pur-

pose. Rovmd about them were scattered many fragments of a huge pithos similar to that found

in the megaron (Fig. 107).

(2) House P (plan. Fig. 114; general view, Fig. 116)

Considerably larger and more complicated than the simple Late Helladic dwelling described

above is House P, situated some forty metres farther west on the top of the hill. Here, too, some

of the foundation walls are missing, and the plan is further involved by the fact that at least two

periods of occupation seem to be represented. The main features of the house are a small vest ibulc

leading into a large megaron, which may have been in part, at least, open to the sky, and behind

this two rather spacious rooms side by side. House P, like House L, is oriented almost directly

north and south, and the front entrance is on the south side. The walls of House P are constructed

like those of House L. They vary from 0.4.5 in. to 0.50 m. in thickness antl project 0.15 m. to

0.20 m. above the floor. The unbaked bricks of which the superstructure was built iiavi' van-

ished, leaving but scanty traces.

The floor, like that of House L, consisted, except for the small jjiece of cobblestone pavement
mentioned below, of trodden earth or clay. This floor was frequently renewed; when one layer

was worn out or became unsatisfactory for other reasons a new carpet was easily iiiil down in

the form of a fresh layer of clay.
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FiatTRE 114. Plan of House P, Third Late Helladic Peuiod.
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Outside the front door ;uid just fo the west of it, close against the wall, is a large watering trougli

or washtub cut out of a block of soft limestone. It is oval in shape, nieasiuing 0.75 ni. in width

by 1.43 ni. in length, and the sides have an average thickness of O.IO ni. The trough has a depth

of 0.35 ni. inside. At its west end at the bottom there is a hole for mnptying. The trough is

cracked in several places tmd some small pieces are missing (Fig. 115).

A rough cobblestone pavement occupies the space before the door. The tln-eshold itself is not

preserved, but in the front wall of the vestibule there is a depression 2.10 m. wide, probably mark-

ing the place from which a large threshold block was at some time removed. Tiie gap in the wall

is, however, doubtless considerably wider than the actual doorway. The vestibule is a small room

4.00 m. wide with a depth of 3. 10 m. The walls at the southwest corner have been demolished, and

Figure 11.3. Washtub ok Watering Trough (jutside House P.

the exact reconstruction of the plan at this point is not certain. A depression in the north wall

opposite the exterior door ]jresiunably indicates the position of the inner door opening into the

megaron.

Passing through the vestibide one enters a spacious megaron approximately 8.00 m. square.

Cutting into its southwest angle is the corner of a room which lies to the west of the vestibule and

which may, perhaps, belong to another building. The room, measuring ca. 3.65 m. X 4.00 m.,

contained nothing of note, and its relation to House P coidd not be determined. Between this

room and the vestibule is a narrow corridor. There was nothing to indicate its purpose; perhaps

a stairway at this point led to an upper story. At the southeast corner of the megaron, for a dis-

tance of 3.50 m.,no trace of an enclosing wall was found. A wall no doubt originally existed here,

however, and its disappearance may be ascribed to the activity of modern builders seeking mate-

rial. The restoration in the plan is purely conjectural.

Approximately in the centre of the megaron is a hearth of considerable size. It is roughh-

square in shape (1.36 m. X 1.37 m.), made of a layer of pebbles and potsherds, chiefly the latter,

set in clay with, naturally, a covering of ashes. There is a slight concavity toward the centre of

the hearth, and roiuid the edge is a sort of rim of clay. The hearth appears in the centre of Figure

117, which presents a general view of the megaron from the southeast.

i

t^l
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Distant 1.20 m. north of the hearth and in the axis of the room is a rvit cohnnn-ljusc of soft

greenish stone hke that described above in the niegaron of House L. It is cireular in phin, 0.4")

m. in diameter, and 0.33 m. high (Fig. 118). Of this height, from 0.1.') m. to 0.20 m. projected

above the floor of the room. This cohmui-base differs sUghtly from that in House L in tliat tlie

whole stone is here shaped into columnar form, whih^ in House L only the \ip])er part of tlie block

is carefully rounded, the lower part being left rough.

To the north of the cohunn-base, distant only 0.20 m., is a flat-topped platform composed of

reddish earth and ashes including some pebbles and a good manj^ potsherds, mostly of rather fine

fabric.^ A layer of loose sea pebbles forms the top of the platform, which reaches the same level

Figure 110. General View of House P from the Southwest. (The boy is sitting on the shaped column-

base).

as the top of the column-base (Fig. 118). The platform is approximately square, measuring 1.10 m.

on a side. On the west side it has a retaining wall or frame buiU of three small stone slabs set

on edge. On the other sides nothing resembling a frame appearetl, save for.a singk; ro\igh stone

near the northeast corner. Nothing could be made out with certainty as to the purpose of this

platform. It seems, however, to have some relation to the shaped column-base, or "baetylos,"

and may perhaps have been used as a sacrificial table or altar.

In the northwest part of the megaron is a peculiar construction in the form of two strips paved

with pebbles and potsherds, meeting in a right angle. The north strip is 1.50 m. long, that on the

west 3.00 m. The actual corner itself is missing, apparently having been demolished. The strij)

' In tho edge of the platform anil between it and the column-base were found a good many carbonized olive-pits.
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is 0.30 111. w idc and consists of merely one layei' of pebbles and coarse sherds set in clay in the Huor

of the nieKiiron. It has consetincntly a height of rather less than 0.05 ni. Tiie purpose of this

arrangement could not be determined from the evidence at hand; but it may perhaps have served

as the foundation of a low bench round the pillar-ba.se and the "altar." The bench itself might

have been made of ciude Inicks, or possibly wood, with folded cloths as a covering; or skins may

have been spread directly on the pebble pavement. No trace of a similar construction was found

on the east and south sides of the megaron.

Less than half a metre north of the stri)) of ])el)l)les is the north wall of tiic megaron, behind

which are two rear chambers. The door from each chamber seems to have been at its southeast

cornel'. Foi', although there is no clear indication of a doorway, in eacii case near the southeast

Figure 117. Genkkal View of the Meuakon of House 1' fkom the Southeast.

corner for a distance of more than 1.2.^ m. the wall is ca. 0.81) m. lower than elsewhere. This

suggests that a large threshold block may have been removed at each of these two ])oiiits.

A small round pit, indicated in the plan (Fig. 114) close to the easti'rn wall of the megaron, may
be subsequent to the Mycenaean period. Black glazed Greek potsherds were found in it, at any

rate, several at the very bottom. The pit, which is lined with a thick coat of reddish clay, is

about 0.60 m. deep and has a diameter of 0.70 m. It is very well and regularly made, and t he bot-

tom is gradually rountled off. If it existed in the perioil of the megaron, it may have been used

for storage, or perhaps, for holding a large pithos.

The large size of the megaron (8.10 m. X 8.20 m.) immediately raises the problem of roofing,

and the (piestion must be asked: Was the room covered or open to the sky? A certain amount

of evidence appears to favor the first alternative, namely, that the megaron was provided with a

simple roof. South of the hearth are two fair-sized flat stones, onc^ I'oughly circular, the other

roughly rectangular, 2.00 ni. apart, centre to centre (Fig. 117 and plan. Pig. 114); and ca. 1.50 m.

farther west in line with them is a fragment of wall near the corner of the chamber which projects

into the southwest angle of the megaron. To the east of the hearth, distant ca. 1.10 m. from its

rim, and slightly less than 2.00 m. north of the rectangular stone mentioned above, is a rather

solid block of limestone with a flat top. Continuing 2.00 m. still farther northward we find in a
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fragment of wall a scfoiul siiuilav lilock. On the west side of the-megaron also, just west of the

strip of pebbles and potsherds deserilieil above, is another fragment of wall containing a fairly

large stone. These flat stones were almost certainly designed to serve as bases for wooden posts

supporting a light roof. Two arrangements suggest themselves as possible. There may have been

merely a simple covered colonnade running roiuid the sides of the niegaron. leaving the central

hearth open to the sky; or the whole area may have been roofed, with the central portion perhaps

slightly elevated, forming a clerestory to provide light. The roof was probably built of reeds,

plastered with day, laid across rafters which, in turn, rested on the posts. It seems likely that one

or two ])illar-bases are missing on the west side. Around the colonnade the span of the rafters

would, then, nowhere be greater than 2.00 m. If. however, the central space above the hearth

Figure 118. Shaped Coltjmx-b.^e axd Platform Pa\t;d with Pebbles in Megarox of House P.

were roofed, this would involve a span of ca. 3.70 m. ; but this is, as a matter of fact, less than the

span which must have been necessary in the two rear chambers.

The position of the doors leading into these two chambers has already been mentioned. The

two rooms themselves are both spacious apartments, though not exactly of the same size. For,

as may be seen in the plan (Fig. 114), the rear line is not perpendicular to the side walls, but slants

considerably toward the southwest. In consequence the eastern chamber is somewhat larger

than the western, and in each case the eastern side of the room is longer than the western. So far

as could be observed, there was no door between the two chambers; each had but one entrance,

that from the south.

The eastern chamber is 3.85 m. wide and has an average length of 6.45 m. (6.75 m. on the east,

6.15 m. on the west). There was no trace of a column-base in it. Somewhat to the east of the

middle of the room is a hearth of the usual construction, roughly 1.00 m. square. Close to the

hearth stood a small flat stone, perhaps used to support cooking ves.sels taken from the fire, and

nearby lay an ordinary small saddle-quern. Against the east wall just opposite the hearth is a

low elevation with a top layer of rather coarse sea pebbles. A similarly paved area (but not ele-

vated above the floor) occupied the southwest corner of the room. The purpose of these pebbles

was not evident, but it maj' be conjectured that the corner was reserved for a bed. Scattered
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thickly about the hearth were immerous nests of potsherds whidi allowed a more or less complete

rosloration of twenty-fom- vases. This i)ottery is all of the latest typ(; of the Third Late Helladic

Period and, although not of nuu-h accoiuit from an artistic point of view,is,n('vertheless, valuai)le

as giving a representative collection of the ordinary household ware in use at the end of the

Mycenaean settlement at Korakou.

The western chamber, measuring ca. 4.00 m. in width, with an average length of 5.80 m. (east

side, 6.10 m., west side, 5.50 m.), was still more bare of furniture than the eastern apartment.

Near the centre of the room is a hearth; in the southwest corner an area paved with sea pebbles

(perhaps another bed); b\it apart from a triangular flat-topped stone set against the west wall,

nothing further was found. Potsherds were far less numerous than in the adjoining room. From

this it appears that the cooking of the household was carried on in the eastern chamber, and the

kitchen utensils stored there, while the western room may have been used merely as a sleeping

apartment or a guest-chamber. It may also lie suggested that the large hearth in the megaron

was used on more ceremonial occasions, perhaps in connection with religious rites about the

"bactj-lic" pillar and the "altar."

It is possible that the long narrow room to the east of the megaron (Fig. 114) also belongeil to

House P. It has a length of 6.85 m. and an average width of 3.25 m. In the long south wall, near

the southeast corner, is a depression similar to those described above, which, it was suggested, were

formed by the removal of a threshold block. The interior of this room has not yet been cleared,

and consequently nothing can be said about the interior arrangements. If the room did belong

to House P, it may perhaps have been a stable.

The much-ruined walls to the north of the long room seem to belong to a dilferent system from

that of House P and represent at least two periods. In this region a number of lilack-glazed Greek

sherds were found, from which it would appear that the demolished state of the Mycenaean founda-

tions dates back to the Hellenic period.

House P is the largest and most pretentious establishment yet excavated at Korakou and was

undoubtedly the home of a very substantial citizen. It nuist, nevertheless, be admitted that it

is certainly a far cry from the splendor of the royal palaces at Tiryns and Mycenae to the hundjle

simplicity of this private habitation at Korakou. The chief interest and the importance of House

P, however, lie in the fact that we have here a fairly complete example of a private dwelling from

the end of Mycenaean times; and new light is thus thrown on the conditions of life in a period less

familiarly known, but archeologically hardly less significant, than the high season of Mycenaean

prosperity.

(3) House M (plan. Fig. 119)

House M lies just east of, and jjarallel to. House L, separated from it by a jjassage or allej^ from

2.00 m. to 2.75 m. wide. A door into the megaron of House M ap])arently opened from this

passage and is consequently in the long side of the house. There is no vestibule, such as appears

in Houses L and P, but the door seems to have set into a slight recess in the wall.

The megaron is 5.50 m. wide and 7.75 m. long, but these measurements are only approximate,

as the walls are not perfectly straight, nor are the corners exactly rectangular. Furthermore, it

will be seen from the plan that a considerable section of the east wall with the southeast corner is

missing. The south wall adjoining the southwest corner is also lacking for a tlistance of 1.70 m.
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It is possible that a threshold lilock has l)i'i'ii leiiioved at this point and tiiat an t-ntrancc door

originally existed here.

Somewhat to the north of the middle of the room is an irregularly shaped hearth, ca. 1.50 m.

long, Iniilt in the same style as those already described in Houses P and L. Just to the south of

it is a large flat slab of hard stone, roughly oval in shape (0.45 m. X 0.60 m.) which projects shghtly

5M.

Figure 119. Plan of House \r, Third L.\te Helladr' Period.

above the floor of trodden earth (Fig. 120, left centre). This stone is placed almost exactly in the

centre of the megaron and looks as if meant to support a pillar bearing considerable weight. An-

other stone of more irregular shape, close to the east side of this base, is probably to be understood

as a support for cooking vessels taken from the fire. Two smaller stones at the northeast corner

of the hearth may have had a similar purpose. Just beyond these stones, and ca. 0.50 m. north-
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east of the heart li, is a cut pilhir-base of the same soft greenish stcjiie that was used for (he base

of the chief pillar in Houses L and P. This stone, which is rouglily circular in i)lan (diameter,

0.47 m., cf. Fig. 120), is not so well shaped as the bases just referred to; j'et it can hardly be doubteil

that all three bases served a like purpose—a purpose at the same time structural and religious.

Nothing further was found in the niegaron. The niche in the northwest corner of the room

occasioned by the recessed door deserves mention, however. It suggests that cupboards built

into a wall are not necessarily a modern invention.

House M probably included an additional room to the north. At its west end this appears to

have been ca. 2.00 m. wide. Toward the east, however, its walls have been completely demolished,

and on account of their disappearance the plan of this apartment nuist remain uncertain.

It is not impossible that the south wall of House H, part of which is indicated in the plan (Fig.

119), may have served at this point as a party-wall. In that case the narrow passage shown in

FiGUKB 120. ViBW ov .Meuaron of Huusii M Showing Two Fill.\k-b.\ses and Heauth.

the plan in the northwest corner of the noilh room of House M may have been occupied li.\' a

stairway leading to the flat roof or to an upper floor.

(4) House H (plan. Fig. 121)

House H, lying to the north of M, differs from the buildings already described in that it is

oriented east and west instead of north and south. Two period.s—not necessarily widely

sejjarated—are evidently represented in the construction. Originally the house apparently

consisted of a portico, a large megaron, and a spacious chamber behind it. In the later period

a partitioning wall seems to have been erected across the megaron, dividing it into two small

rooms; and the wall now closing the east end of the building evidently also belongs to this stage.

The entrance to the house was probably in both jieriods at the w(!st end.

Not nuich remains of the portico, nor is it possible in the present state of the walls to determine

the position of the doorway leading into the megaron.

The megaron (Fig. 122, view from the northwest) is a large room, with a length of 6.50 m. and

a width of 4.60 m. Sonu^what east of the centre is the customary hearth, irregular in shape, ca.

1.20 m. across, with a flat stone near it. Less than one metre to the northwest stands a large,
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worked block of limestone. It is roughly square in plan, measuring 0.45 ni. on a side, and has a

t hickness of 0.40 ni. This I take to be the base of the " baetylic " pillar of House H. It shows an

interesting variation from the more customary round type which we have seen in Houses L, M,

and P. Square pillar-bases have been foiuid at Phylakopi in Mcios' and in Crete,- but they be-

long to a period considerably earlier than that represented by the late settlement at Korakou.

The square pillar of House H is, so far as I know, the first of its kind to be uncovered on the Greek

mainland.' There was nothing else of note in the megaron.

In the reconstmction of House H, as mentioned above, a rather poorl.\- liuilt dividing wall

thrown across the niegarun converted it into two small rooms (Fig. 122). The westernmost is

2.25 m. deep. In its southern wing a small hearth was built, with the usual Hat stone placed near

V^ 5M

Figure 121. Pl.\n of House H, .Tuird Late Hell.^dk- Period.

it. The wall which, in the plan, seems to separate this section from the rest of the room is actually

at a lower level and probably belongs to a forerunner of House H. The other room is 3.75 m.

deep and includes the large hearth of the former megaron. The "baetylic" pillar likewise still

remained, the dividing wall having passed just west of it.

The rear chamber is 4.65 ni. wide. The east wall of theearlier plan of the house is missing,

but the reconstructed east wall presumably followed approximately the line of its predecessor.

This makes the room 4.25 m. deep. At a point 1 .70 m. east of t he west wall of the room and 1 .20 m.

from the north side wall is a circular flat stone, 0.35 m. in diameter. In a corresponding posi-

tion in the southern jiart of the room is a small area laid with sea pebbles, which may have served

as substructure for a second similar fiat stone. This stone itself was found still farther south,

' Phylakopi, pp. 17 f., 40, and also 260, 269.

2B. S. .'1., IX, pp. 6£f.

» A second base similar to tliis was laid bare at Korakon 1.5.00 m. fartlicr west. It lia-s a .shallow circular depre^ion

ca. 0.20 m. in diameter in its top. The walls of the house to wliich it belonged are no longer distinguishable.
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lying against the side wall of the chamber, obviously out of its proper place. These two flat stones

certainly look as if they were intended to support posts, and it thus appears likely that the room

contained two pillars. The room is, indeed, so large that, if it was roofed, some sort of interior sup-

ports would seem necessary. The pillars were presumably included in Ijoth plans of the house.

The floor-levels seem to have been practically identical. Apart from a very large number of pot-

sherds, yielding a total of twelve complete vases, nothing of consetiuence was found in the cham-

ber. These vases xmdoubtedly date from the later period of the house and correspond exactly

with the similar pottery-groups from Houses L and P.

(5) House (plan, Fig.123)

A small house can be made out in the middle of the complex marked in the general plan. This

house consists of a portico, a shallow vestibule, and a small megaron. The building is oriented

east and west, the entrance being on the west. Walls and floor are of the usual construction,

Figure 122. Miogakon of House H Viewed from the Northwest.

already described. The long walls are not exactly parallel, and the width of the house consequently

decreases from 3.10 m. at the west to 2.80 m. at the east end.

The portico has a depth of 2.20 m. There was nothing in it worthy of special notice, and no

evidence came to light as regards the position of the doorway into the vestibule. A foundation

wall runs across the west front of the portico, but it seems to belong to a lower level; certainly it is

not likely in any case that a high wall stood here in the period of occupancy of House O.

The vestilnde, which extends across the whole width of the house, is 1..'50 in. deep. Like the

portico, it was found bare of all furniture, but the door into the megaron is clearly indicated. It

is 0.78 m. wide and is situated near the south wall, being, therefore, considerably out of the axis of

the room.

The megaron is 4.00 m. long. Its most interesting feature is the foundation in the northwest

corner enclosing an area 1.00 m. wide by 1.80 m. long. At first sight it is tempting to look for a

cupboard at this point, but it seems more likely that the whole sjiacc was raised slightly above the
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level of the floor of the room, and that the foundation as preserved is, therefore, merely a low

retaining wall. The elevated platform might then be a bed.

House is much smaller than the other houses discussed above, and apparently no interior

columns were necessary. In the megaron, however, we should, on the analogy of the other

megara at Korakou, expect a shaped pillar-base. The absence of this base, together with the

absence of a hearth and the fact that the walls of House O appear to be connected both nortli and

south with other structvu-es, suggest that O may be not an independent dwelling, but perhaps a sep-

arate set of apartments in a larger house (or'possibly a very late reconstruction). About 5.00 m.

directly south of the jjortico is, in fact, a small group of walls in which might be recognized the

foundation of the gateway or vestibule opening into this larger house (cf. plan, Plate VHI).

A vei'y late Mycenaean construction projecting into what wo\dd be the southeast corner of this

buikling has destroyed all chance of recovering its plan. In the area just north of the gateway

I
—'—t- t—1,1 2 3 4 5M.

Figure 12.3. Plan op House O, Third Late Helladic Period.

(Fig. 124), and accordingly within the presumable megaron, was found a small piece of painted

wall-plaster—the only fragment of fresco that has up to the present time come to light at Korakou.

It is not large enough to give an idea of the subject of the painting. The colors used are orange,

purple, blue, and black.

Just to the north of House O is a curious narrow room or passage, evidently belonging to the

larger Iniilding. Although it has a length of 9.05 m., its width averages no more than 1.35 m.

Toward its eastern end, against the north wall, is a small hearth, roughly semicircular in shape.

Not far from it to the south and east were found a niuub(>r of fragments of bronze, both worked

and unworked. The worked pieces seem to be from the .socket of a spear. There were also a

good many potsherds lying about, including almost the whole of an unpainted buff cylix.

Apart from the buildings described above, no complete house-plans were recovered. Some of

the rooms and portions of rooms laid bare tleserve, however, a few remarks.

In the area (marked K on the plan) immediately to the west of House L there seems to have

been a large house in the early part of the Third Late Helladic period. It is apparently separated

from House Ll)y a i)assage simihu to that between House L and Hcmse M. This alley was walled
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up in the latest Mycenaean period of reconstruction. A pivot-stone set close to the wall of House

L shows that a door opened into the passage from the south. The building itself has evidently

suffered from repeated destruction, restoration, and alteration, and in consequence the area now

presents a puzzling complex of partially demolished walls, some superposed on others, making it

impossible to gain anything more than a general idea of the original plan. This plan probably

included an entrance or gateway on the south side leading into a large court or megaron of the

type seen in House P, behind which there were two or more chambers. Not much of this structure

is now preserved. The existing remains are the following:

In the southwest corner of the area is a small complex of walls, forming a room 3. 18 m. X 2.90 m.,

which resembles a gateway. A doorway in the north wall of this preserves a threshold of worn

rough stones and a small pivot-stone on its west side. The threshold and the upper part of the

walls of the gateway date from the very latest Mycenaean occupation of the site and are prob-

''?****"
Mr^-v-n* *: . A:«3B&'

Figure 124. Region South of House O.

»
ably connected with the late building, the erection of which caused the demolition of the south-

east corner of the original neighboring house O (cf. above p. 94). In their lower part, however,

the walls seem to go back to an earlier plan.

The space directly to the north is somewhat more clear of semi-demolished walls than the rest

of the area, and it is here that I would recognize the earlier megaron or court. In this region were

uncovered three or four large irregular fragments of a solid artificial pavement which is made of

some sort of natural cement, very hard and apparently containing lime. This presumably once

covered the entire mc^garon. In the east central part of this space is a hearth paved with potsherds

and clay. Farther to the east, against a section of what was presumalily the east wall of the mega-

ron, is a semicircular pavement of large flat blocks of coarse conglomerate. It has a radius of ca.

1.25 m. and has a slightly concave surface. In its western edge stands a thick flat slab of soft

greenish stone, set on end, and projecting 0.10 m. a])ove the pavement. It measures 0.34 m. X
0.(Jl m., is rounded on its short, and flat on its long sides. The shape of the stone suggests that

it may be a pillar-liase, shaved off on two sides. On the east side of tiu> wall a narrow gutter built

of stones set on edge apparently served to drain the paved area.
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North of the presumable megaron there may have been tAvo large chambers side by side. The

eastern of these was at some later date in Late Helladic III tlividcd into a northern and a southern

room by a badly built cross wall of only one course. The southern room tlms t'oiincd has now

only fragments of wall remaining on its south and west sides. Its eastern end was paved with

small stones. Against the poorly built dividing wall (to the north), and approximately in the axis

of the room, is a curious pavement of stone, roughly circular in shape, with a diameter of 1.10 m.

It extends partly under the wall and consequently seems to belong to the earlier period of the large

chamber, being in fact in the middle line of this latter. The northern room has wails of solid con-

struction on the north and east, undoubtedly a heritage from the earlier period; on the south is

the late partition wall already mentioned, and a similarly ill-constructed wall closes the room

on the west. The corners of these walls do not form right anglers, and the opposite side walls are

accordingly not parallel. Tlie room measures approximately 3.15 m. X 5.00 m. The floor consists

FifiURE r2.'i. L.^RGE Stone Threshold in Which Are Cut .\ Sill and a Pivot-hole.

of trodden earth. Near the middle of it is a paved hearth, and some distance north of it a peculiar

tongue of clay, raised above the level of the floor, projects from the north wall. There seems to

have been some sort of opening in the wall at this point, but it does not resemble a doorway. No

explanation of this arrangement was found, nor was there any indication as to the position of the

door of the room.

The western chamber lacks a wall on the south, as well as on the west. The only evidence that

it is a room at all is the presence of a hearth, near which lies the customary flat stone, while a small

platform paved with sea pebbles stands close beside it.

Northwest of House L, in the region lettered N on the plan, are two walls, the eastern 9.80 m.,

tlie western 8.00 m. in length, built of fairly solid material, approximately parallel, and 1.(15 m.

to 1.80 m. apart. Their relation to <>ach other is not very clear, liut they appear to be exterior

walls of two neighboring houses, wit li a nairow alley between them. No other walls of these houses

could, however, be identified. The passage seems to have been enclosed at sometime, for the

remnants of a cross wall at its north (md are still preserved, and 6.55 m. farther south is a partially

demolished foundation projecting into the area from the west. It does not extend all the wayacross

the passage but stops 0.65 m. Ijofore reaching the east wall; perhaps there was a small gate here.
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On the other hand it is not impossible that the foundation just mentioned was intended for a

buttress strengthening the west wall. Traces of similar constructions, which may have served as

buttresses, exist at two points projecting northward from the long north wall of the rear rooms in

area K described above; and still another is attached to the east wall of the same building, jutting

into the alley between the latter and House L. These buttresses are 0.45 m. to 0.50 m. thick and

have a projection of 1.00 m. Another type of buttress—if it is a buttress—may be seen at

the north end of House P. Here, by the addition of a number of fairly large stones, the thick-

ness of the wall is increased 0.35 m. to 0.50 m. for a dis-

tance of 2.00 m. This thickening of the wall does not fall

exactly in the middle of the north end of the house, but

slightly west of it,—just far enough to the east, however, to

meet the interior partition wall (cf. plan, Fig. 114).

At the edge of the bluff, 6.50 m. north of House P and ca.

0.18 m. below the level of the floor of House P, is a massive

fiat block of hard conglomerate cut to form a threshold for a

door swinging northward. The stone measures 1.74 m. X
0.87 m. The cutting in the edge of the top for the door-sill

has a width of 1.48 m. At the east end of the cutting is a

round pivot-hole (diameter, 0.08 m., depth, 0.05 m.), but

(here is no corresponding hole at the west end. There was,

t herefore, a single door of very large dimensions, which swung

on a wooden post, set—perhaps with a heel of bronze—into

the pivot-hole. The stone with the cutting for the sill is

shown in Figure 125. A fragment of wall running eastward

seems to belong to the room to which the threshold gave

entrance, but the room itself lay to the north and has, along

with the whole northern edge of the mound, fallen away
toward the sea. The seaward face of the bluff, which be-

neath the prehistoric deposit is composed of soft conglomerate,

overlying a stratum of hard clay, is now very precipitous

(Fig. 126), and below, between its l)ase and the sea, are many huge boulders which have evidently

broken away from the top and rolled downward, carrying with them all the remains of the northern

part of the settlement. In Mycenaean times the hill probalilyextended eight or ten metres farther

north than it does at present. The monumental threshold block obviously belonged to a more
pretentious Iniikling—and one perhaps somewhat earlier in date—than any of those described

aljove. By the whim of Fortune it, may Ik^ just the palace; of Korakou tiitit time and weatiier have
pr(Mupitated into the Corinthian C.uif.

Distant 3.75 m. to the south of the large threshold, and almost in its axis, is a small circular

foundation of rough stones, 0.95 m. in diameter. It was covered and surroimded by a thick layer

of ashes, containing a considerable number of animal bones and a large mass of potsherds which
permitted the restoration of ten complete vases. The circular foundation corresponds well both in

level and position with the threshold, and the two seem undoubtedly to belong to the same system.
The area south of the threshold block may, in fact, be the fore-court of the megaron which lay to

8

Figure 126. North Edge of the
Hill of Korakou.
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the north, and in that case we may have in the circular foundation the remains of an altar analogous

to that in the court of the large megaron of the palace at Tiryns. The small "altar" at Korakou,

however, does not, like its Argolic counterpart, enclose a sacrificial pit, hut has a continuous solid

foundation.

Reference has already been made to the steepness of the northern edge of the hill. It is, in

fact, so precipitous as to provide a sufficient natural defence against attack, and it seems imlikely,

accordingly, that this side of the settlement was ever fortified. If, nevertheless, a wall was erected

here, it has been carried down into the sea by the land-slide which destroyed the palace as well,

and no traces of its former existence remain. The gentle slope on the landward side of the moimd,

on the contrary, would seem to have made a defensive work necessary. To the east and south no

remains of a wall have yet been uncovered, but there is a well-marked line of terracing along which

the owner of the field asserts a very large amount of stone has l)een extracted. Although at the

one point where digging was attempted no trace of such structure came to light, it is not impossi-

ble that this contour of terracing follows the course of a town wall.

On the western side of the hill, well down the slope, a trial pit revealed what appears to be a

massive wall with a huge square tower projecting to the west. The pit, which was dug in the last

days of the campaign, proved too small to disclose the total dimensions of the wall; but this latter,

though built of small stones, is more than 2.00 m. thick and exceeds 1.70 m. in height. The tower

projects 10.00 m. to the west and has a face 9.55 ni. broad. Beyond the tower the wall had been

traced southward for a distance of 10.00 m. more when the end of the campaign necessitated the

postponement of further investigation. Until fresh digging is undertaken, therefore, it cannot be

considered definitely established that the remains in question belong to a town wall, nor can their

date be inferred with certainty. P'rom the fact that Mycenaean potsherds were still found at a

depth of 1.90 m. below ground west of the wall, there is, however, a strong probability that we

have here a structure of the Late Helladic Period.

From the foregoing account of the architectural remains of the Third Late Helladic Perioil it

is evident that methods of building had not greatly changed since the Middle Helladic Period as

represented by House F (cf. p. 76 aliove). The stone foundation, supporting a structure of crude

brick, is, indeed, somewhat more solidly built, corresponding to the enlarged dimensions of the

buildings themselves. Coincident, apparently, with this increase in size, is the introduction of

pillars, set on flat stone bases, to support the heavier roof. No change, however, appears in the

building materials or in the construction of floor and hearth. Turning to the designs of houses,

we see that the megaron type of dwelling still prevails, but the apsidal has given way entirely to a

quadrangular house-plan; and we find it is now customary to add a rear chamber or two behind

the megaron.

The ordinary private house at Korakou toward the end of the Late Helladic occupation of the

site was a long quadrilateral building. There was some freedom of orientation; of the houses

described above two faced west, and at least three were turned toward the south. None apparently

looked to the north, which would have exposed them to the violent wind that occasionally sweeps

across the Corinthian Gulf. At one end of the building, either the south or the west in the cases

that came to light,was an, entrance through a portico or vestibule into a large megaron. This

latter was ordinarily roofed, but in one case possibly in part open to the sky. Near the centre of

the megaron was a hearth, and close by it stood a shaped pillar-base. From the fact that one such
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carved pillar-base was found associated with the hearth in every well preserved megaron, while

casual flat stones were used as bases for the other pillars in the room, it seems likely that the

shaped base supported a "baetylic" pillar, with which the household worship was connected.

This pillar, though presumably differentiated from the other supports in the house, was proba-

bly, like them, made of wood. The ordinary pillar was very likely no more than a stout wooden

post. The disposition of the pillars shows considerable variety. In one instance they are

arranged in a single row down the axi.s of the house; in another they appear to form a colonnade

round the sides of the megaron ; while in a third there is one large central column base. The roof

was probably made of rafters supporting small branches or reeds covered with clay. Behind the

megaron was an inner chamber, or in some cases two, each normally provided with a hearth.

These chambers seem to have had no other entrance than that from the megaron; no trace of a

rear door was discovered. Doors were probably made of wood, swinging, on a post set in a pivot-

hole, against a sill cut in stone. Evidence is largely lacking, but in the better houses, at least,

there is reason to believe there were substantial thresholds, each fashioned out of a large block of

stone in which the door-sill and a pivot-hole were cut. Single doors seem to have been the rule in

these houses; no threshold with pivot-holes for a double door came to light. The indications are

that walls were generally not plastered with anything more pretentious than clay; only one small

fragment of a true wall plaster was recovered. In almost every instance where a hearth was laid

bare, one or more flat stones were found in the immediate vicinity, manifestly having served some

purpose in connection with cooking operations over the fire. In several rooms, usually in a corner,

was a slightly elevated platform paved with small stones or pebbles, possibly a bed. This ends

the brief list of the simple furniture surviving from the houses of the latest settlement at Korakou.



CHAPTER IV

THE TOMBS

FIRST STRATUM—EARLY HELLADIC PERIOD

No graves of the Early Helladic Period have yet come to light at Korakou, but the rock-cut

tombs discovered at Old Corinth in 1896 are shown by the vases found in them to belong to the

early part of this period and may, until further evidence is forthcoming, be provisionally taken as

typical. These' are constructed in the form of two small, roughly oval chambers opening at oppo-

site sides—north and south—from the bottom of a rectangular vertical shaft, all cut in the rock.

From the small size of the chambers and their shape, as well as from the indications furnished by

the position of the bones, it was evident that the bodies were placed in a contracted attitude

—

an arrangement familiar now from other prehistoric graves both on the Greek mainland and on

the Islands. It should be noted, however, that these rock-cut grave-chambers opening from a

shaft are totally different from the ordinary cist tombs belonging to the corresponding Early

Cycladic Period in the Islands. But near Chalcis in Euboea Papavasiliou has found a closely

related type, consisting of single grave-chambers opening frojn vertical shafts cut in the rock.^

SECOND STRATUM—MIDDLE HELLADIC PERIOD

At a depth of 1.10 m. near the north edge of the hill, underneath two walls of the Late Helladic

Period, a small pithos of Mattpainted ware was found which proved to be an interment. The pithos

lay on its side, with its mouth toward the east (Fig. 127).

Although cracked in many places, it still retained its shape

fairly well. A lafge bowl of polished red ware was originally

placed across the mouth as a cover, but, having been crushed

into fragments by the weight of the earth over it, had fallen

away to the north side.' Inside the pithos were the bones of

two infants. One child was larger than the other; we esti-

mated its age at approximately two. years, while the other

was hardly more than a new-born infant. The bones were

V(My fragile and crumbled when touched. No orderly ar-

rangf'mont could bo made out
;
the bones seometl ilistuihed

and mixed together. Two skulls were found, one meas^wing

0.14 m. long and 0.13 m. wide, while the other was consid-

FlGtTRE 127. PlTHOS-BtTRIALOFTwO

Small Infants, Middle Helladic

Period.

' A. J. A., I, 1897, pp. 31.3 IT., Figs. 1 ami 2.

" nairaliaaiXilm, \Upi tui' (v KvfioLa 'Apxaii^" tdifiuif, pp. 2 ff., and Pis. I,

III, IV, VI, X, XII.
^ The pithos restored is shown in Figure 28; tlie bowl in Figure 25.
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erably smaller. Both were near flie bottom of the pithos. Apart from the bones, no other ob-

jects were discovered in the jar. Although all the fragments of the pithos and the bowl were

gathered up with as much care as possible, it became evident when the sherds were joined together

that neither of the vessels was complete. The explanation of this fat't is not difficult to find.

Whole vases of the size required for a burial were without doubt somewhat expensive and valuable;

for the sake of economy, therefore, broken or damaged vessels which were no longer useful were

made to serve their new purpose. In a similar way at Urchomenos' bodies were found buried

beneath half pithoi, and at Zerelia^ the same method was \ised for the interment of a child.

Another grave was fountl in the angle of two narrow walls of tlu; Middle Helladic Period to

the northwest of the large Mycenaean threshold lilock mentioned aljove (p. 97). The space

K

Figure 128. Intramukal Burial of an Infant, Middle Helladic Period.

occupied by the burial was very small, measuring only 0.17 in. X 0.36 m. The body lay on its

left side in a contracted attitude, with the head toward the east. The head had been thrust for-

ward on the chest, presumably wil h the object of fitting the body into 1 he limited space available.

The bones were very poorly preserved, but fragments of a radius showed that the arms were folded

back over the breast with the hands before the face (Fig. 128). The extreme measurement of

the skull from front to back was 0.15 m. In the grave itself nothing was found save the bones.

Round at)out it, however, were a few scattered sherds of Minyan ware. It is evident that we are

here dealing with the intramural interment of an infant—a type of biuial well known at other

sites, especially at Phylakopi,' whore it belongs to a corresponding period. The pithos-grave

described above is, no doubt, likewise of the same type.

' Wace and Ttiompson, Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 19G.

^ Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 161.

' Dawkins and Droop, B. S. A., XVII, pp. 6 ff.
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THIRD STRATUM—LATE HELLADIC PERIOD

Three graves probably from the end of the Second Late HeHadic Period were found, all close

together, about 3.50 m. northof the northeast chamber of House P. All three were simple earth

burials.

Grave I. This lay at the bottom of a small circular shaft which gratlually widened out to

form an oval grave-chamber measuring 0.50 m. across and LOO m. in length, north and south.

Shaft and grave were unlined, but the soft, loose soil within them, contrasting with the harder

surrounding earth, made them easily distinguishable. The pit began at a depth of 0.50 m. below

the present surface of the ground and extended LOOm. deeper before reaching the grave proper.

Along the east side of the grave is an early wall of the Middle Helladic Period, which, continuing

northward ca. 0.15 m. beyond the grave, turns at right angles toward the cast. The body lay on

its left side in a contracted attitude, with head to the north. The bones were in a bad state of

preservation and very fragile. Passing round the neck and extending down to the breast was a

necklace made of a double row of beads of glass paste, green, blue, and white and black. Most of

the beads were flat-round in shape {ca. 0.01 m. thick); two were slightly smaller and furrowed

longitudinally; one was pear-shaped; and one cylindrical. These beads were extraordinarily

fragile and many crumbled into powdery fragments at the slightest touch. There were perhaps

100 to 120 all told, of which it was possible to extract only 61 whole (Fig. 130, Xos. 12 to 22). At

the southwest corner of the grave, just beyond the feet, were three small vases: a goblet on a low

stem, a squat bowl, and a vessel with a spout and a basket handle; while farther to the north,

near the middle of the grave, but against its west side behind the liody, lay two more vases: a

small mug and an askos (Figs. 73 and 74). The necklace antl the character of these small vases

seem to indicate that the grave was that of a young girl.

Grave II. Lying ca. 0.35 m. north of Grave I, and partly alongside the above-mentioned wall

after its turn eastward, was the second grave. It ran east and west, with a length of 0.90 ni. and

a width of 0.35 ni. to 0.40 ni. It was at the same level as Grave 1 and built in the same way, but

the traces of the shaft were less clear. The bones were somewhat smaller and even more fragile

than those of Grave I. The body lay extended on its back, with head to west and arms at sides.

Just soiith of the head, and a little above it in level, were two small vases: a stemmed goblet with

simple ornamentation and a plain unpainted jug (Fig. 79). Nothing else was found in the grave,

save a flat white pebble with a rude cross scratched upon it (Fig. 130, No. 11).

Grave III. Co. 2.00 m. to the southwest of Grave I, and approximately at the same level, a

third grave was uncovered, lying beneath a poorly built wall of the Third Late Helladic Period.

The construction of the grave was similar to that of the two preceding. Oriented from south-

east to northwest, it had a length of 0.50 m. and a width of 0.35 m. The body lay on its right

side in a contracted position, with head to the southeast. The bones were in an extreme state of

dissolution, but it was possible to measure the skull, which had a length from front to back of

0.15 m., and a thigh-bone, which was 0.215 m. long. The arms were evidently laid over the breast,

for the finger-bones were found close to the chin. No objects were discovered in this grave.

It is clear that all three graves described above were those of children, and their position almost

in the centre of the settlement, with houses on all sides, shows that we have here in the Late Hel-

ladic Period, just as we have seen in the Middle Helladic Period, instances of the intramural
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burial of ohildren. The tombs of aihilts, on the other IuukI, are iindoul)tpdly to l)e soii;j;ht outside

the limits of the settlement.

It is interesting to note that in these graves of the Second Late Helladic Period at Korakou there

is apparently no canonieal position for the l)ody. One lay on its left side, one on its right, and one

on its back. Again, two were interred in a contracted attitude, and one stretched out at full

length. In one case the head is turned toward the north; in another toward the west; and in the

third toward the southeast. The fact that the graves were all so close together suggests that all

three children belonged to the same family; and as a further conjecture it might be suggested that

the family was that which occupied the palace mentioned above (p. 97). The graves would then

lie in the eastern part of the court before the megaron.



CHAPTER V

MISCELLANEOUS FINDS

FIRST STRATUM—EARLY HELLADIC PERIOD

Miscellaneous finds from the first stratum were not very numerous. They include the fol-

lowing small objects:

Terracotta.—Fragment of a figurine {?).—A small fragment of peculiar shape, painted in

the patterned style (cf. above p. 8), which does not form a recognizable part of a vase. Though

it is almost equally difficult to fit it into a figurine, it may belong to a steatopygous type of the

latter.

Spindle u'hurls.—Squat shape with fiat l)ottoni and idiuided sieles, 4 (Fig. \2\), Nos. 1 and 2);

pear-shaped, 1 (Fig. 129, No. 3); flat, made from a potsherd, 1.

Flat disk.

Clay.—Fragments of four peculiar cylinilers of ludjakcLl clay. They arc 0.0',) m. high anil

0.045 m. in diameter, and are pierced longitudinally with two small holes 0.004 m. in diameter,

Figure 129. Miscellaneous Objects, Early Helladic Period.

and 0.01 m. apart. These holes are evidently intended for strings, and the cylinders may be

loom-weights (Fig. 129, Nos. 4 and 5).

Bone.—Fragments of two bone pins, one highly polished.

Bronze.—Fragment of a small phi. One shapeless fragment.

Marble.—A small pestle, 0.043 m. long and 0.024 in. in diameter. The ends are rounded and

the sides slightly concave.

Stone.—One pounder of hard stone, oval in shape, O.Otio ni. long.

Obsidian.—A large number of flakes and a few fragments of knife-blades.

104
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SECOND STRATUM—MIDDLE HELLADIC PERIOD

The second stratum was even iiioie barren of miscellaneous finds Ihan the first and yielded onh'

the following objects:

Terracotta.—Spindle whorls.—Fairly large: conoid, 2; flat conoid, 1.

Bone.—A small pin, 0.053 m. long, with enlarged head (Fig. 130, No. 2). Head of a small

pin, 0.035 m. long (Fig. 130, No. 1). Pin without head, 0.088 m. long (Fig. 130, No. 3). An
implement made of a piece of sharpened bone, 0.081 m. long (Fig. 130, No. 6).
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Figure 130. Miscellaneous Finds, Middle .\nd Late Helladic Periods.

Stone.—One pouiuier, roughly oval, of hard stone, 0.001 m. long.

Obsidian.—Two small arrow heads of the barbed type (Fig. 130, Nos. 4 ami 5), ami a large

number of flakes.

THIRD STRATUM—LATE HELLADIC PERIOD

LATE HELLADIC I

Bone.—A small spool, or spool-shaped bead, 0.021 m. long and 0.018 m. (o 0.02 m. in diam-

eter. The hole is very large, measuring 0.011 m. in diameter. A slightly raised ridge nuis

rcmnd tlie middle of tlie spool (Fig. 130, No. 10).

No other miscellaneous objects came to light from the lower [)art of tlie third stratiuii.
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LATE HELLADIC II

Class Paste.—A lu-ckhico cunsi.sling of approximately 12U beads of greuii, l>lui', ami while and

black glass paste. As stated above (p. 102) only 61 of these were recovered whole. The various

shapes of these beads are illustrated in Figure 130, Nos. 12 to 22.

Stone.—A small Hat pebble (Fig. 130, No. 11) on which is scratched a cross (cf. above p. 102).

Steatite.—A small flat gem, very badly worn, which has cut in it a representation of a b\dl

with long curved horns, charging spiritedly to the right. Above his back is something difhcult to

make out, which may be meant for foliage beyond him, or perhaps an acrobat vaulting over him
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Figure 131. Teuracotta Figurines, Third Late Helladic Period.

(Fig. 130, No. 7). This gem has evidently been much worn as an amulet or bead; the string hole

has broken through on the reverse side for most of its extent.

In connection with the above may be mentioned two other similar gems which coukl not be

dated from their place of finding. Their character seems, however, to attribute them lather to

Late Helladic III than to Late Helladic II. The better of these (Fig. 130, No. 8), though well

preserved, is of much inferior workmanship to the foregoing. It shows a stag to left, with head

turned back over his shoiilder. The stag is rather carelessly cut in a strained attitude, leaning

backward, and with thick elongated legs. Before, above, and below him are what appear to be

fronds of palm trees. The other gem (Fig. 130, No. 9) is not very well preserved, nor is its work-

numship of much merit. A conventionalized cuttle-fish is represented.
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LATE HELLADIC III

Terracotta.—Figurines.—Frtigiiiciits of twenty-two fijiiiiincs witc Ijroiiglit to liglit. Five

of these are merely bases, and five are heails. The otliers represent tlie following types:

(1) Flat, with wing-like projections from the shoulders.

(a) (Fig. 131, Nos. 6, 8, Vi, 14). The head is thin and ratlicr sliapeless, with a large \)V(}-

jecting ridge for the nose, on each .side of which is painted a lound dot representing the eye.

The head is either bare (Fig. 131, No. 5) or wears a high bonnet with fiat (Fig. 131, Nos. 3, 9) or

concave (Fig. 131, No. 4) top. In the first case the hair appears in one central braid in relief

I^'iaURE 132. Teiiu.\cotta Figorks of .\nimals, THUin Late Helladio Peiuod.

rniiiiing down the middle of the back. In tlic second case there is no braid, but a number of

painted locks. The sex of the figurine is indicated by conspicuous breasts. The lower part of

the figure, below the waist, has merely the form of an elevated round base with flat hollow bottom.

Six examples belong to this type, which is the most common at Korakoti, and is familiar from

almost all Mycenaean sites.

(b) (Fig. 131, No. 12). Flat figurines like the above, but with no breasts indicated. Only

one specimen.

Among the five heads mentioned aliove there is one (Fig. 131, No. 3) on which the eyes are ren-

dered plastically by two small lumps of clay, instead of by painted dots. Another (Fig. 131,
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No. 10) wears a bonnet with concave top, the sides of which are done in open work, instead of

the more usual closed variety. A row of dots round the throat probably represents a necklace.

(2) Flat figurines without wing-like projections from shoulders.

(a) The shoulders are merely rounded, and no arms are indicated. Breasts arc prominent.

Three examples were found (Fig. 131, Nos. 2, 5, 11).

(6) Like the foregoing, flat with rounded shoulders, but arms are clearly modelletl; the U'ft

down the side and then bent U]) toward the breast, the right extended down over the abdomen.

One specimen (Fig. 131, No. 7).

Figure 133. Miscell.\neous Objects of Bronze and Stone, Third L.\te Hell.\dic Period.

(3) Modelled in the round. Part of one figurine was found, head and lower part of body, from

waist down, missing. The arms are stretched out to the sides horizontally, but bend back sharply

at the elbow, so that the hands return and cover the breasts. The narrow waist is encircled by

a "girdle" of paint, from which on each side rises a narrow band up to the armpit. The bust is

decorated with vortical wavy lines; on the back is a hatched triangle, its base running from shoulder

to shoulder and its apex reaching the girdle about the waist (Fig. 131, No. 1).

Animal Figures.—Fragments of nineteen aninials were found, and also three horns. The casual

character of the modelling and the fragmentary state of the material make it almost impossible

to recognizi; what animals were represented. The majority are, however, provided with horns

and are probably to be identified as rams and bulls (Fig. 132, Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10). One
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horn certainly belonged to a bovine animal (Fig. 132, No. 3). A few other examples without horns

may perhaps represent horses, and one of these, unfortunately broken at the critical point, ap-

parently carried a figure on its back.

Fish.—Two small fragments seem to be from the tails of fishes (Fig. 132, Nos. 1 and 2).

Spindle ivhorls.—Eighteen spindle whorls were found, including eight conoid, three double

conoid, two pear shaped, four half-spool-shaped, and one flat.

Miscellaneons.—A small flat crescent with an incised line down the middle on each side.

Bronze.—Knife.—In the raised platform paved with pebbles, just north of the "baetjdic"

pillar-base of Hou.se P, was found a small bronze knife of the ordinary Mycenaean type. It is

0.1475 m. long, the blade measuring 0.0945 m. and the tang 0.053 m. The blade is 0.0175 m. wide

at its widest and tapers to a point. It is still rather sharp. The handle was probably of wood

and was fastened by three rivets which are still in place in the bronze tang (Fig. 133, No. 1).

Pins.—From House P came a round pin (Fig. 133, No. 4). It is 0.14 m. long, but the point is

missing. It has an enlarged head decorated with a herring-bone pattern done in fine lines. A

small fibula of twisted wire was found in the rear chamber of House M (Fig. 133, No. 6).

Chisels.—Here belong four small implements (two complete, 0.11 m. and 0.105 m. long respec-

tively, Fig. 133, Nos. 2 and 3; and two fragmentary) rectangular in cross-section, with a sharpened

edge at each end.

Tip of a .ncord.—A small fragment with rounded end, which had been bent (Fig. 133, No. 5).

Spew socket (from House 0).—A fragment 0.09 m. long and 0.022 m. in diameter, forming a

socket in which a wooden shaft was probably fixed. Two small holes opposite each other in

the socket provide for a single nail or rivet for fastening the shaft.

Fragments of bronze.—Six strips of various sizes, and three lumps, unworktMl.

Lead.—One flat shapeless piece.

Steatite (or stone re,seml)ling it).

—

The two (lein.'< mentioned al)()ve (p. lOG) probably belong

here.

Spindle lohorls of different small sizes, usually well made. Conoid, 18; double conoid, 3;

button-shaped, 2; Flat round, 1.

One polished flat Cell, triangular in shape, with blunt butt. A small shallow hole is bored into

the butt on either side perpendicular to the blade, but does not go through. The celt is very

small (Fig. 133, No. 7).

Other Kinds of Stone.—Fragment nf a large poli.^hed Celt witl\ liluiit butt. The Initt is bored

parallel to the blade (Fig. 133, No. 9).

One small whetstone (Fig. 133, No. 8).

Pounders and grinders.—Six of luinl stone, genei-ally with at least one flat side somewhat worn.

One of tliese grinders is of the volcanic stone of which the oiilinary saddle-cpieins are made.

Millstones.—More than a dozen wei'e found, of which the great majority are the familiar saddle-

querns. Two or three hav(! a flat, surfa.ce instead of a concave one.

Flint.—A number of small fragments, some with a tooth edge (Fig. 133, Nos. 10 and 11).

Obsidian.—A great many chii)s and flakes, and son\e fragments of knife-blades.
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CONCLUSION

CONNECTIONS WITH OTHER SITES

Having examined in some detail the results of the excavations at Korakou, we must next con-

sider this material more general 1,\' in the light of its relation to the discoveries made at other pre-

historic sites in the Aegean area. In this connection pottery natm-ally forms our chief standard

of comparison. Architecture, tombs, and miscellaneous objects, though equally important, are,

unfortimately, up to the present time too scantily represented, either at Korakou or at other pre-

historic sites, as the case may be, to cast their share of light on the problem. We begin with the

Early Helladic Period.

EARLY HELLADIC PERIOD

Potsherds representing all the classes of Early Helladic ware described above have been picked

up in quantities at ten other sites lying in the inunediate neighborhood, between the Isthmus

and a line about two miles west of Old Corinth.^ Only three of these sites have yet been tested

by digging. In the main excavations of the American School at Old Corinth a considerable

amount of pohshed ware (cf. Class A, p. 4) and glazed ware (cf. Class B, p. 6) has been ol)tained;^

and at Gonia and Yiriza. two points just north of the modern village of Examilia, trial pits opened

in 1916, besides uncovering walls of the period in ciuestion, produced a mass of sherds correspond-

ing fvdly with the results gained at Korakou, and furnishing several new shapes. The great

abundance of this pottery in the Corinthia and the variety of shapes, including many vessels of

very large size, point to local manufacture. The clay, furthermore, is for the most part of the well

known typical yellow-green Corinthian variety. Accordingly there seems no reason to doubt

that the bulk of this ware is a native Corinthian product, which, however, forms part of a larger

group that has a wide-spread distribution.' For pottery of the same type, but generally of local

clay and with local peculiarities, has been found at the following places: Tiryns, as well as other

sites in the Argoliil,^ the Acropolis at Athens,* Phylakopi,^ Naxos,' Syra,* and other islands of the

' See .1. J. A., XXIV, 1920, pp. 1 ff. and p. 274 for an account of these prehistoric sites.

- A full account of these wares is to be given by Dr. .\. L. Walker in connection with her forthcoming publication

of the pottery found at Old Corinth.

' Cf . Wace and Thompson, Prehistoric Thessahj, Chap. XII and elsewhere.

* Cf. Alh. Mitt., XXXVIII, 1913, pp. 88 f.; p. 341. Karo, Fuhrer durch die Ruinen von Tiryns (Athen-s, 191.5), pp.

7 f. See also Schliemann, Tiryns, pp. 55 ff. For ''urfirnis" at Myli, Lerna, and Asine, cf. Prehistoric Thcssaly, p. 224.

' C"f. Graef, Die anliken Vasen von der Akropolis zu Athen, Nos. 1 to 4, Plate I, 2 to 4. A recent exeavation of a

very .small area just to the west of the Erechtheum revealed three layers of undisturbed prehi.storie stratification,

iiuluding sherds of Early, Middle, and Late Helladic ware of the types deseribed in this rejiort.

«Cf. Phylfikopi, §§ 2 to 4. Dawkin.s and Droop, B. S. A., XVII, 1910-11, p. 1(3.

" Cf. npoKTLKa, 1903, pp. 55 f. (four sites); 1904, pp. 57 IT.; 190t), pp. 86 IT.; 190S, pp. 115 ff.; 1909, m). 209 IT.; 1910,

pp. 270 ff.; 1911, p. 357.

«Cf. Tsountas, •£,<). "Apx., 1899, pp. 17 tl.
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Cyclades/ Aulis,^ Orchomcnos in Bocotia,' Draphniani,^ Hagia Marina in Phocis,'' Lianokladi in

the Spercheius valley,* and Tsani in Thessaly.' In other words, it occupies a compact area includ-

ing the whole of southeastern Greece,* and spreading out to the adjacent islands, with an off-shoot

to the north into Thessaly as well. Corinth, lying near the centre of this region, might, from its

advantageous geographical position, be expected to have served as an important meeting-point of

communications and trade. Th(^ fact that at least eleven settlements flourished in the limited

district adjoining the Isthmus lends strong support to this inference, which is, indeed, further con-

firmed by a closer examination of the finds at Korakou as compared with those from the other

sites mentioned above.

The pottery of the lowest stratum at Tiryns, discovered in the more recent excavations, has not

yet l^een published, but in the mus(!um at Nauplia there are on exhibition examples of polished

ware, both unslipped and slipped, as well as of the varnished, patterned, and unpainted fabrics

classified above. These seem practically identical with the vases from Korakou, and the chief

shapes represented are also the same, namely the shallow bowl or saucer, the sauce-boat, and

the askos.' Thus in the earliest period at Tiryns we have apparently the same ceramic history

that has revealed itself in the Early Helladic Period in the Corinthia. In view of this it can hardly

be doul)ted that the connection between the Argolid and the region of tlH> Istlnnus was close

throughout the Early Helladic Period.

No architectural remains have yet come to light at Korakou which can be compared with the

monumental circular building recently discovered at Tiryns,'" but when the architecture of the

Early Helladic Period is more clearly revealed by further excavation we may confidently expect

it to corroliorate the evidence of the pottery.

Turning now to the east, we find that the characteristic pottery of the Cyclades in the Early

C'ycladic Period is a hand-made and polished ware which is freciuently incised with geometrical

patterns, chiefly parallel lines, hatched triangles, and spirals. This jiolisluul ware, though made

of local clay (which in several of the islands contains a considerable amovmt of mica) , clearly be-

longs to the same group with the polished ware at Korakou. At Korakou, furthermore, we have

seen (p. 4) that there were found a few sherds with incised decoration in the Cycladic style. The

Corinthian examples seem to be later than those from Pelos," but considerably earlier than the

incised ware of Syra. Curiously illustrative of this relation, though it may be due merely to

' Amorgos, Paros, Antiparos, .and Despotiko, cf. Tsountas, 'Ei^. 'Apx-, 1S98, i)p. 137 if. Siplinos, ff. 'K<^. 'Apx-, 1899,

pp. 7.3 ff.

-
' ApX^.i-oXoyiKOf AeKTtof, I, 1915, IlapdprTjjua, p. 55.

' Bulle, Orchomenos, p. 17. See also Schliemann, J. H. S., II, pp. 152 ff.

' Cf. Sotiriadis, Ath. Milt., XXXI, 1906, pp. 399 ff. (field of Dr. Chevas). In (lie imisouin at Cliaeronea I noted

slierds of "urfirnis" along witli Seeond Period Tlies.salian ware from this site. See also npanriKa, 1909, p. 127 (field

of Messrs. Giannakopoulos and PiperLs). For thi.s latter site see also TlpaKnKa., 1010, p. Kil.

'' npoKT-iKi, 1910, ijp. 163 ff. and espeeially Rev. Et. Or., XXV, 1912, i)p. 271 ff.

" Cf . Prekistoric Xhensaly, pp. 177 ff. .\lso at .Vmuri, op. cil., p. 11.

' Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 145.

» Early Helladic pottery has also been found at Eleusis, ef. 'E0. 'Apx-, 1912, p. 15, Fig. 6, 1 ; p. 16, Fig. 8. Some of

the pottery found at Megara also probably belongs to this grovip of Early Helladic wares: ef. Ath. Milt., XXIX, 1904,

p. 95. Certain vases found by Papavasiliou in Euboea likewise belong iiere; cf. UaKafiaaiXdov, lltpi twv iv Eu^oi^

'Apxaiw^ Td<^a)i', Athens, 1910, pp. 1 ff.

' Cf. Karo, Fiihrcr (birch die Ruinen von Tiryns, p. 10, Fig. 3.

'" Cf. Ath. MM., XXXVIII, 1913, pp. 86 ff., 334 ff.

"Cf. B. S. .4., Ill, pp. 35ff.
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chance, is the fact that, whereas rectiUnear patterns—herring-bone, hatched triangles, etc.

—

predominate in the early ware of Melos, and curvilinear designs—spirals, etc.—in the later ware of

Syra, the Corinthian sherds show both hatched triangles and spirals. In addition to the polished

ware, glazed and patterned fabrics, parallel to those at Korakou, also occur in the Cyclades.

Among the shapes the topical saucers and sauce-boats are well represented.' So far as the pot-

tery goes, therefore, it appears that the culture of the islands in the Early Cycladic Period corre-

sponds fairly closely with that of the Corinthia in the Early Helladic Period. Certain differences

are, however, deserving of notice. Incised ware, which is very common in the islands, is rare at

Korakou and, so far as I know, has been found at no other site on the mainland. Again, none of

the fiddle-shaped marble figiu-ines so characteristic of Cycladic culture have yet been brought to

light at Korakou, or indeed at other excavations on the mainland.' This latter may be partly due

to the fact that up to the present time practically no graves of the Early Helladic Period have been

discovered. But it seems equally likely that Cycladic civilization, developing perhaps from the

same origin as its mainland coiniterpart, for sojne reason—no doubt its contact with Crete and the

East—advanced more rapidly than the latter and eventually, undisturbed by pressure from

the outside, reached a higher and differentiated stage. The settlements on the mainland, on the

other hand, perhaps of later growth and progressing more slowly, came to an alirupt end through

the intervention of an external factor before attaining their highest development. At any rate,

while there e^^dently was a general connection between the Cyclades and the settlements on the

mainland throughout the Early Helladic Period, the polished and incised wares seem to show

a more special bond between those islands and the Corinthia.

The ciuantity of Early Helladic ware found on the Acropolis at Athens is very small and need

not detain us long here. It may suffice to state that it includes sherds of polished and glazed

fabrics in all respects similar to those at Korakou, and that among the shapes the sauce-l)()at

occurs. We may proceed, then, directly to the finds in Boeotia and Phocis.

The pottery from Orchomenos has unfortunately not yet been published, but an excellent sum-

mary of the results is given by Wace and Thompson i^
and a full account of the discoveries at Hagia

Marina has been presented by Professor Sotiriadis.^ We see, then, that a considerable amount of

"urfirnis" has been brought to light, and along with it a smaller quantity of sherds bearing a

simple linear decoration in thin white on a semi-lustrous gray-black ground. This "urfirnis" is

essentially the same as the glazed ware of Korakou, though apparently somewhat more limited in

color than the latter, and among the shapes the characteristic small saucer or shallow bowl and the

askos occur. The decorated (so-called Kamares) ware is practically identical with class C II of the

patterned ware at Korakou, and a large tankard similar to that from Gonia shown in Figure 11 is

a common shape. It is this group that is significant of sjiecial connections between Phocis and

the Isthmus. For light-on-dark ware of this type, though fairly common in Phocis, has, up to the

present time, been foimd at no southern sites save those of the Corinthia. In the museum at

Chaeronea I have also noted examples from Hagia Marina of the other type of patterned ware,

with decoration in dark paint on a light ground, which are altogether similar to those of class C I

' Cf. B. S. A., XXII, PI. VII, 2. See also 'E.^. "Apx., 1898, PI. IX; 1899, PI. VIII.

= Cf. Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 225. [Since the above was written, a marltle flgiirine of the Cycladir tyi)e ha.^ been

found at Zygourics, a prehistoric site near Hagios Va.silio.s, excavated by the American School.)

' Prehixloric TJiesnali/, pp. 194 ff.

' * Rev. El. dr., XXV, 1912, pp. 253 ff.
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at Korakou. Here too, however, there are differences to be observed: in particular, the non-

occurrence in Phocis of the highly polished ware which at Corinth and in the Cyclades forms the

earliest group. This fact might possibly indicate that the "urfirnis" settlements at Orchomenos

and Hagia Marina are later establishments than those in the south, and begin approximately in

Early Helladic II as represented at Korakou. Likewise it is remarkable that no example of the

sauce-boat, so characteristic in the south, has yet been obtained from the Phocian sites.

In spite of these differences the general connection with the southern sites is, nevertheless, evident,

and in the light-on-dark patterned ware we see a special link lietween Phocis and the ( "orinthia.

The "hnthi'Ofi" at Korakou also deserves mention here, since it is obviously the same kind of con-

struction as those at Orchomenos. The parallel is not limited to the one example at Korakou,

for at least three others were discovered at the neighboring site of Gonia. As at Orchomenos,

they were found filled with carbonized matter, bones, and potsherds, but traces of l)urning were

not visible.

The "urfirnis "of Lianokladi corresponds closely with that of the two Phocian sites and requires

no further discussion here.' Curiously, no light-on-dark patterne<l ware was turncnl up at Liano-

kladi, though this site is not far from Hagia Marina.

The "urfirnis" at Tsani in Thessaly^ does not differ materially from the correspondin;g ware at

Lianokladi. The shallow bowl and the askos are typical shapes. It is interesting to note that in

the rugose dishes at Tsani we apparently have vessels closely reseml)ling the 1iaking-pans of

Korakou antl CJonia (cf. alcove p. 13).

No direct connection with Crete has yet appeared for this early jieriod at Korakou. The

possibility of indirect Cretan influence in the light-on-dark patterned ware, though by no means a

certainty, must, however, be recognized.'

Having thus completed our brief survey of the sites at which Early Helladic pottery lias been

discovered, we may conclude that Corinth shows complete similarity with the south (Tiryns),

close relations with the east (Cyclades), and special connections with the north (Phoci.s). It is

tempting at this point to box the compass by continuing around to the west, but until further

evidence is available it seems wiser to refrain from emphasizing the importance of the single vase

which, it was suggested above (p. 14), might be an importation from Olympia.

To judge from the pottery. Early Helladic civilization began in the south,* apparently in the

Cyclades, though it very soon embraced the adjacent shore of the mainland." Thence it gradually

spread inland and northward until, in the latter part of the period—that is, Early Helladic II and

III—it reached its widest diffusion.

MIDDLE HELLADIC PERIOD

The distribution of Minyan ware is too well known to require restatement herc.^ Apart from

Korakou, however, six other sites in the Corinthia at which this ware occurs have recently become

' Prehisloric Thessaly, pp. 177 ff.

^ Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 145.

3 Rev. FA. Gr., XXV, 1912, pp. 2S2 ff.

* Cf. Prehisloric Thessaly, p. 245.

'Cf. Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 200; ForsdylxO, ./. //. S., XXXIV, 1014, pp. 12(1 (T.; Chil.le, J. H. S., XXXV, 1015,

pp. 196 ff.
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known.' It thus appears that the Isthmian region is a very important one in the sphere of Minyan

ware, and the material from these seven sites may not be overlooked in any future study of Minyan

pottery.

Of the two varieties which have lieen previously distinguished, namely Gray, or northern

Minyan, and Argive, or southern Minyan, both occur freely at Korakou and at Gonia. Gray

Minyan is, however, far more abundant than Argive, which is, in fact, a local (Pcloponnesian?)

imitation. Argive Minyan is almost always decorated with simple ciu-vilinear patterns in incised

lines, and at Korakou we find that this system of (irnumontation is occasionally applied also to

Gray Minyan—a development perhaps due to southern influence. In the case of the typical

goblets on a high linged stem, furthermore, we 'have seen that Korakou furnishes a variety of

examples, in which the number of raised rings varies from one to eight, representing, thereTore,

both the southern and the northern types.

In addition to the two classes mentioned above, the excavations at Korakou produced also a

great mass of Yellow Minyan, another and more successful offshoot of Gray Minyan,- which is

exceedingly important as forming the fifst step in the development of Mycenaean ware. Yellow

Minyan has been found in some quantity also at Orchomenos and in the Argolid. As regards

the world of Minyan ware, therefore, Corinth takes a cosmopolitan position.

The Mattpainted fabrics found along with Minyan ware at Korakou occur likewise in identical

style in the Argolid, apparently at all the prehistoric sites that have been excavated. Group I,

the coarse ware, is chiefly represented, and pottery of this class has been found also at Aegina.

The Mattpainted vases discovered at Aphidna in Attica' are probably likewise closely related to

this group, and similar ware has been found at Orchomenos. Group II, the finer style, is not yet

so well represented from other sites, but there are a number of good specimens from the shaft

graves at Mycenae and several from Tiryns; and others have recently come to light at Eleusis.*

Two vases from Geraki in Laconia should also be mentioned here.^ In some of this fine Matt-

painted ware Cretan influence seems unmistakable. Mattpainted ware of group III, with decora-

tion in two colors, red and black, has, so far as present knowledge goes, approximately the same

distribution. The familiar examples are, of coiu-se, those from the sixth shaft grave at Mycenae,'

but there is a good deal of similar ware from Orchomenos and other sites in the north. Phylakopi

has likewise furnished a fine beaked jug in this style,^ though the usual Cycladic parallel is the

black and red ware of Melos, of which a good example was also found in the Temple Repositories at

Cnossusin Crete.*

We come now to the Mycenaean or mainland fabrics corresponding to Middle Minoan III wares.

Here the material from other sites is still extremely scanty, and- not much can ))e said until further

discoveries are made. Professor Karo has, however, shown me a number of similar sherds from

Tiryns, and it is evident that the state of affairs in the Argolid corresponds exactly with that at

> Of. A. J. A., XXIV, 1920, pp. 1 ff.

= Cf. B. S. 4., XXII, p. 181.

1 Cf. Alh. Mitt., XXI, 1896, PI. XV, 4-6.

* 'E./.. 'Apx-, 1912, p. 3, Fig. 1, Nos. 4, 6. Cf. also 1898, p. 70, Fig. 9.

< Cf. B. S. A., XVI, pp. 73 ff., Figs. 3 .and 4.

"Cf. Furtwiingler and Loesehckc, ^fyk. T)iongeJasse., PLs. VIII, 43, and IX, 44.

" Phylakopi, p. 159.

» Cf. B. S. A., IX, p. 50, Fig. 26 g.
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Corinth. Save, possibly, for one, or two slierds from Tiryns,' none of this ware can be claimed

as genuine Cretan, but the ultimate Minoan source of the patterns on many of these vases can-

not be questioned. Since it seems equall.y free from doubt that most of this ware was fabricated

on the mainland, Minoan originals must have been imported for use by the mainland potters.

Whether any of these actual originals, which were obviously not numerous, is ever brought to

light by further excavation or not, the fact of connections with Crete is nevertheless established.

This somewhat cursory review of the distribution of the chief kinds of pottery characteristic of

the second stratum at Korakou shows that in the Middle Helladic Period, as in the preceding age,

Corinth continued to be the central point of a more or less homogeneous ceramic area. Again we

have found substantial identity with the south (Argolid) , close connections with t he east (Cyclades)

,

and complete general agreement with the north. Furthermore, we have seen definite points of

contact with Crete. Again the evidence from the west is too slight to throw sufficient light on

the question of relations in this direction, and we must await the results of new excavations in the

western part of Greece. In the meantime it may, however, l)e pointed out that in his recent

digging at Thermon^ Romaics has discovered fabrics very similar to oin- Gray and Yellow Minyan,

as well as to our Mattpainted wares.

Turning now to architecture, we find at the last named site, Thcrmon, a house practically identi-

cal in plan and construction with our House F at Korakou.^ It is, indeed, longer in proportion to

its width than House F and considerably larger, hut the same principle of division into rooms is

observed, including a vestibule, a large megaron, and an enclosed apse at the northern end. A
glance at the plan will show that House A at Thermon gives the same impression of care and preci-

sion in construction that we have noted above in the Middle Helladic Period at Korakou. Apsidal

buildings are by no means confined to the two sites mentioned above, nor are they particularly

rare in the prehistoric area under consideration (cf. Olympia, etc.), but the remarkably close simi-

larity between the houses at Thermon and Corinth seems more than fortuitous.

The house discovered in the upper stratum at Lianokladi^ is also, to judge by the pottery found

in that stratum (Minyan ware), approximately contemporary with House F at Korakou. It

seems, however, far more carelessly built than House F, and has a peculiar plan which may perhaps

be the result of a reconstruction. In its earlier form it apparently consisted of a large megaron

with a store-room adjoining it, and the entrance may have been on the long south side of the

megaron. This house appears to have little in common with House F at Korakou.

Reference may also be made here to the house uncovered by Kourouniotis in the uppermost

stratum at Rini in Thessaly.^ This is irregularly oval in plan,,having a walled-off apse at each end

with a large central room between. The door may have been in the east side of the large room.

A house of the same period, but with an apse at one end only, was found at Rachmani.^ It consists

of one large chamber including the ajise to the south, and a smaller room to tin; north containing

the h(\irtli. The entrance was probably in the sti'aight end, opening to the northeast.

' Cf. Schliemann, Tiryns, Pis. XXVI d, XXVII cl.

^ Cf. 'KpxaiokoyiKoii AtXTlou, I, 1915, pp. 22.5 IT.

'Cf. -Apx. AeX7., I, 191.5, p. 231, Fig. 2.

• Cf. Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 189, Fig. 137.

' Cf. Prehistwic Thessaly, pp. 132 f ., and Figs. 80 and 81.

"House P; cf. Prehistonc Thessaly, p. 38, Fig. 17.
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At Orchoinenos, where Minyan potterj' was abundant, we should expect to find sufficient archi-

tectural material for comparison, but, unfortunately, at this important site no complete house-plans

were recovered. In methods of construction, however, there seems to be essential agreement with

what has been discovered at Korakou.

No further material for comparison is yet available from the mainland. In the Cyclades, as, for

example, at Phylakopi,' and in Crete, contemporary houses fit into a much more closely organized

urban system and apparently have not much in common with the more rustic establishments wo

have seen in south central Greece. We may conclude, then, that in the IVIiddle Helladic Period no

one uniform house-plan was followed in the Helladic area, nor, indeed, even at any one site. On the

contrary, we find wide diversity in shape and orientation of houses, as well as in arrangement of

the interior, showing that each builder felt free to build according to his own convenience.

It remains to refer briefly^to l)urial customs. We have seen above (p. 101) that the graves of the

Middle Helladic Period at Korakou find a close parallel in the intranunal burials at Phylakopi

;

and similar interments are not imcommon at Orchomenos. Cist graves of the typical Orchomenian

kind, which are not rare in the whole north Helladic area and occur in the Cyclades as well, have

not yet been discovered at Korakou, but at Gonia, only two miles away, five were unearthed which

correspond in every way with those at Orchomenos. These Middle Helladic graves are very

simple and usually contain nothing but the skeleton. In one case at Gonia three bone hair-

pins came to light, and pottery was exceedingly rare, being limited to a solitary nondescript vase.

This simplicity of interment is characteristic at other sites as well.

LATE HELLADIC' PERIOD

That the Corinthia was an important centre for the ilevelopm«Mit of Late Helladic or Mycenaean

pottery is amply demonstrated by the fact that at least five other sites at which these wares appear

to occur in considerable quantities exist within a radius of five miles of Korakou. Only one of

these sites has yet been excavated; but, though the trial pits at Gonia did not yield such abundant

material for the Late Helladic Period as was obtained at Korakou, the results nevertheless fully

confirm the conclusions which have been drawn from the stratified deposit at the latter site. The

other four sites still await investigation, but it may be noted that at one of these—Cheliotomjdos,

hardly more than half a mile to the northwest of Old Corinth—sherds corresponding to the First,

Second, and Tliird Late Helladic styles have been collected. At the remaining three sites Myce-

naean sherds visible on the surface of the ground are Umited to the Third Late Helladic style, as

was the case also at Korakou before excavations were undertaken.

It has already been stated that the great bulk of Late Helladic or "Mycenaean" pottery found

at Corinth is almost certainly of local manufacture, evolved through a gradual and regular develop-

ment of Yellow Minyan waie vmder constantly growing Minoan influence. The early shapes are

thus for the most part those taken over from the Minyan stock, chiefly the goblet on a stem, and a

deep bowl with high, splaying rim; but, once the new technique has passed the experimental stage

and established itself,it rapidly prevails overthe oldermcthods and, as it progresses, it muloul^tedly

imports from abroad along with its designs many new shapes as well.

The source of these importations is of course Crete; but although the evidence of such trade

' Cf. Phylakopi, plan, Pis. I. and II.
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relations becomes exceedingly strong in the First Late Helladic Period, it is not until the Second

Late Helladic Period that the height of Cretan influence seems to be reached at Korakou. It is

to this stage that we must assign the fine squat bowls with carefully painted marine designs, the

well made cups of thin fabric with a pattern suggesting tortoise shell or grained wood (the so-called

ripple motive), and a number of vasesof other shapes, on which a realistic octopus plays a prominent

role in the decoration. At the same time we find that vases of unmistakably local manufacture

are ornamented with imitations of the same designs, while local adaptations of characteristic

Minoan floral motives are much favored. In fact, in the Second Late Helladic Period the cera.niic

artists of Korakou apparently strive to attain as nearly as possible thi^ standards set by their

Minoan colleagues in Crete. And, finally, in the Third Late Helladic Period, when Mycenaean

pottery reaches its widest distribution, the fusion of mainland and Minoan art is co.mplete; but a

return swing of the pendulum has intervened, and it is now the mainland element which is seen to

be dominant over the Minoan.

Turning now to a consideration of the material from other sites, we find that Mj'cenaean pot-

tery of the First and Second Late Helladic types has not yet come to light in great quantities on

the mainland. The Argolid, however, again shows complete agreement with Corinth. Thus at

Tiryns and at Mycenae numerous vases and sherds have been found, representing both the spirali-

form style of decoration characteristic of Late Helladic I and the naturalistic style belonging to

Late Helladic II.' The shapes of these vases, furthermore, tell the same story that has been

revealed in the Corinthia. It may be noted that Ephyraean ware occurs not only at Tiryns and

Mycenae but at the Argive Heraeum as well.^

The excavations at Eleusis' have likewise produced characteristic vase^s of the First and Second

Late Helladic Periods, agreeing fully with the finds from Corinth. Here too stemmed goblets and

deep bowls with wide, splaying rim give clear testimony of their Minyan ancestry, while straight-

sided cups, beaked jugs, and squat bowls speak with equal clearness of Minoan influence. Again,

the spiraliform and the naturalistic styles of decoration arc well cxeini)lifi('d. Ephyraean ware

alone is lacking to make the correspondence with Corinth absolutely comiilcte, but there is good

reason to believe that Ephyraean ware also may still be found wluni further digging is carried out

with careful examination of the stratified deposit of this prehistoric settlement.

A mnnber of Mycenaean sites and numerous toml)s have been found in Attica, but these are

practically all of the Third Late Helladic Period. During recent excavations on the Acropolis

(1918) to the west of the Erechtheum, however, a few sherds of Late Helladic I and Late Helladic

II styles came to light, and others are known from earlier digging.^ In shapes and decoration

these vases agree closely with the finds at Corinth. Again, stemmed goblets and deep bowls,

chiefly with spiraliform ornament, represent the First Late Helladic Period, while squat bowls with

marine designs and straight-sided cups reflect the more dominant Minoan standards of the Second

Late Helladic Period. Sporadic finds of pottery at other places near Athens—such as the fine

hole-mouthed jar numbered 986 in the National Museum^—justify us in believing that future

' The pottery from the recent German excavations at Tiryns (1916) has not yet been published, but was shown to

me by Profe.ssor Karo.

2Cf. B..S'. .4., XXII, p. 182.

' Cf. 'E,^. -Apx; 1898, pp. 29 ff; 1912, pp. 1 ff.

* Cf. Graef, Die antiken Vasen von der AkrupolU zn Athen, Pis. 2 anil 3; text, pp. 4 ff.

'This vase, acquired from a collection, may, perhaps, have been found outside Attica.
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excavations will reveal at various points in Attica flourishinf;; settlements belonging to the finest

period of Mycenaean art.

In the Cyelades we find that close association with Crete makes itself forcibly felt in the field of

ceramics considerably sooner than on the mainhunl. INIinoan vases ai'e imported at an earlier

date and in much larger quantities. Thus, responding no doubt to popular demand, the i)otters

of Melos early develop a school of their own for the production of vases in the Minoan style, and

northern influence is far less vigorous than we have seen it in the Corinthia. While the develop-

ment of pottery accordingly proceeds along somewhat different lines, and we meet with no exact

correspondence to the spiraliform and naturalistic stages which are so clearly marked on the main-

land, the same general process certainly worked itself out at Melos also, though to be sure at an

earlier date. Characteristic of the difference in process, however, apart from that in chronology,

is the fact that stemmed goblets and deep bowls with wide, splaying rim, which at Corinth so

definitely reflect their Minyan origin, are very rare at Phylakopi, where the common shapes are

apparently for the most part taken over from Crete. But by the end of the First Late Helladic

Period or the beginning of Late Helladic II the pottery of Corinth is so thoroughly Minoanized

that, save for differences due to local manufacture, it is essentially the same as that at Melos.

That the relations between the Cyelades on the one hand and Corinth and the Argolid on the other

were especially intimate in the Second Late Helladic Period may, furthermore, be inferred from

the presence at Phylakopi of Ephyraean ware, which is almost certainly a mainland product.

In Boeotia almost no Mycenaean sherds of the First Late Helladic Period have yet been dis-

covered. The excavations of Keramopoullos, however, have brought to light at Thebes tombs and

the remains of a palace, which the evidence of the pottery assigns to the Second Late Helladic

Period.' This pottery corresponds fully with that of the second Mycenaean stage (Late Helladic

II) at Corinth and other mainland sites, conforming generally to the Minoan standard. At

Thebes we might expect northern {i.e., "Minyan") influence to be particularly strong, but this

expectation must await confirmation from fiu'ther discoveries, especially of material of the First

Late Helladic Period. There seems every reason to belicn'e that Thebes lay on an important

trade route from the south, which passed from Corinth across the Corinthian Gulf to Thisbe

and thence to the north. Search for a prehistoric settlement in the neighborhood of Thisbe should

jdeld extremely valuable results.

In Euboea the investigations of the late G. Papavasiliou in the vicinity of Clialcis have duiing

recent years brought to light a rapidly increasing amount of Mycenaean remains.- This material,

whi(di comes chiefly from tombs, is in large part still unpul)lished, but, though the bulk of it falls

within the Third Late Helladic Period, it apparently also includes some vases in the familiar Second

Late Helladic style.

Farther north, in Phocis, no pottery of the First or Seccjnd Late Helladic types has hitherto

been found ; and apart from two remarkable vases which may be Middle Minotin II importations

from Crete,' no direct southern influence before the Third Late Helladic Period is yet predictable.

But in Thessaly, which was much more accessible by sea, the Second Late Helladic style is repre-

iCf. 'E0. 'Apx., iaO<), pp. .'"),') ff.; npMTua, 1910, i)p. l.Ti ff. Sco also 'Apx- .ieXr., Ill, 1917, pp. 1 ff.

' Cf . naKafiaatXtiov, Ilepi TUf if Euf(oi(i '.\/)xaiwi' Ta(#>u)i', .\thens, 11)10, pp.21 ff. See also UpaKTind, I'JIO, p. 200;

1911, pp. 237 f.

3 Cf. -v.,),. 'Apx., 1908, p. 87, Fin. 13, PI. 5, 2. '
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sented by a. ininilxT of vases fruni tomljs at Pagasae,' ami al lolcos- on Ihf littoral of the I'agasacan

Gulf; whiles a few similar vases are recorded as having been found al Magula near Elassona.'

In Western Greece, despite the important researches of Dorpfeld, systematic exploration of

prehistoric sites has lagged considerably behind that in Eastern Greece, and the material for com-

parison is still scanty, especially as regards the period anterior to Late Helladic III. It is, curiously,

in the pottery of Thermon, a mountain fastness of Aetolia, that we seem to find the closest parallel

to the First and Second Mycenaean stages of Corinth. Here Dr. Romaios has discovered examples

of goblets and deep bowls with spiraliform ornament, as well as straight-sided cups, jars, and a

rhyton with a pattern of double axes, which show strong Minoan influence.*

Mycenaean remains discovered up to the present time in Acarnania'' seem to l)e limited entirely

to the Third Late Helladic Period, as is also the case at the excavations of Dorpfeld in Leucas.

Considerably moie material has been unearthed in Cephalonia, where numcM-ous Mycenaean

tombs have been opened." From the account of these excavations published by Kavvadias it does

not appear that objects of First or Second Late Helladic date are included among the finds.

On the west coast of the Peloponnesus traces of Mycenaean civilization have been found at

several points. At Olympia there is one lone Late Minoan III sherd.'' At Kakovatos, however,

—

Triphylian Pylos—the Second Late Helladic Period and, probably, the end of the First, are well

represented among the finds from the three royal tombs and from the adjacent prehistoric settle-

ment.'* In the important series of vases discovered here, Minoan ascendancy appears to be practi-

cally complete, and few, if any, of the northern elements so characteristic at Corinth can be distin-

guished. Farther south, near the Messenian Pylos, a bee-hive tomb, excavated in 1912 by Dr-

Kourouniotis, yielded a number of vases of the "early palace style," including a large amphora

with a design of ivy leaves remarkably similar to that on the well known beaked pitcher from thci

first shaft grave at Mycenae.' Here, as at Kakovatos, the vases are almost certainly of mainland

manufactiu-e, but again they show signs of powerful Minoan influence and little connection

with the north. Both the Messenian and the Triphylian Pylos lie close to the sea, and it is

haidly going beyond the evidence to infer that each was a port of call for the trailing barks of

Minoan navigators.

Pottery of the Second Late Helladic Period has also iieeii fouiul in Lai'onia., and it is important

to note that' from the l)e(^-hiv<» tomb at \'apliio come two stenniied )iol)iets which cieai-jy represent

the mainland or northern tradition.'"

This ends oiu' brief general survey—whicii ()i>viously does not pretend to i)e compieli—of the

pottery of the First and Second Late Helladic Periods discovered at other sites than Corinlii on

the Greek mainland. We may conclude that, true to her earlier tradition, Corinth continu(Kl to

be an important centre from which can be traced lines of cei'amic affinity radiating in all directions.

' Cf. Alli. Milt., XIV, 1880, PI). 262 IT., Pl.s. 9 and 10.

2Cf. 'E0. 'Apx-, 1900, PI. 12.

' Cf . Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 207.

"Cf. 'Xpx- ieXr., I, 1915, pp. 206 ff.; also II, 1910, pp. 184 I'.

5 Cf. UpaKTiKd, 1908, p. 100.

" Cf . UpaKTiKa, 1912, pp. 100 if.; 247 ff. ; also Kavvadias, Upo'icrTupiKri ' \pxaioXoyla, pp. 35.5 ff.

'Cf. .4///. Mill., XXXVI, 1911, p. 176, Fig. 20a.

sCf. Ath. Mitt., XXXIV, 1909, ])]>. .302 ff.. Pis. l(i-24.

»Cf.' 'K^. -Apx., 1914, pp. 99 (T. and especially PI. 2.

"Cf. 'E^. 'Apx-, 1889, p. 154, PI. 7, 19.
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In the Third Late Helladic Period (Late Minoan IH) Mycenaean pottery attains its widest

diffusion. A complete Hst of the sites at which it occurs would be superfluous here : and it may

suffice to say in general that vases and potsherds of this type and of essential uniformity have been

found at numerous places throughout the Greek mainland, on the islands of the Aegean, at several

points on the coast of Asia Minor, in Cyprus, Syria, and Egypt, in Southern Italy, Sicily, as well

as Sardinia, and a related type, at least, appears in the extreme west, in Spain.' It thus appears

that there existed at this period a wide-spread, active sea-borne traffic throughout the Mediter-

ranean. There is every reason to believe that Corinth, with her extraordinarily favorable situa-

tion and her background of similar activity in preceding ages, took an active part in this extensive

intercourse, and, as in earlier days, played an especially important role as an intermediate station

in communications between the Aegean area and Northern Greece.

No reference has yet been made to the architectural evidence of the Late Helladic Period, anil,

in fact, but few remarks are needed. For at Korakou no remains of the First and Second Late

Helladic stages have yet been found to afford comparison with the monumental palaces of other

mainland and island sites : and, on the other hand, the humble dwellings of the Third Late Helladic

Period at Korakou have, up to the present time, almost no counterpart elsewhere. The private

houses excavated by Tsountas at Mycenae are, indeed, uiuloulitedly of the same general type, but

they furnish no certainly complete plan. At Tiryns alone is there a complete and close parallel

to House L at Korakou. but a discussion of this question involves a considerable amount of

detail and is, therefore, relegated to an appendix (cf. Appendix lY, p. 130 below).

Until Mycenaean tombs are discovered at Corinth and miscellaneous finds come to light in

greater abundance, there is no material available in these fields for comparison with other sites,

CHRONOLOGY

We come now to the problem of daliug the prehistoric settlement at Korakou. Relying ohiotly

on the ceramic affinities discussed in the preceding chapter, we have ventured to construct i)ro-

visionally a table of relative chronology (p. 121). As a basis for the synchrimismslieresel out we

naturally take the IMinoan system established by Sir Arthur Evans, to which is joinctl the closely

related Cycladic system as elaborated by the British excavators at Phylakopi.- It must be em-

phasized again that this table (which is essentially the same as that given in B. S. A., XXII, pp.

186 f .) is a provisional one, and that future discoveries on the mainland may render some modifica-

tions necessary. To guard against misunderstandings it must also be pointed out that these

synchronisms are not presumed to be absolutely exact, but only approximate, with allowance of a

certain amount of leeway in both directions.

In discussing briefly the table here presented it may he well to begin at the bottom, that is,

with the latest phases of the Prehistoric Age; for here at least we are not on doubtful ground. The

three Late Helladic stages as exemplified at Korakou are obviously parallel to the three Late

Minoan stages in Crete and the corresponding stages in Melos. Whereas, however, the Third

Late phase is practically identical at all these sites, and can be approximately dated by the dis-

covery of Late Helladic III pottery at Tel El Amarna in a refuse-heap belonging to the palace of

' A. J. Evans, Scripla Minoa, I, p. 96.

2 Cf. Phylakopi, pp. 238 S.
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Akhenateii,' certain differences have Ijeen noted in tiie two earlier phases. Thus at Korakou in

the Second Late Helladic Period we observe that Cretan patterns of Late Minoan I style are nnicli

favored ; and, furthermore, the process of development from linear to naturalistic decoration, which

in Melos was largely completed in the Third Middle Minoan Period, we find working itself out at

Korakou in the First Late Helladic Period. This does not raise up obstacles in the way of our

synchronisms, however, for it merely means that, as is natiiral, the full effects of artistic impulses

from tiie south first gain their ascendancy on the mainland at a ilate considerabh' later than at

their point of departure. In consequence,'the artistic development at Korakou may })e as much

as half a stage behind that prevailing during the same period in Melos, and almost a full stage

behind that in Crete.

Turning now to the Middle Helladic Period, we meet no serious ditficulty in the way of establish-

ing fairly safe synchronisms here also. From the Second Middle Helladic stratum at Korakou

we obtain our earliest Mycenaean ware—that is, pottery of mainland manufacture with designs

and finish in Minoan technique—corresponding closely with fabrics of the Third Middle Minoan

Period in Crete. At the same time, among the ceramic finds from the Temple Repositories at

Cno.ssus are included examples of bird-vases like those conunon in the Third Middle Cycladic

Period at Phylakopi, corresponding to the bichi-ome Mattpainted ware of the Second Middle

Helladic stratum at Korakou and better kjiown from the sixth shaft grave at Mycenae. We are

therefore justified in accepting the Second Middle Helladic Period as approxijnately contem-

porary with the Third ^Middle Minoan Period of Crete.

In the First Middle Helladic Period at Korakou, Gray Minyan is the predominant i)()ttery.

The observations of Dawkins and Droop at Phylakopi^ are illuminating in this connection; for

they show that the bulk of Gray Minyan in Melos occurs in association with native geometric and

Cretan Kamares ware. The appearance of (bay Minyan at Korakou may be slightly earlier,

certainly is not later, than its occvuence at Phylakopi. In consequence we are enaljled to ecpiate

roughly the First Middle Helladic Period at Corinth with the Melian and Cretan Second Middle

Minoan Period.

For the relative chronology of the Early Helladic Period there is less evidence available; but

we are, nevertheless, provided with a definite Icnniniis ante quern. For, as already recorded, the

final Early Hellailic settlement was destroyed by fire, probably as the result of capture by invaders

from the north. Resting directly on the layer of ashes, which testifies to this coiiHagration, is the

early deposit of the succeeding settlement. There is no intlication that any considerable time

elapsed between this destruction and the new occupation of the site; on the contrary everything

jjoints to an immediate continuity of habitation. Accordingly, we may safely assign the latest of

the three phases we have ventured to distinguish—that is, Early Helladic III—to the time im-

mediately preceding the Fii'st Middle Helladic Period. Early Helladic III would thus synchronize

approximately with the First Middle Minoan Period in Crete. In confirmation of this we may

point to the patterned ware of group C II, regarding which it was suggested (cf. p. 113 above) that

the light design on a dark ground might be the result of Cretan influence. The Minoan technique

in question is characteristic of the Third Early Minoan Period. But, on the one hand, it nuist be

rciucnibcred that the Cretan stinuiius would pidduce its effects later on the mainland than in

> Petrie, Tel El Amama, pp. 15 ff., Pis. XXVI-XXX.
^Qi.B.S.A.,XVn, p. 17.
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Cnossus itself; and, on the other hand, there is also the possibility that the l)eginning of the Third

Early Helladic Period falls within Early Minoan III.

As there is, up to the present time, no evidence defining the upper limit of the Third Early Hel-

ladic Period, so the confines of the Second Early Helladic phase are likewise not clearly marked

out. But that this stage lasted a long time is manifest from the thickness of the stratum and the

quantity of the characteristic pottery found in it. In the talile, therefore, the Second Early Hel-

ladic Period has been synchronized with a large part of both Early Minoan II and Early Minoan

III; and the glazed ware found in the C'yclades is in full agreement with this {d. Phylakopi, §3).

We come, finally, to the First Early Helladic Period, and again we are able to make use of Cycladic

parallels. Thus the polished and incised sherds from Korakou, with tlieir evident sub-neolithic

character, correspond closely with the incised and polished ware of Phylakopi, Amorgos, Siphnos,

etc. The most primitive vases from Pelos may, indeed, be slightly earlier than the similar ware

from Corinth, but it seems clear, as remarked above, that both are included in the same

category. These early wares of the Cyclades are associated by Mackenzie (cf. Phylakopi. p. 248)

with Cretan vases of the First Early Minoan Period. In our table, consequently, it will be seen

that the First Early Helladic Period is made in part contemporary with Early Minoan I and

allowed to overlap somewhat into Early Minoan II.

The relative chronology indicated by the above tabulation of synchronisms, being for the

present, at least, accepted, may tentatively be translated into absolute terms. The problem here

involved depends entirely on the evidence of Egyptian objects found in the Aegean area and Minoan

objects found in Egypt, and is too large and too far afield to be discussed in this report.

Accepting Breasted's system of Egyjitian chronology, wc may take the following as the approxi-

mate dates, which, though not absolutely exact, are undoubtedly roughly correct:

Early Helladic 2500-2000 b.c.

Middle Helladi(^ I 2000-1750 n.c.

Middle Helladic II 1750-1600 b.c.

Late Helladic I 1600-1500 b.c. .

Late Helladic II 1500-1400 b.c.

Late Helladic III 1400-1100 b.c.

THE PREHISTORIC CULTURE OF KORAKOU

In concUuling this account of t Ik^ excavations at Korakou we may now, on the basis of the evi-

dence presented above, attempt a brief summary of the prehistoric civilization and "history" of

Corinth subsequent to the Neolithic Period. The Corinthia was, indeed, already inhabited in the

Neolithic Age, as is shown by stone implements and neolithic pottery found at two sites. This

material has not yet been prepared for publication, but the pottery is clearly related to Phocian

and Thessalian fabrics chiefly of the Second Period. At (ionia, one of the two sites, polychrome

ware of a type belonging to the Second Thessalian Period' was discovered immediately below and

along with polished ware of the First Early Helladic Period. For the present, however, the rela-

tion between the neolithic inhabitants and the people associated with Early Helladic pottery must

remain an open question.

' Cf . Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 16, "B 3 fi" ware.
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While it cannot, then, be definitely determined as yet whether the population we find estab-

lished about the Isthmus at the opening of the Bronze Age was aboriginal or of alien origin,

the Early Helladic Period was evidently a very flourishing time in the Corinthia. At least

eleven villages, of which some were comparatively large, appear to have existed, and we are

thus justified in assuming that the population was considerable. The land about the Isthmus,

and especially in the vicinity and to the north of ancient Corinth, is by no means unfavorable

to agriculture; it seems most probable, therefore, that these early villages were largely, if not

entirely, self-supporting. At the same time, since three of the sites are situated directly on the

shore of the sea and the evidence of the pottery examined above points to regular intercourse with

other parts of the Aegean area, the inference is obvious that these early inhabitants were commer-

cially active and that Corinth had already become an important centre of trade carried on by sea.

Future discoveries and especially further excavation of the sites now known in the Corinthia

may be expected to throw nnich additional light on the civilization of the Early Helladic Period.

In the meantime, however, it may be pointed out that, though theirs was a simple age, the inhabi-

tants of Korakou were by no means in an extremely primitive state. They lived in substantial

houses built up of dried bricks laid on stone foundations. Some of the buildings of the period

were, indeed, of monumental size, as exemplified by the impressive circular structure recently

uncovered at Tiryns. No complete house-plans are yet known, but it maybe anticipated that

they will show a variety of designs; apsidal as well as rectangular ends of houses are represented.

Stone implements, as well as stone vases, were probably still in general use, and obsidian is conspic-

uously in evidence; but metal was also known, bronze being employed for pins and other pointed

instruments. Bone was worked and highly polished. The potter's wheel had not yet been in-

troduced, but no little versatility is displayed in the fashioning of vases; and in the course of the

period steady, if not rapid, improvement may be traceil in the potter's art. A fine glaze w-as

invented, and before the period came to its end a characteristic system of geometrical orna-

mentation had been elaborated.

The civilization thus l)rietly outlined may be conceived as slowly evolving through four or five

centuries. Before attaining its culmination, however, it was extinguished, iind, as we have seen,

the period ends at Korakou with the total destruction of the settlement. The evidence of the

pottery indicates a complete break in continuity of civilization; almost ncj elements of Early

Helladic culture seem to have survived the catastrophe. Accordingly, if the earlier inhabitants

were not entirely exterminated or driven out, they were at least brought into complete subjection.

This conquest was apparently carried out by a more powerful race coming from the north ;
ceramic

testimony, at any rate, points to Phocis as the probable source of the victorious invasion, although

the origin and development of Minyan Ware must still be left an open question.

The new culture, which innnediately established itself on the site of the old, was of a more aggres-

sive and more vigorous type. It was characterized by its progressiveness and its readiness to

assimilate new ideas from abroad, adapting them to its own. Though their materials were the

same, the Middle Helladic builders surpassed their predecessors in precision and neatness; and even

the foundations of their houses, which alone survive, suggest efficiency. Here we may be dealing

with the forerunners of the architects who produced the great fortification walls of Tiryns and

Mycenae. Obsidian was still nnich employed for knives and weapons—such as arrow-heads

—

but stone implements were chiefly limited to hand-mills (querns) and grinders. Bronze must have
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been used to a considerable extent, though the evidence on this point at Korakou is extremely

scanty. There is no doubt, however, that metal-work was carried to a high degree of perfection;

for Gray Minyan ware with its gracefully shaped vases is clearly an imitation of originals in

metal—probably silver or lead. Polished bone pins and other implements are also of frequent

occurrence. The pottery shows a marked advance over that of the Early Helladic Period, for

the potter's wheel was now a regular accessory of the trade, and there is, in consequence, a notice-

able improvement in form and fa])rip. Indeed, in point of fal^-ic Gray Minyan ware was seldom,

if ever, surpassed in any subsequent period.

Though details of the process are yet in large part wanting, the coiu'se of development of Middle

Helladic civilization is in its main lines, at least, clear. Beginning as a distinctively northern or

mainland culture, it rapidly absorbs, in its new domain at the cross roads of communications

formed })y the Isthmus, the impulses transmitted by the more advanced civilization of the south;

and thus, in a progression exhibiting a series of well-marked steps, it gradually draws nearer to

Minoan standards, until finally, in absolute continuity of development, it merges with, and

dominates, the latest stage of that civilization. The successive phases of the process are most

clearly illustrated in the pottery, as set forth in detail above. During the first phase Gray ]Min-

yan ware is predominant. This is succeeded bj^ Yellow Minyan, in which northern shapes are

retained, while southern influence appears in the smooth slip with which the surface of the vases

is covered. In the following step this influence has become markedly stronger, as painted designs

in southern style are applied to these slipped vases, which are, however, still chiefly northern in

Rha]-)e. Next in order we see in decoration the fullest development of free naturalistic Minoan

art attained l)y the artists of Korakou, while southern shapes are as much in evidence as northeiii.

And finally, in the last phase, the process is complete, but a reaction has occurred and it is the

Minoanized civilization of the mainland which now takes the lead in the Aegean world. The

Middle Helladic Period may be said to continue as long as noithern elements predominate

—

inchiding, that is, the first two phases; while the Late Helladic Pcriotl re))resents the ascendancy of

Minoan elements in mainland civilization. But it must be called to mind again that there is no

break whatever in the continuity of development.

The civilization of the Late Helladic Period is too well known from the excavations at Tiryns

and Mycenae to require further elaboration here; and it is also far better represented in the splen-

did remains of the Argolid than at the more modest Corinthian sites. In explanation of the evolu-

tion of the simple, sturdy culture of the Middle Helladic Period, as we first see it at Korakou, into

the regal magnificence of Mycenae, there is no necessity, nor is there evidence, for assuming an

armed Minoan invasion followed by actual Minoan domination. On the contrary, the develop-

ment, as we have examined it, seems rather due to peaceful penetration, chiefly of Minoan com-

merce aiid Minoan standards, and perhaps of colonies of Minoan artisans, among a people reatly

and eager to seize upon new ideas and new inventions, and wilHng to modify its own. The stinni-

lus came from the south, but it acted on a mainland race which had a vigorous spirit of progress.

The importance of the evidence fiom Corinth lies in the new light it reflects on the evohition of

Mycenaean civihzation. Korakou explains Tiryns and Mycenae.

In conclusion we may draw attention again to the fact that for the very end of the Mj'cenaean

Period we have now at Korakou a clearer picture of the life of the ])rivate citizen than was possible

before. Agamemnon and his noble peers have long enjoyed the prominence that was their due;
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now light is shed also on the conditions of life of the humble commoner—the nameless rts of the

Homeric poems, who with his fellows formed the bulk of the population and rendered Aga-

memnon's glory possible. We have recoveied his modest house, though its clay walls have

long since fallen away. We can picture him conducting his household worship about the pillar in

his megaron. We have seen his simple bed, raised but slightly above the earthen floor. We

have found the storage jars in which he kept his oil and grain; the quern on which he ground his

flour; the hearth where he prepared his food; the vessels in whi<h he cooked, and the dishes from

which he ate his meal, and the cuji from which he drank his wine. And in the disorder of his

abandoned house we may recognize the haste with which he fled before that mysterious peril

which, under the name of the Dorian Invasion, we believe engulfed his waning civilization.
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Proportion of Different Wares Found in Pit E. A. (East Alley)—Percentages

Arl)itrary Layers .
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FICURE 134

STRATIFICATION OF WEST SIDE OF PIT E. A. (EAST ALLEY)
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POTTERY GROUPS FROM HOUSES AT KORAKOU

Shapes

House P (Northeast chamber)

(1) Deep bowls

(2) Wide shallow bowls

(3) Shallow basins

(4) Cups with doubly curved profile

Vertical handles

Horizontal handles

Without handles

(5) Cylixes on high stem

(6) Jugs with spout and basket handle ...

(7) Stirrup vases

(8) Water-jars (hydriae) -.

(9) Oenochoae

(10) Coarse jars

House L

(1) Deep bowls

(2) Cup

(3) Coarse cooking pots

(4) Small pithos

(5) Large pithoi

House H
(1) Deep bowl

(2) Deep urn or crater on stem

(3) Shallow Ixjwls

(4) Cup

(5) Cylixes on high stem

(6) Jar with four handles

Region R
(1) Deep bowls

(2) Wide bowl

(3) Bowl with side spout

(4) Cup

(5) Stirrup vase

(6) Hydria

Whole or in
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THE SO-CALLED TEMPLE OF HERA AT TIRYNS

In the light of the plan of House L at Korakou (cf. p. 80) it is interesting to review the case

of the so-called early Greek temple at Tiryns. h\ his discussion of this building' A. Frickenhaus

becomes involved in a number of difficulties, both architectural and chronological, which are

serious enough to raise grave doubts as to the correctness of his interpretation.

The remains in question consist of the substructure of a rectangular building, measuring ca.

6.00 m. by 20.00 m., oriented approximately north and south, and constructed entirely within

the great megaron of the palace. The west wall of this structure rests directly on the pavement

of the megaron; the east wall, on the other hand, is superposed on the east wall of the megaron

along the inner or western half of the latter. These walls, formed of rather small, unshaped stones

laid in clay, are from 0.56 m. to 0.60 m. in width and stand to a height of 0.45 m. on the west

and 0.65 m. on the east, the height of the older megaron wall being included in this last dimen-

sion. The building is divided by a cross wall—in which there is a space for a central door—into a

rather deep portico, open to the south, and one long, narrow room. For an excellent plan and

elevation see Tiryns, p. 3; the plan is reproduced in our Figure 135.

With these remains are brought into connection an archaic Doric capital of poros, found by

Schliemann built into a late (Byzantine or modern) wall that ran across the "men's" court over

the altar; an early terracotta antefix and a number of roof-tiles discovered on the east side of

the hill in the entrance to the acropolis outside the gate to the upper citadel; and the mass of

Greek votive terracottas which Schliemann unearthed outside the fortification wall on the west,

near the stairway leading down from the small postern gate; to which are added a number of

similar terracottas which came to light recenth' on the citadel itself. Combining these elements,

Frickenhaus concludes that the building was a Greek temple, which, from the evidence of the style

of construction, the Doric capital, the antefix, and the terracottas, he dates approximately in the

middle of the seventh centiny b.c.

The chief difficulties in the way of this theorj' are the following:

The method of construction is wholly different from that known in other Greek temples. Even

in the earliest of these, where squared blocks do not appear, quarried stone, which is at least roughly

shaped, is used, and the walls are comparatively thick and solid. In the present instance, however,

the walls are thin, and built of entirely unworked stones. In addition, there is no foiuidation for

the portico across the front of the Ituilding, a peculiarity which can be paralleled in no other

Greek temple. The construction is, in fact, as Frickenhaus himself admits, although on a smaller

scale, practically identical with the construction of the Mycenaean palace.

Another point of considerable perplexity for the supporters of this theory is the determination

of the floor-level or ground-level of the temple; and upon the settlement of this problem depends

the answer to a further question, namely, whether the walls as now preserved were originally

foundations, and therefore covered, or actual walls visible above ground. Frickenhaus very prop-

erly points out that the walls are too thin to be foundations; the door-opening is carried down

to the level of the floor of the megaron; the east wall is built so that its west facets in the same

plane with the west face of the corresponding megaron-wall on which it is superposed, implying

^Tiryns, Vol. I, Athens, 1912, pp. 2-46.
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FiauRE ISf). Plan op the So-called Temple of Hera at Tiryns.
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that this face was intended to be visil)le; and, furthermore, the walls of the building begin exactly

at the top of the two steps which led up from the court to the megaron. Consequently he con-

cludes that the floor of the temple was at the same level as the earlier Mycenaean floor and that the

court to the south was also clear down to its Mycenaean level.

This involves, however, a very serious difficulty, for dining the excavations of Schliemann it

was observed that the whole acropolis of Tiryns was covered to a depth of one metre or more

wit ha layer of earth and ashes containing almost exclusively Mycenaean debris and potsherds.

A certain number of fragments of geometric pottery were indeed gathered up; Init the percentage

of later Greek sherds was infinitesimal, if indeed they were found at all. The question imme-

diately arises: how is it possible, if a Greek temple was established at the IVIycenaean level in the

megaron and if the open court before the megaron was used at its Mycenaean level from the

seventh century b.c. onward—how is it then possible that this same area was later covered over

with almost purelj' Mycenaean debris, while the debris and potsherds which we should expect

from the seventh century and subsequently, during the period when the temple was in use, have

almost completely vanished?

This is, however, not the only difficulty encoimtered by the theorj- that a Greek temple of the

period mentioned stood at the Mycenaean level in the megaron. For the Doric capital, which has

previously been used as confirmatory evidence for dating the temple in the seventh century

B.C., now becomes exceedingly embarrassing. In fact, no suitable place for a Doric column in the

portico can be discovered at the Mycenaean level. There is no foundation to support it, nor is

there any trace to indicate that such a column ever stood on the Mycenaean floor. Being loth to

discard the capital altogether, Frickenhaus finally erects it on the old Mycenaean stone base for

a wooden pillar, which is still preserved exactly in the axis of the portico, although he admits that

the result obtained is quite unparalleled.

Finally there is a serious chronological difficulty. As Frickenhaus very well observes, the

builders of the temple must have been familiar with the megaron of the Mycenaean palace as it

appeared before its total destruction by fire. The plan is essentially the same; certain elements

of the megaron appear, indeed, to have been used again in their original position. Thus the new

building is so placed that one of the column-bases of the megaron and one of the portico lie exactly

in its axis—a fact certainly not due to chance. Again, the old steps at the front of the megaron were

evidently still used as an approach to the new building. Furthermore, the Mycenaean foimdation,

which still remains in the megaron against its east wall, obviously continued to stand in the later

structure. To explain all this Frickenhaus is obliged to suppose that the Mycenaean palace con-

tinued to exist and to be inhabited quite to the end of the Geometric Period; that it was not till

about 700 B.C. that it was finally destroyed in a great fire; and that shortly afterward a Greek

temple was erected on the site of the megaron, by builders who were familiar with the appearance

of the older structure. But, even if it be accepted that the palace dates from the very end of the

Mycenaean Period, it is still almost impossible to believe that a building constructed in its upper

part, at least, entirely of unbaked brick and wood could endure for four hundred years without

suffering damage from earthquakes, or fire, or other causes, so serious as to necessitate repairs

or alterations extensive enough to leave manifest traces. No parallel to such a survival can be

shown anywhere. The great palaces of Crete were comparatively short-lived. So great an

amount of wood was used in the construction of Mycenaean buildings that their destruction by
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fire was ultimately inevitable, aiiil this late was never very long delayed. The early Greek templeg,

in which the ceiling and the roof were built of wood, suffered in a similar way, and it was only when

stone began largely to supplant wood as the material of construction that they became safer and

more permanent buildings.

It is not necessarj^, however, to heap up further difficulties in the waj- of the theory here dis-

cussed; for in the light of the plan of House L at Korakou the solution of the problem becomes

evident. The later building within the megaron at Tiryns is not a Greek temple; it is simply a

modest reconstruction of the earlier megaron—a reconstriiction carried out toward the end of

the Mycenaean Period after the destruction of the palace by fire. Thus is explained the striking

similarity, both in construction and in plan, of the new and the old megaron. The new megaron

was smaller than its predecessor. One interior column was sufficient to support the roof, and one

pillar only was needed in the facade. The building was, therefore, so placed that two of the older

pillar-bases lay in its axis, and on these the new wooden pillars were erected. Exactly the same

arrangement of columns is seen in House L at Korakou. The later megaron was also built in the

same technical stylo as the earlier—that is, the low walls as they still exist are merely the stone

socle on which was laid the superstructure of crude brick. This is clearly proved by the fact that

the walls as preserved today end in a practically level finished top (average height 0.45 m. on the

west, 0.65 m. on the east side where it is superposed on the earlier wall; here perhaps the debris

of the fire had raised the outside ground-level) above which there was obviously no further stone

construction. The roof was probably flat, plastered with clay. The floor of the earlier megaron

was used again ; likewise the large court to the south at its original level, as well as the steps lead-

ing up from it to the megaron. A new bench was built along the side walls of the portico, a modest

successor to the splendiii " cyanus-frieze " of the great palace.

The predominance of Mycenaean potsherds in the layer of debris covering the palace is now

satisfactorily explained. The great majority of these sherds are, as mentioned above, of the

Late Mycenaean or Third Late Helladic type and belong, of course, to the period of reconstruc-

tion. I venture to suggest that, apart from the new megaron, certain other reconstructions

marked on the plan of Tiryns also date from this period, and indicate a general Mycenaean

reoccujiation of tlie acropolis subsequent to the l)urning of t he palace. The rebuilding of 1 lie altar,

for example, prol)al)ly belongs here, or rather the building of the ])latform round it.

The chronological difficulties involved by the temple-theory now cease to,be troublesome. It

is no longer necessary to suppose that the monumental palace continui'd without apprecial)le

change to exist and to be inhabited for nearly half a millenium, while a great civilization de-

clined and finally vanished, yielding before another, new and very different. We now obtain a

normal sequence of haljitation. The mighty structure of the early Third Late Helladic Perioil is

succeeded by a modest house in the period of reconstruction, when an effort was made to save as

much as possible from the wreckage of the fire. Subsequently, when the last renmants of My-
cenaean civilization disappeared, we may suppose the hill of Tiryns to have been occupied again by

a few humble houses of the Geometric Age. Traces of these may still exist in the later walls east

of the megaron; and the geometiic pottery found by Schliemann is undoubtedly due to these set-

tlers. Still later, as is shown by Schlieniami's find of the mass of Greek terracottas, it is clear that

a sanctuary stood sojuewhere on the site. An old tradition of the greatness of the past probably

kept alive at least a small shrine on the acropolis. There is no reason for supposing it to have
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been ajiythiiig nioie than a shrine. Now that the reconstruction of the jnegaron has been restored

to its proper context, there remains available on the upper citadel no foundation that may be

attributed to a temple. The lone Doric capital does not suffice to establish the existence of such a

building; for it may easily, as Dorpfeld remarks,' have been draggeil up in the ^Middle Ages from

some other part of the citadel to be built intothe late wall in which it was found.

' Mycenae, p. 271.
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Acarnania, L. H. Ill pottery from, 119.

Aegina, M. H. Mattpainted pithos from, 19; M. H. Mattpainted basin from, 20, n.

Aphidna, M. H. Mattpainted basins from, 20, n.; Mattpainted ware from, 114.

Architecture, of E. H. period, 7.5 f. ; of M. H. period, 76 ff.; of M. H. period compared witii that of

Crete and the Cyclades, 116; of L. H. period, 79 ff. ; orientation of houses, 98; general remarks

about plans of houses, 98 f. ; of so-called Temple of Hera at Tiryns, 130 ff. ; altar (?), 96, 97;

buttress (?), 97; column base, 82, 86, 91, 92, 92 f.; door, 81, 88, 9.5; floor, 82, 83, 95, 96; fresco,

fragment of, 94; hearth, 83, 85, 89, 90, 92, 96; megaron, 82, 85, 89, 91, 93; pillar, baetylic

(?), 99; portico, 80, 91, 93; roofing, problem of , 87 f.; threshold, 81, 85, 87, 95, 97; vestibule,

81, 85, 93.

Argive Heraeum, Ephyraean ware from, 54, 117.

Argolid, pottery from, in general agreement with that found at Korakou, 3.

Argos, Argive Minyan ware from, 17; Mattpainted pithos fi'om, 19; Mattpainted basins from,

20, n.; Mattpainted cups from, 27; Mattpainted shallow bowls from, 28.

Athens, E. H. ware from Acropolis, 112; L. H. I and II ware from Acropolis, 117.

Attica, pottery from, in general agreement with that found at Korakou, 3; Mycenaean pitcher

found at Markopoulo, 50.

Boeotia, pottery from, in general agreement with that found at Korakou, 3.

Bone objects, E. H. pins, 104; M. H. pins, 105; L. H. I spool or bead, 105.

Bothroi, at Korakou, Gonia, and Orchomenos, in E. H. period, 75 f., 113.

Bronze objects, E. H. pin, 104; L. H. Ill knife, 109; L. H. Ill pins, 109; L. H. Ill chisels, 109; L. H.

Ill sword-tip, 109; L. H. Ill spear-socket, 109.

Burial customs, M. H. period, 116. See also under Tombs.

Cephalonia, L. H. Ill tombs in, 119.

Chalcis, grave chambers opening from shaft, E. H. period, 100; L. H. II pottery from, 118.

Cheliotomylos, prehistoric site near Old Corinth, 116.

Chronology, of strata at Korahou, 120 ff. ; relative, of Helladic, Cycladic, and Minoan periods,

121; absolute, of Helladic civihzation, 123.

Clay objects, E. H. cylindrical loom-weights (?), 104.

Cnossos, Cycladic pottery from Temple Repositories, 30.

Corinthia, in the Neolithic Age, 123; in the E. H. period, 124; in Mie M. H. period, 124; in the

L. H. period, 116, 125.
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Crete, Cretan civilization contra.sted with that of ^Mainland ( = Helladic), 3; eonncctioii.s of with

the Corinthia in E. H. period, 113; possible Cretan influence on E. H. Light-on-Dark patterned

ware, 113; Cretan origin of patterns on M. H. potterj', 32; Cretan influence in L. H. period,

52, 117; hole-mouthed jars from, 27, 33; L. 'SI. II patterns of curving streamers on pottery

from, 48. See also under ^linoan.

Cyclades, Cycladic civilization contrasted with that of ^lainland (,
= Helladic), 3; early C.ycladic

pottery, 5, 111 f.; connections with the Corinthia in E. H. period, 112; Cycladic and IMaiu-

land pottery in L. H. I and II compared, 118

Elassona (i. e. Magoula), L. H. II pottery said to be from, 119.

Eleusis, IMattpainted ware from, 114; L. H. I and II pottery from, 117.

Frickenhaus, his account of the so-called Temple of Hera at Tiryns, 130 ff.

Geraki (in Laconia), Mattpainted ware from, 114.

Glass objects, L. H. II necklace of beads, lOfi.

Gonia, prehistoric site near Corinth, 110; stratification of, confirming that of Korakuu, 1 Hi; E. H.

mottled ware from, 7; E. H. askoi from, 8; E. H. tankard from, 11; Mattpainted cup from,

27; E. H. bothroi at, 75 f.; M. H. graves at, 116; N.eolithic pottery from, 123.

Hagia Marina, E. H. pottery from, 112; E. H. patterned ware from, 11.

Helladic civilization (see also under Architecture, Pottery, Tombs, etc.)

:

Early Helladic, suggested source and spread of, 113, in the Corinthia, 124; Middle Helladic,

in the Corinthia, 124 f. ; Late Helladic, development of from Middle Helladic, 125, in the

Corinthia, 125.

Kakovatos, L. H. I antl 11 pottery from royal tombs at. 111).

Keftiu cup, 25, 40.

Korakou, description of site, 1 f.; plan of excavation of, Plate VIII; relative chronology of settle-

ment at, 120 ff.; destruction of E. H. settlement at, 124.

Lead objects, 109.

Liauokladi, pottery from, in general agreement with that found at Kurakou, 3; "Urfirnis"at,

113; M. H. (?) house at, 115.

Maket tomb at Gourob, L. H. jug from, 52.

Markopoulo (in Attica), L. H. pitcher from, 50.

Megaron type of house in M. H. period, 77 f.

Melos, black and red ware from, 30; pattern of curving streamers on pottery from, 48. See also

under Phylakopi.

Minoan, influence on ]\Iattpainted ware II, 24 f. ; IMiddle Miiioan III wares as related to Mainland

fabrics, 114 f. See also under Crete.
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Mycenae, Gray Minyan ware from, 15; Mattpainted ware from, 114; Mattpainted ware III from

sixth shaft grave at, 28 ff. ; Ephyraean ware from, 54 ; Warrior Vase from, 62 f
.

; L. H. Ill houses

at, 120.

Mycenaean ( = Late Helladic) ware, forerunner of, 25; earliest found at Koraikou, 32.

Naxos, E. H. sauce-boat from, 10.

Neolithic pottery from Corinthia, 123.

Obsidian objects, E. H. period, 104; M. H. period, 105; L. H. period, 109.

Old Corinth, prehistoric site at, 110; E. H. graves at, 7, 100; E. H. beaked jugs from, 11.

Olympia, early incised pottery from, 14; L. H. Ill sherd from, 119.

Orchomenos, E. H. ware from, 11, 112; E. H. bothroi at, 75 f.; Gray Minyan ware from, 15; Matt-

painted ware from, 114; Mattpainted pithoi from, 19, n.; M. H. house construction at,

77, 116; burial beneath half pithos at, 101.

Phocis, pottery from, in general agreement with that found at Korakou, 3; connections with the

Corinthia in E. H. period, 113; probable source of invasion which destroyed E. H. settlement

at Korakou, 124.

Phylakopi, early polished ware from, 5; Gray Minyan ware from, 122; Mattpainted II cups from,

25; beaked jugs from, 25; bird vases from, 25; series of bowls from, 28; Mattpainted III jug

from, 30, 114; Ephyraean ware from, 54; intramural interment of infant at, 101.

Pottery, of Korakou, Chap. II; of Mainland, periods and terminology, 3; Mycenaean ( = Late

Helladic), 3; "Urfirnis," 2, 3, 6; Cycladic ware of Phylakopi, 5.

Early Helladic, 4 ff. ; diffusion of, 3, 4 ff., 110 ff. ; chronological sequence of, 14.

A. Hand-polished: I, Unslipped, 4 f., 14; II, Slipped, 5 f., 14.

B. Glazed, 6 ff., 14: I, Partly Coated, 6; II, Completely Coated, G ff.

C. Patterned, 8 ff., 14: I, Dark-on-Light, 8 ff.; II, Light-on-Dark, 10 f.

D. Unpainted, 11 f., 14.

E. Domestic Pots and Pithoi, 12 f., 14.

F. Other Wares, 13 f.

"Rugose" ware, 13; potter's marks, 11.

Middle Helladic, 3, 15 i¥. ; diffusion of, 113 ff. ; chronological sequence of, 34 f.

A. Minyan, 2, 3, 15ff.; I, Gray, 15 ff.; II, Argive Minyan, 17 f.; Ill, Yellow Minyan, 18 f.

B. Mattpainted, 2, 3, 19 ff.; I, Coarse, 19 ff.; II, Fine, 24 ff.; Minoan influence on, 24;

III, Polychrome, 28 ff

.

C. Coarse Unpainted Domestic, 30 f.

D. Mainland Ware Corresponding to Fabrics of M. M. Ill, 32 ff.; I, Light-on-Dark,

32 f.; II, Dark-on-Light, 33 f.

Late Helladic ( = Mycenaean), 3, 35 ff.; division into three stages, 36; potter's marks, 44.

Late Helladic I, 36 ff.; diffusion of, 117 ff.

A. Painted, 36 ff.

B. Unpainted, 43.

C. Monochrome, 43 f.
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Potterj', Late Helladic I

—

continued

D. Gray Minyan, 44.

E. Mattpainted, 44.

F. Domestic, 44.

Late Helladic II ( = :\Iycenaean), 44 ff.; diffusion of, 117 ff

A. Painted, 45 ff.

B. Ephyraean, 54 ff.; iu the Argolid, 117.

C. Fine Unpainted, 57 ff.

D. IMonochronie, 59.

E. Minyan, 59.

F. ^Mattpainted, 59.

G. Domestic, 59.

Late Helladic III ( = Mycenaean), 59 ff.; diffusion of, 120.

A. Painted, 59 ff.

B. LTnpainted, 72.

C. Monochrome, 72.

D. E. Minyan and Mattpainted, 72.

E. Domestic Pots and Pithoi, 73 ff.

Patterns

Early Helladic: incised, 4 f. ; wedge-shaped incisions, 5, 13; mottled decoration, 7; raised

rope bands, 13; peculiar incised decoration, 18 f.

Middle Helladic: incised, on Argive Minj-an I, 19; angular and curvilinear, on Mattpainted

I, 19; panelled decoration on Mattpainted II, 25; design of sea .shells on earliest Myce-

naean ware, 'SI. H. II, 34.

Late Helladic: I, 37 ff.; II, 45 ff. ; of waving streamers, 48; on Ephyraean ware, 56 f.;

Ill, 61 f.

Prehistoric Age on Greek Mainland, division into periods, 3; evidence for division, 3.

Prehistoric sites near Corinth, 110.

Pylos (in Messenia), L. H. I-II pottery from tholos tomb at, 119.

Rachmani, house with apse, 115.

Rini, house with apse at either end, 115.

Sphettos (in Attica), L. H. Ill crater from, 64.

Stone objects. Early Helladic: marble pestle, 104; pounder, 104; Middle Helladic: pounder, 105;

Late Helladic II: incised pebble, 106; steatite gem, 106; Late Helladic III: steatite gems,

106; steatite spindle-whorls, 109; steatite celt, 109; fragment of polished celt, 109; whetstone,

109; pounders and grinders, 109; millstones, 109; flint, 109. See also under Obsidian.

Stratification of prehistoric deposit at Korakou, 2, 128.

Tel El Amama, L. H. Ill pottery from, 59.

Terracotta objects. Early Helladic: figurine (?), 104; spindle-whorls, 104; flat disk, 104; IMiddle

Helladic: spindle-whorls, 105; Late Helladic III: figurines, 107 f.; animal figures, 108 f.

;

spindle-whorls, 109; flat crescent, 109.
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Thebes, L. H. pottery from, 118; Mycenaean pitchers from, 50; L. H. Ill panelled system of deco-

ration at, 61; L. H. Ill ynpainted cylix from, 65, n.

Thermon, M. H. potterj' from, 115; apsidal houses at, 115; L. H. I and II pottery from, 119.

Thessaly, E. H. "rugose" dishes from Tsani, 13; L. H. II pottery from Pagasae and lolcos, 118 f.

Tiryns, pottery of lowest stratum at, 111; Mattpainted ware from, 114; M. H. sherds with sea-

shell pattern from, 34; Ephyraean ware from, 54, 117; L. H. Ill house at, 120; so-called Tem-

ple of Hera at, 130 ff.

Tombs, E. H. shaft-tombs at Old Corinth, 100; tombs of M. H. period, 100 f.; M. H. infant burial

in pithos, 18, 19, 100 f.; M. H. intramural burial of infant, 101; L. H. graves, 102 f.

Tsani, E. H. "rugose" dishes from, 13; connections of, with the Corinthia in E. H. period, 113.

Vaphio, gold cups from, 25, 32; L. H. II pottery from, 119; L. H. II pattern of curving streamers on

pottery from, 48.

Yiriza, prehistoric site near Corinth, 110: E. H. askoi from, 8.

Zerelia, interment of infant beneath half pithos at, 101.





PLATE I

Figure 1. Sauce-Boat, Early Helladic Period, Class B II.

Figures 2, 3. Patterned Ware, Early Helladic Period, Class C I (a) and (b).

Scale 1 : 2





PLATE II
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Shekus of Matti'ainted Ware and Li(iHT-oN-DARK Mainland Ware, Sn(nviN(i Simii.ahity of Patterns,

Middle Hklladr' 1'eriod.

Scale 1 : 1





PLATK III
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Four Sherds of Mattpainted Ware, Class II, and Four ok Dark-on-Lumit Maini.and Ware,

Middle Helladic Period.

Scale 1 : 1





PLATE IV

Examples of Patterns on Cups of the Vaphio Shape, Late Hei.i.adic Pehiod.

Scale 3 : 4





PLATE V

Ewer of Good Fabric, SECo>fD Late Hellaoic Period.

Scale 3 : 4





PLATE VI
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PLATE \II

Plate VII. Two Ephyraean Goblets Restored, Second Late Helladic Period.

Scale 1:1
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